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INTRODUCTION
This document contains non-proprietary summaries of the results of the set of Phase I Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) projects supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) as part
of the 1987 Program Year. A Program Year includes all phase I projects which result from an annual Program
Solicitation and the Phase II projects subsequently selected for continuation. The appendices provide background
information on the SBIR program, statistics on NASA's program to date, the technical topic and subtopic areas In
which proposals were solicited In 1987, and information about the award selection process. The five indexes contain
listings through which cross-references may be made for projects, companies, their locations by state, the NASA Field
Centers responsible for each project's management, and the principal Investigator for each one. For simplicity, each
project has been assigned a sequential identifying number, from 001 to 204, In ascending order as found In the body
of the report.
The objective of this report is to provide information about the SBIR program to anyone concerned with
NASA R&D activities Including managers of NASA projects, prime contractors who could benefit from the research
conducted through SBIR, Industrial concerns and investors who may support further development and marketing of
the results of SBIR projects, and small business firms that may wish to submit SBIR proposals and need information
on the types of projects of interest to NASA. The information In the abstracts was supplied by the participating small
business companies and has been issued by NASA solely for the purpose of information exchange. NASA does
not guarantee its accuracy or vaUdlty. Readers are encouraged to contact the small buslnassas for further Information
or clarification.
The closing date for the 1987 SBIR Program Solicitation was June 19, 1987, at which time NASA had
received 1826 Phase I proposals from small business firms. On November 4, 1987, after the evaluation and selection
processes were completed, NASA announced that 205 research proposals were chosen to receive six-month Phase
I contract awards. Following completion of contract negotiations early in 1988, 204 Phase I contracts had been
placed with 170 different small R&D firms located In 29 states.
Of these Phase I projects, all were sent requests to submit proposals for Phase II continuations and 177
Phase II proposals were recehted. These and two other Phase II proposals (one carded over from 1986 and another
recommended to NASA for consideration by the Department of Defense) constituted the group of 179 proposals from
which 100 were chosen for Phase It contract negotiations. Phase II projects resulting from these contract negotiations
began early In 1989 and most will continue Into 1991.
The NASA SBIR program has been supporting research of interest to the agency and the aerospace
community since 1983. Since Fiscal Year 1986, as required by law, the funding set-aside for the SBIR program is
1.25 percent of NASA's annual budget for extramural R&D. Since the NASA budget Is dedicated, In large part, to
the accomplishment of specific mission and R&D goals which provide few options In their use of budgeted R&D,
the SBIR program constitutes a significant portion of the agency's discretionary research effort.
Program management is provided by the SBIR Office In the NASA Headquarters Office of Commercial
Programs. The proposals are evaluated by nine NASA Field Centers who also let the contracts and manage
individual projects. The following Centers are responsible for Implementing the NASA SBIR program:
• ARC
. GSFC
• JPL
• JSC
• KSC
• LaRC
• LeRC
• MSFC
• SSC
Ames Research Center, Moffst Field, CA 94035
Goddard Space Fight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91109
Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32899
Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH 44135
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
Stennls Space Center, MS 39529
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PRESENTATIONFPROJECTRESULTS
Themain body of this document presents the results, as reported by the contractors conducting them, of
204 Phase I SBIR projects arlelng from the 1987 Program Solicitation. The order of presentation Is according to
technical topics. Slncs 1984, each NASA SBIR Program Solicltstion has contained the following fifteen TechnicalTopics:
01 Aeronautical Propulsion and Power
02 Aerodynamics and Acoustics
03 Aircraft Systems, Subsystems, and Operstlons
04 Matedais and Structures
05 Taleoperators and Robotics
06 Computer Scisncas and Appllcatlons
07 Information Systems and Data Handling
08 Instrumentation and Sensors
09 Spacecraft Systems and Subsystems
10 Space Power
11 Space Propuision
12 Human Habitability and Biology in Space
13 Quality Assurance, Safety, and Check-out for Ground and Space Operations
14 Satellite and Space Systems Communications
15 Matedais Processing, Mlcrogravlty, and Commercial Applications in Space.
Each technical teplc contains a number of subtopics which specify the problems or opportunities to which
the small buelneas firms are Invited to address Phase I proposals. The number and content of the subtopics change
from year to year depending on the Interests of the agency. The SBIR Program Solicitation for 1987 Included the122 subtopics listed In Appendix B.
The Information provided for each of the 204 projects (1987 Phase I) Includes the name and address of the
firm that performed the work, the name of the principal Investigator, the NASA Center which monitored the contract,
and a brief summary of results of the Phase I contract and the potential commercial application of the proposed
innovation identified by the contractor. The 98 projects In this group which were selected In December of 1988 and
February of 1989 to receive a Phase II award are identified. Two other Phase I projects were also chosen for Phase
II at this time: an 86-1 Phase I project whose circumstances In 1988 prevented its completion and compstltlon with
the 88-1 group and a proposal highly recommended by the Air Force which NASA found to be of great value to the
NASA R&D program. They ere described In Appendix C.
The format for presenting the Information for each project Is as shown below:
Pmjeat Number+ _>
ProjectTitle ---------->
NASA Center _>
Abstract >
* 160 <.
87-1-11.01-3350
Thrust Vector Control
Sparta, Inc. <
3440 Carson Street, Suite 300
Torrance, CA 90503
B. Osofsky (213"542-6090) < Principal Investigator
NAS8-37640 <. Contract Number
This innovation con_rns obtaining thrust vector control in a
solid-propellant, booster rocket motor by means of...
Sedal Number (* Indicates a Phase II aw=d)
Company Name
+ Note: Project Number is composed of the program year (87), the topic and subtopic numbers (11.01)
and an Identifying number (3350).
The data is the most current avalisbis. In cases where firms have changed names or rights to Phase I
results have been sold, the new name or owner Is shown since one purpose of this publication Is to enable
Interested parties to contact the researchers directly.
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ABSTRACTS OF COMPLETED NASA SBIR 1987 PHASE I PROJECTS
oi AERONAUTICAL PROPULSION AND
POWER
* 001
87-I-01.01-3800
Multlgrld Solutlon of Internal Flows Using
Generallzed Solutlon Adaptlve Meshes
Craare Incorporated
PO Box 71
Hanover, NH 03755
Wayne Smith (603-643-3800)
LeRC -- NAS3-25405
In this project, an Innovative, Interactive, general
purpose solver for high-spesd compressible flows that
uses unstructured, solution-adaptive meshes com-
posed of tetraheclral cells was investigated. Such a
computer program will represent a significant advance
In the state of the art and will be a powerful tool for
the study of InvIscid and turbulent three-dlmanslonal
transonic and supersonic flows.
The Phase I effort demonstrated that an unstruc-
tured, second-order accurate, finite-volume formulation
Is able to produce accurate, highly detailed flow
solutions. The unstructured mesh formulation easily
accommodates complex flow features such as shocks
and boundary layers. The mesh refinement algorithm
provides highly localized mesh refinement while
maintaining excellent cell aspect and volume ratios.
Potentfa/Cornmerc/al Application: This code will have
significant applications for research and design
Involving high speed flows tn turbines, compressors,
inlets, aircraft, and hypersonic flight vehicles.
_t_tW
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87-1-01.01 -5094
"Boundary Layer Control Methods In High Speed
Inlet Systems
Rose Enginesrlng & Research, Inc.
PO Box 5146
Incline Village, NV 89450
William C. Rose (702.831-5094)
LeRC -- NAS3-25408
The objective of the Phase I effort was to dater-
mine the fesslbillty of using Innovative, boundary-
layer control arrangements that allow high Inlet recov-
ery to be achieved at low bleed rates. This analytical
investigation was carried out with the use of a full
Navler-Stokes code, and a review was conducted of
the relevant literature on recent developments In
boundary-layer control in high-speed engine Inlets. Of
particular interest were inlets intended to operate at
flight Mach numbers above 3.0 where viscous effects
dominate the behavior of the Internal flow.
Various proposed flow control technlquas were
investigated. The cutback sidewall technique was very
successful at minimizing distortion, but an unknown
and potentially debilitating amount of the Inlet mass
flow would, of necessity, be spilled as a result of the
lack of the lateral sidewalls. The Phase I effort con-
centrated on the "design' value for Mach 5; however,
it Is recognized that flow control methods must work
across a wide range of Mach numbers.
Potential CommemledAppl/cation: Commercial applica-
tions Include military aircraft and civilian aircraft used
for transportation of people and packages throughout
the world.
_ll'llt'lt
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87-1-01.02-0236
Advanced Thermal Protection Materials
Ultramat
12173 Montague Street
Pacolma, CA 91331
Richard B. Kaplan (818-899-0236)
LeRC -- NAS3-25411
The objective of this project Is to develop a new
process for making light-weight, hlgh-tsmperatura,
high-performance structural materials for use In hot
section components of aircraft propulsion engines
through an Innovative application of chemical vapor
deposition end Infiltration (CVD or CVI). The process
Involves Infiltrating a reticulated carbon foam with
rhanlum, sheathing it with rhenium to form a quasi-
honeycomb structure, and overcoatlng the resultant
composite structure with a refractory ceramic for
oxidation and erosion protection.
Phase I thoroughly investigated the rhenium Infiltra-
tion process to form a refractory-metal foam; however,
equipment end time limitations did not allow a deter-
ruination of the effects of a rhenium sheath on the
foam properties. Nevertheless, application of a sheath
on the foam caused a 2000 percent Increase in crush
strength from 1000 psi to >20,000 psi, the load cell
limit. The drastic Increase in strength results from an
almost complete load transfer and uniform stress dis-
tribution over the stronger "skin" of the structure. One-
sided hestlng tests demonstrated the matsrlars high
thermal Impedance, stability, and shock raslatance.
Oxidation protection for the rhenium, using a diffusion
barrier and Hf-SI-C deposited on the foam structure,
was demonstrated by Inspection of the surface after
heating with an H2-02 torch to 1800 C.
Potent a  Commerc/a/ Application: Primary appli-
cations are for a combustor liner in advanced small
gas turbine engines; for other hot section components
NASASBIR t987 Phase I Projects
of jet engines such as turbine shrouds, exhaust
nozzles and nozzle liners, and convergent and di-
vergent flaps; for hot gas valves and rocket nozzles;
and for oxidation protection of refractory metals and
intermetallics.
t_t_
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87-1-01.02-7300
Pulse Combuator Driven Recuperated or
Regenerated Gas Turbine
Altex Technologies Corporation
650 Nuttman Road
Santa Clara, CA 95054
John T. Kelly (408-395-7300)
LeRC -- NAS3-25404
The goal of achieving minimum-volume, light-
weight, efficient and environmentally clean 'small' ges-
turbine systems for aircraft propulsion may be mat
with an innovative pulsed-combustor-drlvsn, recuper-
ated or regenerated, gas turbine (PCRG_ concept.
It Is based upon the fact that pulsating combustion
generates velocity fluctuations which propagate
throughout the system and increase heat and mass
transport. Combustion and diluent air mixing are inten-
sifted by the pulsations, thereby leading to greater
combustion efficiency and smaller and lighter com-
bustors. Pressure is gained across the combustor,
which directly Increases cycle efficiency. Heat-ex-
changer heat transport is significantly Improved,
leading to smaller and lighter heat exchangers.
Under the Phase I SBIR effort, the concept was
analytically evaluated and shown to reduce small gas
turbine specific fuel consumption by 22 percent,
increase specific power by 32 percent, reduce recup-
erator volume and weight by 46 percent and 32
percent, respectively, and reduce emissions of oxides
of nitrogen by 75 percent. These substantial increases
in engine performance were found to require minimal
engine modifications beyond replacing the steady flow
combustor with a pulsating combustor.
Potential Commercla/Application: The PCRGT con-
cept Is applicable to a wide variety of commercial and
government aircraft propulsion, ground transportation,
and power generation applications.
O35
87-1-01.02-9511
Propeller-Wake.Induced Structure-Borne Interior
Noise
Dynamic Analysis & Testing Associates
2231 Faraday Avenue, Suite 103
Carlsbad, CA 92008
C. Thomas Savell (619-931-9511)
LeRC -- NAS3-25338
The purpose of this project Is to establish a
unified model for predicting the portion of the Interior,
aircraft-cabin noise transmitted through the wing struc-
ture and produced by the wake from a wing-mounted
propeller. The method used: a velocity defect model
representing the viscous wake behind a twisted and
leaned prop-fan blade; standard acoustic source
modeling methods to describe the wing vibration and
pressure loading perturbation resulting from the wake
slapping the wing; and finite-element, acoustic-struc-
ture Interaction analysis to predict the vlbrstlon energy
transmlaslon through the wing structure, the excitatlon
of the rest of the aircraft structure, and the resulting
noise radiation to the Interior of the aircraft cabin.
In Phase I several computer codas were developed
for analyzing the acoustic-structure Interaction problem
of the noise experienced in the interior of an alrcratt
driven by advanced prop-fans. Simplified models of
the aircraft wing, fuselage, and cabin Interior were
used. The wing was modeled as three beam eectlons
of different thickness joined to the fuselage side
panels. The fuselage panels were modeled as fiat
plates attached to stringers at the edges. The cabin
Interior was modeled as a rectangular cavity. The final
computer model was exercised In a parametric study
in which the wing and fuselage section properties and
Joining conditions were vatted.
Potent a  Commerc/a/Appllcat/on: There Is an Indus-
try-wide need for a general purpose code to solve
acoustic-structure Interaction problems for all forms of
transportation vehicles, In acoustic fatigue and failure
analysis, and In general architectural acoustics.
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87-1-01.03-1520
Simultaneous Temperature, Density, and Flow
Dlagnoatlcs for AeropropuIslon Systems
Deacon Research
900 Welch Road, Suite 203
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Anthony O'Ksefe (415-326-1520)
LsRC -- NAS3-25401
The design of advanced propulsion systems
requires simultaneous measurement of the flow
velocities and the thermodynamic properties In order
to verify the msthemstical models based on the time-
averaged, Navler-Stokas equations. The coherent anti-
Stokes Ram_.n scstterlng (CARS) technique makes
poaslble the measurement of the temperature and
pressure but not velocity. Laser Doppler veloclmaters
fall at high velocities because the measured dust parti-
cles no longer follow the flow lines. The Innovation Is
in combining CARS with a well-known spectroscopic
technique, stimulated Brlllouln scstterlng (SBS), which
can measure flow velocity from subeonlc through
hypersonic speeds. By adding a detection system and
changlflg the CARS geometry slightly, one can
measure the flow velocity, temperature, and density
with a single, stop-motion laser pulse. The Phase I
investigation showed that an SBS system can be
configured to measure velocities In the range of Mach
0 to 20 and above with an accuracy of Mach 0.02, ex-
panding, thereby, the range of velocity measurements
more than an order of magnitude. An SBS technique
can also be coupled with a CARS measurement of
the temperature and density so that the three critical
2 NASA SBIR 1987 Phase I Projects
variables of the Navler-Stokes equations Can be
measured independently within 100 ns of each other.
Potential Commercial Application: An SBS velocl-
meter could find applications not only at ground-
based testing facilities but also in flight testing, where
the SBS configuration makes these simultaneous flow
and thermodynamic measurements possible for the
first time.
_tt
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87-1-01.03-9030
High.Temperature LDV Seed Particle
Development
Physical Sciences Inc.
Research Park
PC Box 3100
Andover, MA 01810
Michael B. Fflsh (508-475-9030)
LeRC -- NAS3-25284
To perform laser Doppler velocimatrY (LDV) in the
gas flows of aerospace propulsion systems, light
scattering particles able to withstand the harsh ambi-
ent environment are needed. This project explored the
feasibility of manufacturing mono-disperse, heat-
resistant particles having diameters of 0.05 to 0.5 _m
which can be seeded into the flow. The technique
employs a pulsed, CO= laser to decompose gases
flowing in a supersonic nozzle, resulting in vapor
products which condense, polymerlze, or react to
form carbonaceous or silicon particulates which are
prevented from agglomerating. The particles generated
were collected, evaluated for size and shape by
electron microscopy, and checked for agglomeration.
In Phase l, a small-scale feasibility study, non-ag-
glomerated, nearly mono-disperse carbonaceous
spheres, typically 100 to 500 nm in diameter, were
made by pyrolysis of ethylene with a pulsed laser. It
is expected that, by pyrolysis of other gases or gas
mixtures, this process or a similar one can be made
to yield a multitude of different particle compositions
and sizes that can be selected as required to suit
specific LDV seeding applications.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications Include
LDV seeding and the commercial ceramics or abra-
sive materials manufacturing field where mono-dis-
parse, non-agglomerated powders having particle
diameters ranging from tens to thousands of nanome-
tars are highly desirable.
wttW
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87-1-01.04-9457
Supersonic Turbulent Reacting Flow Modeling
and Calculation
Nielsen Engineering & Research, Inc.
510 Clyde Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
Mohammed Farschl (415-968-9457)
LeRC -- NAS3-25285
Accurate modeling and calculation of supersonic
turbulent reacting flows depends on a thermochemical
model that can account for dominant time scales
involved in the reaction and a turbulence model
capable of predicting the effects of compressibility
and heat release. This project addresses a method of
modeling supersonic combustion through the use of
a probablllty-danslty function (PDF) of scalars in the
reaction. The method accounts for the effects of
compressibility and heat release In the turbulent
k nstlc energy and length scales by analysis of exact
pressure and vort city equations. Phase I of the work
concentrated on the analysis of the properties of
pressure fluctuations and development of a second-
order turbulence closure model. Also a specified PDF
model was used to relate the local thermodynamic
state to a single, conserved scalar for an equlUbrlum
chemical reaction. These models were implemented In
a two-dimensional Navler-Stokes solver and applied to
several test cases.
Phase I had four significant results. General gov-
erning equations for compressible, turbulent chemical-
ly reacting flows were developed. The role of pres-
sure-velocity correlations for compressible, turbulent
flows was analyzed and used to develop a Reynolds
stress turbulence model accounting for compressibility
effects. An eddy-viscosity turbulence model for scalar
fluxes along with an assumed PDF thermochemlcal
model based only on the mean values was used. A
numerical technique was chosen and developed for
the solution of the coupled sat of governing equations
obtained from the above closure models.
Potential Commercial Application: A versatile and effi-
cient computer code with simple but accurate chemi-
cal reaction and non-equilibrium turbulence models In
supersonic flow regions will be used by aircraft engine
companies and defense industries and by researchers
and consulting engineers In a variety of other applica-
tions such as laser technology.
llrtw
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87-1-01.05-8500
Shock Waves for Enhanced k,_xlng in ScramJet
Combustora
Flow Research, Inc.
21414 68th Avenue South
Kent, WA 98032
Suresh Manon (206-872-8500)
LeRC -- NAS3-25332
For an efficient supersonic combuStion ramiat
(scramjat), mixing enhancement between the incoming
supersonic air and the injected fuel Is essential.
However, at hypersonic flight speeds, the short
residence time and decreased mixing rate cause
deterioration In the combuStion efficiency as com-
pared with lower speeds. A configuration recently
developed to promote rapid mixing in a supersonic
flow is a single-step flame holder with a wedge on the
opposite supersonic passage wall to Induce a weak
shock. The objective of this project is to evaluate the
configuration as a means for rapid and thorough
NASASBIR 1987 Phase I Projects
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mixlng of the fuelwith the supersonlc alr stream
through Interactions between the shock wave and
shear layer.
During Phase I, the Interaction between a shock
wave generated by a wedge and a supersonic (Mach
2.5) mixing layer was Investigated by observing the
mixing between two species (nitrogen and helium)
downstream of a scramjst flame holder (i.e., rearward-
facing step). Schlleren flow visualization and Raylalgh
scattering concentration measurements Indicate that
significant spreading of the mixing layer may be
occurring downstream of the shock Impingement re-
gion. It appears that the shock wave/shear layer
Interaction allows the helium to diffuse more rapidly
across the supersonic nitrogen flow.
Potential Commercial Application: The flame holder
design, the experimental data, and the diagnostic
Instrumentation developed In this project will be
provided to NASA for practical evaluation In the
scramjet engine.
tt_t
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* 010
87-1-02.01-0618
Adaptive Schemes for Complex Subsonic 3D-Flow
Problems In Arbitrary Domains
The Computational Mechanics Company, Inc.
3701 N. Lamer, Suite 201
Austin, TX 78705
Jon M. Bass (512-467-0069)
MSFC -- NAS8-37621
The Innovstlon explored In this project Is in fully
adaptive computational schemes with quantitative
measures of the accuracy of solutions of very com-
plex problems In fluid dynamics. Particular emphasis
is given to the development of models for subsonic,
three-dimensional flow problems in arbitrary domains.
Phase I involved detailed studies of the feasibility
of the development of new algorithms for subsonic
flows. In the area of adaptive methods, some encour-
aging results have been obtained In the development
of a fast, mesh refinement strategy that dynamically
allocates cell and node numbers. The method leads
to fully unstructured meshes and can automatically
refine an unstructured mesh so as to keep cell errors
within preassigned limits. In addition, pilot codes on
combined mesh refinement and spectral-order enrich-
ment were developed and tested. In the area of error
estimation, new and general error estimation tech-
niques were developed which produced results
superior to existing error estlmstlon methods. Overall,
several new developments in computational fluid
dynamics have been made which could Improve the
reliability and efficiency with which subsonic flow
problems are analyzed.
Potent a  Commerc/a/ Appl/cat/on: Numerous commer-
cial applications are possible for design analysis of
Iow-Mach number flows in rocket propulsion systems,
4
pumps, turbo-machinery, ducts, and channels and on
aerodynamic surfaces.
_t_t_t
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87-1.02.01-3600
Software Package for Solving Large Systems of
Nonlinear Equstlona
Kuck and Associates, Inc.
1808 Woodfleld Drive
Savory, IL 61820
Ahmed Sameh (217-344-3600)
MSFC -- NAS8-37633
The numerical simulation of many problems In
engineering leads to solving large systems of nonlin-
ear equations. In the past this has required developing
a host of specisllzed codes to solve scientific prob-
lems _n various applications areas. The goal of this
project is a general package for solving nonlinear
systems of equations that would Include the most
recent Innovations In solutions of nonlinear and linear
equations which have great potential benefits to the
scientific community.
In Phase I, a few preliminary kernels of such a
package were Implemented and tested on a number
of sample problems arising mostly from compute.
tlonal fluid dynamics. The numerical methods tested
Include a nonlinear GMRES (generalized minimal
rssidual) method with point Gauss-Seldel, line, and
blharmonic preconditioning and a standard Newton
method with the Jacoblan system solved by either a
direct solver or an iteretive solver. All the above
technlquss gave execution times several orders of
magnitude smaller than MINPACK, one of the only
existing public domain packages available for solving
nonlinear systems of equations.
Potent a  Commerc/a/ Appl/catlon: A package for
soivlng general, large systems of equations efficiently
would provide research groups In Industry, govern-
ment, and universities with a tool that can be inte.
grated Into existing codes.
t_t
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87-1-02.01-3922
Computstlonal Fluid Dynamics of Store
Separation
JAI Associates, Inc.
PO Box 293
Mountain View, CA 94086
Samuel P. Shanks (415-964-3922)
ARC -- NAS2-12779
Development of a three-dimensional, computa-
tional fluid dynamics code was studied to provide
reliable, economic computations of store separation
from an aircraft where the store8 have plumes. The
purpose of this code is to study plume ingestion and
mutual aerodynamic Interference between the store
and the aircraft. The effort In this project IS consistent
with and meant to complement the on-going shuttle
work at NASA Ames.
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Phase I provided a study of the thrse-dlmenslonal
static CHIMERA code to determine how best to
modify It for store separation and how best to include
a plume. A generic wing was chosen wIth a generic
mlaslle wIthout fins. An algebraic grid generator was
written for fighter wings. The codes were modified for
the wing and wlng-atore solutions. Several wing-alone
runs were made to test the accuracy of the flow
solver, issues pertinent to store separation were Identi-
fied and solution theory was formulated.
Potential Commercial Application: The general method
may apply to the calculation of ground effects on
automobile performance and transient aerodynamic
effects of two or more closely moving bodies, e.g.,
the effects of wing tip vortices from large aircraft on
other aircraft.
/f/t_t
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87-1-02.02"9030
Propulsion Simulation for Magnetically
Suspended Wind Tunnel Models
Physical Sciences Inc.
Research Park
PO Box 3100
Andover, MA 01810
Prakash B. Joshl (617-475-9030)
LaRC -- NAS1-18616
The purpose of this project is to provide innova-
tive methods for simulating propulsion effects In
aerodynamic research conducted with models in
magnetic suspension wind tunnels. The feasibility of
various techniques of generating exhaust jets of
appropriate characteristics was evaluated in Phase I.
Judgments of feasibility considered the ability of the
selected methods to generate model flow rates and
velocIties of propulalve jets for a variety of aircraft
conflguretlons, flight regimes, and model scales.
Four concepts of remotely-operated propulsion
simulators were examined. Three conceptual designs
involving Innovative adaptation of conventional tech-
nologies (compressed gas cylinders, liquid, and solid
propellants) were developed. The fourth Innovation,
namely, the laser-assisted thruster, which can poten-
tially simulate both inlet and exhaust flows, was found
to require very high power levels for small thrust
levels. This concept needs further research.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications would
be in conducting aerodynamic research in wind
tunnels equipped wIth magnetlc devices for model
suspension.
/tilt
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87-1-02.03"9778
Modelling of Massively Separated Flows:
Renormallzatlon Group Formulation
Spectrex, Inc.
PO Box 707
Gloucester, VA 23061
R. Balasubramanlan (804-693-9778)
L.aRC -- NAS1-18610
The overall goal of this project Is to descdbe the
behavior of maaslvely separated flows using turbu-
lence models based on renormallzatlon group meth-
ods and spectral patching elements that easily model
complex geometries. Existing turbulenCe transport
models often fall to descdbe the behevior of non-
equilibrium turbulent flows in which there are strong
deviations from the law-of-the-wall. This breakdown
may be traced to an inadequate treatment of the
Interaction between eddy and molecular transport in
the wall layers. The firm developed a new method
based on renormalizstion group techniques that have
been shown to perform well In a variety of situations,
including non.equilibrium flows. The success of these
techniques originates from the fact that they are
differential In character and not based on clesalcal ad
hoc algebraic relations.
In Phase I, a new, differential, turbulenCe-transport
model based on ranormallzation group methods was
developed and validated to solve turbulence problems
Involved in masalvely separated flows, issues con-
Cerning boundary condItions, numerical stlffneas, and
wall region modelling with reclrculation zones were
successfully addressed.
Potential Commercial Application: Many practical com-
mercial engineering problems involve massively sepa-
rated flows, at both high Mach numbers end low
speeds, for which these renormallzation group models
provide a key new technology.
Ct/t/t
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87-1-02.04"8450
Three-Dimensional Euler Solver
G.M.A.F., Inc.
PO Box 184
Freeport, NY 11520
Glno Morsttl (516-378-8450)
I.aRC - NAS1-18618
The computstlonal technique for two-dimensional,
unsteady flows developed by the firm (a combination
of the lambda-scheme and shock-fitting) produces
excellent results and requires substantially less com-
putational time than shock-capturing techniques.
Extending the technique to three-dimensional flows
and conducting several feasibility teats, including
some with complicated shock patterns in ducts, are
the goals of this project.
Phase I showed the feasibility of the project, using
both H-grids and Cartesian grids with a special treat-
ment for wall points.
Potential Commercial Application: The method applies
to the analysis of intake and nozzle designs for
supersonic flows.
_t_t
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87-1-02.05-1427
Computations of Separated Flows with Two
Equation Models
Applied & Theoretical Mechanics, Inc.
4501 Sequoyah Road
Oakland, CA 94605
Joalle M. Champney (415-635.1427)
ARC - NAS2-12778
system can be built with commercially evallable
components.
Potential Commercial Appl/cat/on: This new technolo-
gy Is expected to play an important role In the devel-
opment of new high speed alrfrarnes and conceivably
In the extension of the Performance envelope of
existing ones.
This project has resulted in a practical numerical
model for use by research personnel to test and
develop turbulence models. The selected numerical
model was the TURF code (Coal(lay, 1984). As part
of the effort, the code was organized In a uasr-frlsnd-
ly, modular form and verified on simple test problems
for which analytical solutions exist. The innovative
turbulence model deatgned by Maneour, KJm and
Motn (1987), called the MKM model, was Imple-
mented In the code. The model was successfully
tested for channel flow and applied to flows with
separation. The experimental flows studied wore a
backward-facing step and a two-dimensional compres-
sion comer at a Mach number of 2.8. The MKM
model was compared to the Jonas-Launder, Chlen,
and Coaklay (version 1) two-oqustion models.
Potent as Commercial Application: This effort will
provide a versatile, seay-to-modify, numerical tool to
be utilized by workers in turbulence modeling and
aircraft design.
ttttt
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87-1-02.06-1520
Stimulated Brlllouln Diagnostics of Hypersonic
Flows
Deacon Research
900 Welch Road, Suite 203
Pale Alto, CA 94304
Anthony O'Keefe (415-326-1520)
JSC -- NAS9-17937
Conventional laser Doppler velocimetnj fails for
supersonic or turbulent flows. As an alternative, a
remote velocity sensor based on stimulsted Brlllouln
scattering (SBS) was Investigated. This Innovation
should operate reliably both at low and high speeds
and offer the same scanning capability with better
time resolution than the existing technique. Because
of the phase conjugation property of SBS rasultlng In
near 100 Percent backscatter, this system provides a
unique opportunity for measuring supersonic airflows
In the vicinity of aircraft In flight. Such a capability will
allow a better understanding of the factors limiting the
performance envelope of new and existing airframes
and provide benchmark information for the simulation
codas In e parameter range which cannot be repro-ducod in wind tunnels.
Phase I work Involved scaling of SBS charac-
teristics based upon both the theorstlcal end the ex-
Perimental Investigations of the SBS process reported
In the literature. This study has shown that such a
ttt
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87-1-02.06-5630
A Laser-Based Transition Detector
Complere, Inc.
PC Box 1697
Pale Alto, CA 94302
F. K. Owen (415-321-5630)
ARC - NAS2-12781
One of the largest sources of uncertainty In
proposed hypersonic testing of the National Aero-
space Plane will be the measurement of the extent of
laminar flow on wind tunnel test models with free and
forced transition. In an attempt to alleviate this prob-
lem, a novel concept for the remote detection of
boundenj-layer transition has been Investigated. This
laser.based turbulent burst detector will enable non-
Intrusive, microscopic studies of the onset and extent
of transition by rapidly scanning boundary layers on
wind tunnel models. The potential of this new Instru.
ment will be in the capability It provides for the rapid
mapping of Irregular transition patterns which often
occur on complicated wind-tunnal test models. It will
also replace the Impractically large numbers of
surface gages which would be required for transition
measurement and so substantially reduce model
construction coats and wind-tunnel test time. Comple-
tion of this project has been delayed Pending the
availability of the 3.5 foot wind tunnel at NASA-ARC.
Potential Commercial Application: This Innovation
would replace the Impractically large numbers of
surface gages required In rapid mapping of Irregular
flow pettems on complicated wind tunnel test models,
reducing model costs and test time.
/ttt/t
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87-1-02.06.7970
Photochemical Ignition and Enhancement of
Supersonic Combustion
M. L Energls, Inc.
PC Box 1468
Princeton, NJ 08542
Moshe Lavld (609-799.7970)
ARC - NAS2-12782
Significant and revolutionary,advances In combus-
tion technology are needed for the new generation of
hypersonic flight vehicles. The condition of high-
speed flight Imposes severe strains on ignition, overall
efficiency, and stability of combustion which are risks
to the success of the hypersonic program. A novel
approach to alleviate these difficulties was proposed
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and successfully teated under a PhaSe I feaSibility
study. The innovative idea Is to irradiate selectively
targetedspecies inthe reactionzone. The ensuing
phcto.disSoclatlonreactionsgeneratehighlyreactive
radlcaiswhich significantlymodifythekineticsIsedlng
to ignitionand enhancement via chain branching
paths.
The experiments were fully successful In demon-
atratlng that photo-disSociation of sansitlzers, e.g.
nal nfficantly modify combustion processes.NO=, ca g at conditionsn was demonstratedSpecifically, Ignltlo .......... ,o.od Exnloalon limits
whereconvent o.= that=her
were also extanoeo,ir_ =
combustion properties, e.g. Ignition delay time and
flame speed, can also be favorably affected by this
Innovative idea.
Potential Commerc/al Application: Potential com-
mercial applications include the Aero-Aasisted Orbital
Transfer Vehicle (AOTV), the National Aerospace
Plane (NASP) and the Supersonic Transport (SST).
*020
87-1-02.06-9030
Aerothermodynamlc Radiation Studies
Physical Sciences Inc.
Research Park
PC Box 3100
Andover, MA 01810
George E, C,aledonis (617-475-9030)
JSC -- NAS9-17949
The abUity to predict accurately radiative heat
transfer from the non-equilibrium bow shock of
vehicles operating at hypersonic velocities and ele-
vated altitudes is critical to the design of large NASA
vehicles such as the Aero-Asslsted Orbital Transfer
Vehicle. The extant data base is insufficient to validate
models used for this purpose.
In the PhaSe I effort, this project demonstrated that
an optical, multi-channel analyzer can be used to
meaSure accurately the temporal and spectral behav-
ior of non-equilibrium, shock-heated air and that data
can be analyzed to deduce temporally excited state
population historieS even in the presence of over-
lapping band systems. An Innovative technique waS
avalo_Dd for the meaSurement of N=(X) vlbra-
also d ...... ., . oh,v.v front The PhaSe I
tlonal relax=Ion oeg.,u = o, .......
effort haS demonstrated that the integration of modern
meaSurement techniques with a modern shock tube
experiment can provide the necessary data for Im-
proving the predictive capabilities of computer-beasd
radiation models used to design advanced re-entry
vehicles.
otential Commercial Application: Applications of thisP hemlcal kinetics and
facility would be In the study of c
radiative phenomena In high-temperature gases and
molecular systems not readily studied by existing
techniques.
* 021
87-1-02.07-8581
Rarefied Gas Aerodynamic Bridging Procedures
Remtech, Inc,
3304 Westmill DriVe
Huntsville, AL 35805
E. C. Knox (205-,536-8581)
MSFC -- NAS8-37635
Shuttle flight data have shown that the "bridging"
relations used to predict the Shuttle reentry aerody-
namics In the rarefied-gas portion of its trajectory were
Inadequate In that twice the predicted body-flaP
deflection was required to trim the vehicle. Fortunate-
ly, there was sufficient margin built into the Shuttle;
however, providing such margins on future vehicle
designs may render them not viable. For example, the
next generation of spaceflight vehicles, such as the
Aero.Asslated Flight Experiment (AFE) currentlY being
designed, will require more precise predictions of the
vehicle aerodynamics in the transitional flow regime In
order to reduce the allowance for propellants in favor
of Increased payload.
In PhaSe I the bridging techniques and formulas
used to connect the continuum with the free-molecular
flow regime In predicting the aerodynamic characteris-
tics of vehicles designed to fly in the rarefied gas
regime were revisited. Results from the PhaSe I study
show that some improvements can be made in the
bridging techniques, but that further work Is needed to
account for real-gaS effects and molecular-surface
interactions. Failure to account for the molecular-
surface Interactions can cause the drag on a typical
vehicle operating In this regime to be in error by as
much as 25 percent.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications would
be for spacecraft operating between the continuum
region near the earth and the free-molecular regime of
space.
/r**
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87-1.02.08-1759
Direct Simulation Monte Carlo of Vacuum Plume==
Ergo-Tech Systems Inc.
6937 Eatepa Drive
TuJunga, CA 91042
Jose E. Chldvalla (818-352-1759)
MSFC - NAS8-37623
The overall objective of this pro)act Is the develop
ment of a three-dimensional, dlrect-almulatlon, Monte
Carlo (DSMC) code to model the interaction of rocket
vacuum plumes with spacecraft structures and the
surrounding atmosphere. ThIs work focuses on the
complex flow field encountered in the wakes of trans-
atmospheric vehicles operating from an altitude of 75
km to a tow earth orbit.
The methods to link the continuum plume with the
DSMC molecular desodptlon were atudled in PhaSe L
An axially symmetric code (Atlantic 1.3) which
handle an unlimited number of species, structural
segments, and molecular sources waS developed and
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applied in simulating the Interaction of the base of the
Aero-Asslsted Flight Experlmant vehicle with Its
reaction control thrusters. A more advanced version,
Atlantic 1.4, tested by simulating the firing of a thruster
wIthin a vacuum chamber, features Improved accura-
cy, increased efficiency, multiple region topology, and
an architecture that can be readily extended to three
dimensions. Phase I has shown the feasibility of
direct-simulation Monte Carlo to model and Conduct
numerical experiments when the flow pattern and
geometry are extremely complex.
Potential Commercla/Appllcatlon: Monte Carlo simula-
tion of the dynamics of complex systems may solve
a difficult, Important problem In space technology and
could be reformulated to treat other stochastic sys-
tems which appear in nucleonics, robotics, and big-
technology.
**t
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87-1-02.08-8150
Numerical Modeling of Fully Vlecou8 Rocket
Plume Flowa
GT-Devlcas, Inc.
5705 General Washington Drive
Alexandria, VA 22312
Rodney L. Burton (703-642-8150)
LeRC -- NAS3-25407
The plume produced by the gas flow through the
nozzle of a rocket engine or system vent on a space-
craft can contaminate the spacecraft, Its sensors, and
other nearby apparatus. Current analytical methods
patch numerical solutions for the nozzle core flow to
those for the boundary layer flow. The resulting con-
tinuum solution is then Patched to a Monte Carlo cal-
culation for the free-molecular regime. This approach
only models steady plumes so that the start-up an
shut-down problems cannot be investigated. Thl_
project addressed the problem of non-steady plume
flows by means of a two-dimensional, fully viscous,
non-steady solution for the continuum regime. This
numerical method Is well-adapted to solving time-
dependent flows including viscosity, steep gradients,
and even shocks and is, therefore, capable of calcu-
lating the fully time-dependent flow of a rocket nozzle
during a complete pulse.
Phase I demonstrated the feasibility of using the
flux-corrected transport (FCT) algorithm wIth constant
viscosity to model non-steady, axially symmetric flow
of CO2 in a conical nozzle and in the forward plume
region. The computations were validated with experi-
mental nozzle data and were shown to give agree-
ment of better than 7 percent for total pressure,
exhaust velocity, and boundary layer thickness as far
as 1.5 nozzle diameters downstream. Shutdown flow
was also modeled.
Potential Commerc/a/ Application: PC.based calcula-
tion of rocket engine forward and beck-flow plumes
8
for axially symmetric nozzles of general shape and
simple chemistry In vacuum will be possible.
*_tW
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87-1-02.08-8581A
Vacuum Plume Impingement Evaluetor
Remtech, Inc.
3304 Wastmill Drive
Huntsville, AL 35805
Robert L. Bender (205-536-8581)
MSFC -- NAS8-37636
As an Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle or astronauts
seated in the Man Maneuvering Unit move externally
about the Space Station to perform assembly, mainte-
nance, payload servicing, and other extra-vehicular
activities, the plumes from the reaction-control micro-
thrusters may impinge on various structures and pay*
loads and create locally severe environments and
surface contamination. The possibilities for potentially
severe impingement and contamination are unbound-
ed since mission plans are not final, station growth
will occur, and payloads will be constantly changing.
An engineering tool was studied which will geomet.
rlcally track an arbitrary thruster vacuum plume over
an orbiting spacecraft, provide a quick computation of
the environment at any nozzle posItion, and evaluate
the criticality of the Impingement environment. Phase
I research established the feasibility of utilizing a three-
dimensional, color graphics display of the Impin-
gement zone as the means to evaluate the environ-
ment. A quick, visual assessment of the Impingement
environments is possible even over a complex struc-
ture with a variety of components and shapes. The
static problem where the plume Is fixed relative to the
impinged structure was thoroughly exercised in PhaseI.
Potential Commerc/a/ Application: This development
applies to the design of a spacecraft or satellItes for
simulating and assessing Impingement of plumes of
gas prior to flight.
'&It*
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87-1-02.09-0794A
Low-Speed Visualization Studlee of Vortex
Systems on Chine-Forebody/Delta WingConfigurations
Vigyan Research Associates, Inc.
30 Research Drive
Hampton, VA 23666
Dhanvada M. Rag (804-865-1400)
ARC -- NAS2-12780
Fore-bodies with vortex-generating side edges or
chines blending Into highly swept leading edges are
known to stabilize leading edge vortices through
aerodynamic coupling at high angles of attack.
However, fn post-stall maneuvering flight, chine-vortex
interaction with the wing and vertical tails can lead to
roll and yaw ssnaitlvity together wIth reduced or
negative damping, making the configuration prone to
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departure. This research explored the feasibility of
decoupltng the chine and wing vortices by applying
three alternate geometrical modifications whose
effectiveness on a generic, delta-wing fighter configu-
ration were investigated through low-speed, wind-
tunnel flow visualizations in a broad angle-of-ettack
and sideslip envelope.
Smoke visualizations and limited wlng-preasure
surveys Indicated that vortex decoupllng could be
achieved by Introducing a local discontinuity at the
chine and leading-edge junction and, even more
effectively, by deflecting inboard leading-edge flaps.
Potential CommerclalApplication: These results willbe
used by the national aeronautical industry involved In
tactical aircraft developments of the U.S. Air Force
and Navy.
_f_t
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87-1-02.09-9316
Wing-Rock Dynamics and Control
Eidetics International, Inc.
3415 Lomlta Boulevard
Torrance, CA 90505
T. Terry Ng (213-326-8228)
ARC -- NAS2-12787
Modern fighter aircraft operate with Increasing
demands for maneuverability and controllability In
order to track targets accurately for gun or miasUe
shots. A self-Induced, limit-cycle oscillation In roll,
wing-rock, is sometimes accompanied by coupled
oscillations in yaw that occur near the stall angle of
attack. The purpose of this project was to develop the
capability for performing experiments in a water tunnel
to visualize the complex vortex flow fields of aircraft-
like models undergoing oscillations in roll. A forced-
oscillation-in-roll apparatus was developed. The effects
of sweep angle, leading edge radius, oscillation
amplitude and frequency, and angle of attack were
evaluated. Motion histories of the model and flow
response were recorded on video tape.
Phase I has demonstrated the feasibility and useful-
ness of water-tunnel flow visualization and the forcad-
oscillation rig In Investigating dynamic behavior such
as wing-rock. By carefully matching the frequency and
amplitude of oscillation, the flow of a forced wing
oscillation closely resembles that of natural wing-rock.
A forced oscillation rig should also be more con-
venient to use in many experiments because of the
readily available phase reference from the forcing
signal. Furthermore, wing-rock frequency and ampll .... , ..
rude are dependent on model parameters such as
moment of inertia and bearing friction; this often_' ..,,_
makes comparison between different experiments ;
difficult. With controlled oscillation, matching between
two different models or model and actual vehicle Is
more achievable.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications could
be as an alternative control system for new airplanes
or, possibly, as a retrofit to existing aircraft. This study
also demonstrated the value of water tunnels as a
research tool.
*027
87-1-02.10-9282
Performance Optimization for Rotors In Hover
and Axial Flight
Continuum Dynamics, Inc.
PC Box 3073
Princeton, NJ 08543
Todd R. Quackenbush (609-734-9282)
ARC -- NAS2-12789
The rotorcraft community has a continuing need
for Improved design techniques for hover and axial
flight. Such techniques can be employed to best ad-
vantage if they are coupled with numerical optimiza-
tion methods to reduce the trial and error computa-
tions when searching for configurations to meet
particular design specifications. A new, highly ad-
vanced, hover-performance analysis, EHPIC (Evalu-
ation of Hover Performance using Influence Coeffi-
cients), recently developed by the firm, seems well-
suited to the development of an optimization analysis.
As a by-product of the solution method, arrays of
influence coefficients relating the rotor loads and wake
geometry to the down-wash are generated. These
arrays are useful In the development of an optimiza-
tion scheme.
The Phase I effort demonstrated that a numerical
optimization algorithm could be coupled to the EHPIC
code to produce rotors with substantially improved
performance. The coupling was accomplished by
expanding the matrix of linear influence coefficients In
EHPIC to accommodate design variables and deriving
coefficients for linear equations governing perturba-
tions In power and thrust. Using the rotor power as an
objective function and Introducing constraints on the
design variable perturbations, a sequential linear op
tlmlzatlon analysis was formed that was Invoked to
predict changes in the twist distribution that produced
reductions in power at constant thrust for a variety of
rotor configurations in hover and axial flight.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications will be
by researchers In the government and rotorcreff
designers In industry.
028
87-1-02.11-8060
Zonal Method for Modeling Powered-Lift Aircraft
Flow Fields
Amtec Engineering, Inc.
3055 112th Ave NE #208
Bellevue, WA 98004
Donald W. Roberts (206-827-3304)
ARC -- NAS2-12801
The need exists for a cost-effective three-dimen-
sional flow analysis tool for modeling the complex
flow fields of powered-lift aircraft. This effort addressed
the development of a zonal method that couples a
NASASBIR 1987 Phase I Projects
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three-dimensional Nevler-Stokes code to a potential
flow code based on panel methodology. The Nevlar-
Stokes code is limited to viscous-dominated zones
such as impinging jets, ground vortices, separated
flows, vectored nozzles, etc. The potential flow code
models the Invlecld regions. Phase I resulted In a
successful coupling procedure. The results indicated
that the interzone boundary placement Influences the
overall convergence rate and .that zonal solutions
should be converged simultaneously with the bound-
ary conditions as opposed to converging these
solutions to a low level during each coupling iteration.
Potential Commercial Application: The results of this
work could be applied by aircraft companies to
design and evaluate powered-lift aircraft concepts.
*ItW
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87-1-02.12-7070
Direct Computation of Turbulence Noise
AeroChem Research Laboratories, Inc.
PO Box 12
Princeton, NJ 08542
Charles H. Barman (609-921-7070)
LaRC -- NAS 1- 18622
Direct computation of turbulence noise produced
by jet engines is a logical application for advanced
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) programs run on
supsrcomputars. Numerical techniques for computing
turbulence noise over a range of subsonic and super-
sonic nozzle exit conditions would eliminate the highly
empirical aspects of present noise prediction tech-
niques and enable study of advanced hypersonic
propulsion systems. Just as there are many CFD
techniques, there are also many ways to determine
the acoustic field given the flow results.
Phase I focussed on the connection between CFD
and aeroacoustlc theory and on modifications and
Improvements In CFD techniques needed for noise
calculations. It evaluated the computational potential
for hypersonic flows and recommended specific
computational techniques for future development.
Procedures were developed for extrapolating near-
field numerical pressure computations to the far field.
Rules were formulated for the size and shape of the
computational domain to obtain accurate acoustic
results. Methods for numerically solving the time
dependent LIIley equation were developed, and the
first known results were presented. A Mach number of
2 or greater was tentatively chosen as the jet Mach
number above which compressibility should be
considered In the noise source model.
Potential Commercial Appl/cation: Applications are In
noise control for civilian aircraft such as the High
Speed Civil Transport and the National Aerospace
Plane. A splnoff of the program will be Improved
numerical techniques for general, time-dependent
turbulent flows.
t**
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87-1-02.12-9282
Analysis of Maln-Rotor-Wake/'ralI-Rotor
Interaction Noise
Continuum Dynamics, Inc.
PO Box 3073
Princeton, NJ 08543
Alan J. Bllanln (609-734-9282)
I_aRC -- NAS1-18607
The Importance of reducing the noise of the
helicopter tall rotor has been recognized for many
years. However, both the prediction of tall rotor noise
and the development of low-noise designs have been
impeded by a poor ability to simulate nolse-ganaretlng
Interactions between the main-rotor wake and the tall
rotor. In many cases, even the flight conditions
leading to substantial Interactions between the main-
rotor wake and the tall rotor have been difficult to
determine. Recent advances In the modelling of free-
vortex wakes by the firm have generated tools that
can generate complete descdptlorts of the incldent-
vortlcity field In the vicinity of the tall rotor. In light of
previous successes, it Is anticipated that these tools
can produce a computational simulation capable of
providing improved definition of interactions between
the main-rotor wake and the tall rotor and the resultant
unsteady loads that lead to strong acoustic emis-
sions.
The Phase I effort successfully demonstrated that
an advanced full-span model of the main rotor wake
could be Incorporated in a novel scheme that permits
high-resolution descriptions of the tall rotor flow field
to be reconstructed from preliminary, computatlonally
Inexpensive simulations with coarse resolution.
Potential CommemlalAppllcation: This analysis would
aid rotorcrsft designers In meeting noise specifications
for both civil and military helicopters and fecllitete re-
search by government personnel In helicopter aero-
acoustics.
ttt*
03 AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS, SUBSYSTEMS,
AND OPERATIONS
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87-1-03.01-8887
Advanced Instrumentation for Aircraft Icing
Research
Aerometrlcs, Inc.
894 Ross Drive, Suite 105
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
William D. Bachalo (408-745-0321)
LeRC -- NAS3-25348
The concern of this project is the need for Instru-
ments that can provide reliable data on drop-size
spectra and liquid water content In large-scale Icing
research tunnels and airborne cloud measurements.
Advanced laser-based diagnostics is the thrust of this
project, which Investigated the possibility of utilizing
lO
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the recently developed phase Doppler particle analyz-
er (PDPA) In obtaining these data. Fiber-optic probes
are applied in order to make drop size distribution
and liquld-wster-content measurements within the
large scale (6'x 9') icing research tunnel and from
aircraft. Although fiber-optic links are compact, robust,
and immune from electronic noise, critical questions
remain on coupling the laser beams into single-mode
fibers and maintaining alignment in a noisy, vibrational
environment.
In Phase I, a basic fiber optic probe was evaluated
In simulated aircraft icing clouds. Comparisons of the
measured drop size and velocity distributions, num-
ber-density, and liquid water content made with the
standard PDPA and the probe were In excellent
agreement. Preliminary testing in the NASA Lewis
Icing Research Tunnel produced reasonable results
but revealed some problems with vibration and signal
quality at high speeds.
Potential Commercial Application: A reliable and
tested means for obtaining data on cloud drop sizes
will have extensive applications in meteorology and
aircraft icing research, monitoring pollutant droplet
emissions from power plants, scrubber performance,
and numerous other industrial applications.
tWt
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87-1-03.02-2150
Airborne Advance Warning of Air Turbulence
Turbulence Prediction Systems
4876 Sterling Drive
Boulder, CO 80301
H. Patrick Adamson (303-433-2150)
LaRC -- NAS1-18637
An innovative, operational, airborne, air-turbulence,
advance warning system was studied. It is a light-
weight, low-power, passive, scanning, infrared optical
instrument with a state-of-the-art microprocessor. The
basic Instrument stems from NASA-sponsored,
airborne research on clear air turbulence (CAT) and
low-level wind shear (LLWS). The goal is to install the
first pre-productlon system in an aircraft for initial in-
service testing. Microbursts and gust fronts, the major
causes of LLWS, have a distinctive temperature
profile. This profile provides a basis for advance
detection. Using multiple IR wave bands, temperature
close to the aircraft and up to five to seven miles
ahead of the aircraft can be ascertained.
Phase I explored the feasibility of using remote,
passive, IR volumetric measurements to provide
advance warning of LLWS. The results obtained from
testing of the Instrument In a simulated atmosphere
(computer simulation with NASA-provided mlcroburst
LLWS models) and ground testing of the prototype
instrument demonstrated that the use of IR represen-
ts a feasible method to provide advance warning of
LLWS.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications are for
commercial and corporate aircraft representing an
existing market of more than 20,003 existing domestic
NASASBIR 1987 Phase I Projects
units plus foreign aircraft. The technology could also
be used to detect other atmospheric conditions, e.g.
volcanic ash clouds and the Jet stream, as a ground-
based sensor either alone or In conjunction with other
sensors.
WWW
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87-1-03.03-0660
Aeronautical Human Factors Research
Decision Science Consortium, Inc.
1895 Preston White Drive
Reston, VA 22091
Marvin S. Cohen (703-620-0660)
ARC -- NAS2-12795
Pilot judgment Is a crucial Ingredient in almost
every aspect of commercial air transport: safety, fuel
efficiency, and passenger satisfaction. Effective
Introduction Into the cockpit of systems which support
pilot judgments In Important decisions will require the
development of display and interface designs based
on an understanding of pilot cognitive processes.
Phase I involved the development of hypotheses
regarding pilot cognitive processes and the design of
preliminary cockpit displays that reflect those hypothe-
ses. These displays cater to preferred pilot cleclslon-
making strategies with regard both to the balancing of
competing objectives and to the handling of uncertain-
ty. Phase I proceeded in four steps: structured inter-
views of pilots, development of preliminary prototype
displays, evaluation and comments by pilots, and
revision of the displays.
The aiding concepts developed were designed to
help the commercial pilot make decisions regarding
potential changes In flight level, routes, or even
destination In response to a variety of factors. These
concepts try to work with the pilot's preferred meth-
ods of decision-making and his values ano preTere-
rices. However, the aiding concepts attempt to deal
with decrements in pilot decision-making performance
that could occur under conditions of high stress.
Potential Commercial Application: Commercial
airlines are the major potential users of this technolo-
gY.
_ttW
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87-1-03.03-2975
Eleotroencephalogrephlc Monitoring of Complex
Mental Taske
Center for NeuroDlagnostlc Study, Inc.
275 Hospital Parkway, Suite 530
San Jose, CA 95119
Raul Guisedo (408-281-4238)
LaRC -- NAS1-18625
The mental demands created by the increasing
complexity of man-machine interactions underline the
need for rapid and non-lnvesive methods of moni-
toring the ability of the human operator to handle
Increasingly large amounts of information and make
rapid decisions. Reports by others and current work
11
clone in the firm's laboratory suggest that changes In
electro- and rheo-encephaiographic signals can be
correlated to changes In the complexity of a mental
task. A study of the changes in electro- and rheo-.
encephalographlc parameters during mental tasks has
been initiated In order to define discrete changes
predictive of increasing human mental workload.
The Phase I contract permitted development of a
non-invaslve system of monitoring spatial patterns of
neurophyaiologlcal changes during cognitive tasks
and relating these patterns to cognitive workload. The
Innovation Is based on the integration Into a etete-
space model of neurophyslologlcai and hemoclynamlc
profiles to Identify mental state changes that occur
during cognition. This approach Incorporates electro-
encephalographlc Information from the entire array of
electrodes In order to reveal the evolving spatial
dynamics of the scalp electropotentlai field. In addi-
tion, It incorporates rheoencephelographic assessment
of Intracranlai hemodynamlc changes as an additional
dimension of this spatial analysis.
Potent el Commercial Application: Potential com-
mercial applications of the innovation include: the
development of non-invasive recording units for use
In high mental-demand environments; medical
diagnostic applications for the assessment of abnor-
malities of cognitive processing In a variety of disease
states, such as brain injury, dementia, neuro-rehablllta-
tion, dyslexia, etc.; an aid In optimizing operator
systems and work profiles In private sector human en-
gineering.
_Wt
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87-1-03.04-9024
Integrated DeJ=lgn System for High-Altitude Long-
Endurance Aircraft for Micro-Computers
David Hall Consulting
1113 Columbine Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
David W. Hall (408-248.4800)
ARC -- NAS2-12773
In recent years, Increasing attention has been
given in the aerospace industry to the integration of
aircraft design disciplines. This idea has been applied
theoretically to the design of sail planes for solar-
powered, high-altitude, long-endurance (HALE) aimraft
and, more recently, for microwave-powered aircraft.
These attempts at arriving at Integrated designs of one
class of aircraft used then-existing, state-of-the-art
computer capabilities. No attempt was made to use
new programming techniques derived from artificial
Intelligence to develop more flexible systems for the
conceptual design of HALE aircraft.
The purpose of this project was to develop a
general parametric sizing capability for mlcro-comput.
era using Integrated design methodology. Design of
• HALE aircraft was used as e test case. This Inte-
grated design methodology incorporates some
detailed calculations and many qualitative rules-of-
thumb and constraints which are not easily quantified
except by the accumulation of design experience. The
system Is currently running on personal computers at
the company, NASA, and the Georgia Institute of
Technology.
Potent el Commercial App//catlon: This general aircraft
sizing methodology, Incorporating a knowledge-based
system for the design of high-altitude, long-endurance
aircraft, has application to other aircraft types. Non-
aircraft applications may be possible with further
development.
_tt_t
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87-1-03. O5-2281
Practical Application of Multivarleble Robustness
Methods to Advanced Aircraft Flight Control
Systems Technology, Inc.
13766 South Hawthorne Boulevard
Hawthorne, CA 90250
Peter M. Thompson (213-769-2281)
LaRC -- NAS1-18634
Much of the motivation for recent developments
in general theory for assessing robustness of linear,
multi-variable, control systems comes from flight
control system (FCS) designs for aerospace vehicles
which present the designer with many uncertain and
highly variable properties. For the aeslmlletion of the
new theories into "real world" design, FCS designers
will have to translate the theory Into physical under-
standing.
Taking a distinctly different approach to bridge the
gap between theory and practical flight control design,
this project combined singular-value and structured.
singular-value procedures with a literal (symbolic)
development which leads to direct Identification of
Important aircraft dynamic and control system design
parameters and their connections with robust perfor-
mance criteria. The work focused on practical flight
control problems expected to be encountered in air-
breathing, hypersonic, high-angle-of-attack super-
maneuverable vehicles.
All of the project goals were met, and a number of
surprises were uncovered. The most notable arose
from the comparison of a conventional and presumed
highly robust design where the latter exhibited superi-
or robustness for some uncertainties and very Inferior
robustness Properties for uncertainties In aircraft
parameters.
Potent el Commercial Appl/cet/on: The project out-
come could find application in the aircraft Industry in
the design and testing of advanced, highly Integrated,
flight control systems. The techniques and procedures
would be made widely available as an extension of
the firm's existing commercial control system design
software.
* 037
87-1-03.06-8740
Passive Eleotro-Optlcel Sensor Processing for
Helicopter Obstacle Avoidance
Space Computer Corporation
12
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2800 Olympic, Suite 104
Santa Monlca, CA 90404
William B. Kendall (213-829-7733)
ARC -- NAS2-12774
The purpose of this project is to develop and
demonstrate an innovative new computer vision ap-
proach for mapping the thrse-dimanslonal region sur-
rounding a moving vehicle with passive electro-
optical sensors. The pdmary application is for helicop-
ter obstacle avoidance. Until now, this has not been
possible due to the lack of robust processing tech-
niques that can be implemented in real time within
practical limitations on hardware size, weight, power,
and cost.
During Phase I the firm developed and successful-
ly demonstrated an innovative, velocity filter approach
to passive ranging using complex natural-image
scenes containing illumination gradients, noise,
occlusion, and other reel-world artifacts. Furthermore,
this approach can be implemented with compact, low-
cost hardware, and it is an effective method for the
determination of three-dimensional scene information
from optical imagery generated by a moving television
camera. Those complex, real-world Images were
processed in a robust manner through an extension
of this method involving a combination of Image
preproosssing and brightness continuity. The accuracy
of depth information obtainable with this new techni-
que appears to be substantially greater than that
achieved by any other method thus far reported in the
literature. For both the lateral and forward motion
cases, the experimental accuracy achieved
approaches the theoretical maximum as limited by the
sensor resolution and the geometry and appears to
be more than adequate for helicopter obstacle avoid-
ance and terrain clearance purposes.
Potential Commercla/ App/Icatlon: Commercial applica-
tions include autonomous navigation of robot vehicles,
control of robot arms, detection and tracking of
moving objects, and passive ranging and vision for
the blind.
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87-1-03.07-0821
Miniature Airborne Dew Point Senior
Niagara Scientific, Inc.
4004 New Court Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13206
Carl F. Fahrsnkrug (315-437-0821)
I.aRC -- NAS1-18623
The rapid, continuous measurement of relative
humidity In fast-flowing gas streams is a matter of a
major concern not only for flight requirements, but
also for many industrial processes. While many
methods exist st present, they all suffer limitations,
and there are no truly reliable instruments for mea-
surements st either extreme humidity or temperature.
The Instrument explored in this project should operate
under a wide range of humidity and temperature. It is
expected to have a rapid response without hysteresis.
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It IS also expected to be Immune to ambient effects
such as acceleration and temperature. It will be small
in physical dimensions and require little energy to
operate.
Potential Commercial Appllostton: There is virtually no
major Industflal process In which humidity is not an
important parameter. The Instrument developed under
this program will fill an important requirement In many
of those processes and activities. It would fit well In
this company's Interest in sensors and monitors.
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87-1-03.07-0905
Smart Angle-of-Attack and Angle-of-Sideslip
Sensor
Engineering Development Laboratory
11840 Canon Boulevard, Suite 500
Newport News, VA 23606
Richard E. Campbell (804-873-0905)
LaRC -- NAS1-18662
Virtually all flight vehicles require the accurate
measurement of angle of attack (alpha); those under-
going flight tasting and some commercial and military
aircraft also make use of information on angle of
sideslip (beta). Existing angle measurement methods
have Ilmltstlons that make the measurement of alpha
and beta Impossible under certain flight conditions.
Some of these sensors have poor durability and can
be sensitive to the environment.
The concept studied in this project Is intended to
overcome these limitations. It involves the use of
miniature, solid-state transducers to detect changes in
differential mass flow as the flow angle vades. In-
cluded Is a microprocessor used as an interface to
provide corrections and tlnearlzatlon of the output
signal. Phase I consisted of studies and concept
verification using a two-dimensional model with a
limited number of variations In shape. Low-speed flow
testing indicated sensitivity to the shape of the instru-
ment housing that requires further research.
Potential Commercial Applications: The proposed
Instrument could be used on all types of operational
military and commercial aircraft and for aeronautics
research and development flight testing.
_t_ft
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87-1-03.07-0979
Aircraft Flight Testing Techniques and
instrumentation
North American Aerospace Corp.
PO Box 162284
Austin, TX 78716
Larry Bird (512-328-0979)
ARC -- NAS2-12741
The company's air flow analyzer (AFA) measures
boundary-layer transitions and pressure lines associ-
ated with laminar, transitional, and turbulent air flows
associated with airfoil, rotor blade, and propeller
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surfaces. The AFA has two distinct advantages over
existing flow analysis tools. First, it provides data from
thousands of sense points; seCOnd, it does not
Interfere with the natural laminar flow of the airfoil
surfaces. In addition, the light weight of the system
should make it readily adaptable to a vadsty of In-
flight tests. Instrumentation was the primary emphasis
during Phase I, with the Incorporation of new types of
sensors. A demonstration using a thin-film, ferro-
electric, sensor array proved the Prectlcabllity of using
piezo-polymerlc devices to study boundary layer
transition points and pressure lines. The real problem
Is to correlate the raw data Into meaningful data. This
was partially addressed In developing the algorithms
for Initial filtering of the raw data. It appears that a
practical, sensitive, boundary-layer-transition instru-
ment Is feasible with refinement of the sensor array
tested in this project. This system is now ready to be
flight tested to Implement a practical new instrument
for many air-data-collection applications.
Potential CommercialApplicetion: The applications are
as a boundary layer detector for wind tunnel and ex-
Perimental aerodynamics, an air-data computer, and
angle-of-attack instruments.
ft_
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87-1-03.07-3474
Expert Syatems for Real-Time Monitoring and
Fault Diagnosis
Charles River Anaiytlcs Inc.
55 Wheeler Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
Alper K. Caglayan (617-491-3474)
ARC -- NAS2-12725
The major deficiencies In current real-time auto-
matic fault diagnosis applications for aerospace
systems are the high rate of false alarms and the
maintenance problems caused by Intermittent failures.
The aim of this project is to demonstrate the use of
expert systems technology In Improving the perform-
ance of current real-time avionics monitoring and fault
diagnosis applications and in designing new recontlg-
urable flight control systems. In particular, the goal Is
development of a rule-set method allowing a rule-
based specification of the domain knowledge In these
applications, development of an expert system based
on this specification, and integration of this compiled
knowledge Into existing real-time monitoring and
diagnosis solutions Implemented In conventional
programming languages.
Phase I defined, designed, and developed a rule-
set processor which retains the desirable attributes of
expert systems during the development state while
producing an efficient, conventional embedded code
for real-time on-board expert system applications. A
prototype of the rule-set processor which allows the
speciflcetlon of topological and procedural knowledge
for time-critical applications has been Implemented in
the Ads language.
Potential Commercial Appl/calton: The results of this
development of expert systems technology have
applications In new, real-time, fault diagnosis and
monitoring systems for aircraft and spacecraft.
le_t_
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87-1-03.07.4674
Real-Time Modification of Structural Modes
Systems Technology, Inc.
2672 Bayshors Parkway #505
Mountain View, CA 94043
Wayne F. Jewell (415-961-4674)
ARC -- NAS2-12726
The goal of this project was to Improve a method
of estimating, In a near-rsal-time manner, modal
frequanclas and damping ratios of randomly excited
aeroelastic vibrations from flight test measurements.
The estimation method operates without knowledge of
the random excitation, as well as with knowledge of a
deterministic forcing function applied to the aircraft
through an excitation system. It is an edaptstion of the
rsel-time non-intrusive Parameter Identification proce-
dure developed by the firm for the NASA Ames
Research Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility.
The performance of the astlmstlon method was
documented by Identifying the modal frequencies and
damping ratios of the modelled system both with and
without knowledge of the forcing function or Input.
With knowledge of the Input, the method could
accurately identify both the frequency and damping
ratio of the simulated modes as long as the sampling
frequency was properly chosen with respect to the
modal frequency. The results of applying the method
without knowledge of the input show that it is possible
to Identify accurately the frequency but the damping
ratios were underestimated. The model was applied to
a limited amount of flight test data collected by NASAfor the F-18 aircraft.
Potent/al Commerc/al APp//oat/on: Rsal-tlme analysis
of vibration and flutter tests and real-time parameter
Identification, In general, would find applications in the
aerospace Industry.
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87' 1-03.08-0238
High-Performance, High-Temperature Heat PipesUitrsmet
12173 Montague Street
Pacolma, CA 91331
J. Grady Shesk (818-899-0236)
L.aRC - NAS1-18644
A reliable, efficient means for moving large
amounts of heat from the source to a heat sink will be
required for thermal management systems In future
aerospace applications such as trans-atmospheric
vehicles. The heat pipe is just such a device and,
through proper selection of the case material and
working fluid, can operate nearly isothermally from 5-
2300 K. Heat pipes have been produced since the
14
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1960's. This project, however, addresses a unique and
Innovative method of producing seamless heat pipes
utilizing the process of chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) and chemical vapor infiltration (CVI). Since the
resulting heat pipe will be seamless with the exception
of the fill port, it should have a high Inherent reliability.
In Phase I, the process for making heat pipes was
demonstrated. Vapor passages were drilled through
the thickness of reticulated carbon foam which was
then infiltrated with tungsten to provide the capillary
wick structure. A tungsten wick is suitable for most
liquid metal working fluids. The porosity of the foam
was then bridged by CVD to create a wall over the
part. The heat pipe was successfully tested using
methanol as a working fluid.
Potential Commercial Appl/cet/on: This Innovative heat
pipe design will meet the requirements of thermal
management systems for future aerospace applica-
tions which will have to be able to move massive
amounts of heat and will require materials or devices
with high thermal conductivity.
04 MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES
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87-I-04.01-6000
Oxidation Resistant TI/6AI/4V-SIC Compoelte
Msterlels by lon Implantstlon
Spire Corporation
Patriots Park
Bedford, MA 01730
James K. Hirvonen (617-275.6000)
LeRC -- NAS3-25326
Lifetime of silicon-carbide-reinforced, titanium-
aluminum-vanedlum composites at high temperature
Is presently limited by oxidation and embrtttlement to
a few hours or less. An oxidation inhibitor could
increase this to more than 800 hours at temperature,
a time consistent with mission requirements for
hypersonic vehicles such the National Aerospace
Plane. This project Investigated the fesslbllity of
extending the operating temperature of these compos-
ites by Ion Implantation, which has previously been
found to significantly enhance the oxidation resistance
of titanium.
The Phase I effort explored improving the oxidation
resistance of TI-6AI-4V alloy at 540 C In air by Ion
Implantation processing and using it In SIC-fiber,
titanium alloy composite structures. The plan was to
use barium and other Ions because previous work by
the principal Investigator showed significantly Im-
proved oxidation resistance In elemental T1 after
Implantation. These choices proved to be very difficult
to pursue due to the high secondary electron yield of
Ba, which produced high-voltage breakdown on the
internal electrodes of the Ion Implanter.
Potential Commercial Appl/cat/on: Extending the
operating temperature of SiC-fiber-reinforced, TI-6AI-
4V composites will open up a large number of appli-
cations such as aircraft wing panels for hypersonic
flight, compressor blades In advanced turbojet en-
gines, and turbine engine cases, spacers, and turbine
disks.
lit**
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87-1-04.01-7070
Embedded Fiber Optic Sensors for Polymer-Mstrlx
Composite Process Monitoring
Geo-Centers, Inc.
7 Wells Avenue
Newton Centre, MA 02159
lan Aeby (617-964-7070)
LeRC - NAS3-25337
At present, confidence levels In the Integrity of
polymer-matrix, composite structures are low due to
uncertainties in process control during their manufac-
ture. Control of chemical changes during fabrication
will require Improved process parameter sensors and
control methodologies. The use of fiber optic sensors
embedded within the composite structure during
fabrication was proposed as a means toward this end.
Embedded sensors offer Improved data accuracy over
remote sensors, and the small physical dimensions of
optical fibers minimize their impact on the mechanical
properties of the finished composite.
During the Phase I feasibility study, it was estab-
lished that embedded fiber optic sensors could be
used to monitor critical composite process parameters
such as temperature and state of cure. Examples of
these sensors were successfully embedded in various
composite layups. In addition, an interesting new
referencing technique for Intensity-modulated sensors
was discovered. While progress has been made in
monitoring polymeric-matrix composite fabrlostion
processes, there Is clearly much work to be done
before the value of an embedded fiber optic sensor
system has been proven in a manufacturing environ-
ment.
Potentfal Commercial Appl/oatlon: Embedded fiber-
optic pressure and temperature sensors have applica-
tions In the commercial composite industry and,
potentially, In medicine for diagnostic instrumentation.
Other possible uses are In environmental control and
monitoring performance of automobile engines.
*It
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87-1 .O4.01-7747
Micro-Mechanical Model for Prediction of Failure
Modes In Cersmlc-Mstrix Composites
Incubator Technologies, Inc.
800 West 14th Street, Suite 111
Rolla, MO 65401
LJ Chai (314-364-7747)
LeRC - NAS3-25333
The failure of ceramic-matrix composites Is a
complex phenomenon and differs from the failure
behavior of monolithic ceramics and polymeric com-
NASASBIR 1987 Phase I Projects
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posltas. Prior studies Indicate that the growth of
existing flaws In ceramic-matrix composites Is not serf-
similar and that substantial frictional slippage occurs
at the fiber-mstrix Interface as evidenced by large pull-
outs. The improved fracture toughness for these
composites is largely due to these two energy dissi-
pating mechanisms. The objective of this project was
to investigate the contribution of these two mecha-
nisms.
A micromechanlcal analytical model based on the
consistent shear-lag theory was developed for predict-
ing the failure modes In a fiber-ralnforced, unidirection-
al, ceramic-matrix composite. The model accounts for
the relatively large matrix stiffness, up to 100 percent
of the fiber stiffness. The fiber and matrix stresses
were established as functions of the applied stress,
crack geometry, and, most Importantly, the micro-
structural properties of the constituents and the fiber-
matrix Interface. The mode of failure was established,
and the role of mlcrostructural properties on the failure
mode, ultimate strength, and the fracture toughness
was assessed. A paramatrlc study was carried out
using the model to establish regions of non-steady
state cracking (stable crack growth) In a unidirectional,
ceramic-matrix composite.
Potent/al Commercial Application: This work may lead
to the optimization of ceramic performance based on
matrix and fiber properties for applications in aero-
space propulsion and primary structures, for example,
on hypersonic transatmospheric aircraft.
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87-1.04.01-9785
Controlled Density Composite Carbide struotura_
Ceramics
Aker Industries, Inc.
952 57th Street
Oakland, CA 94608
Glendon M. Benson (415-658-7248)
LeRC -- NAS3-25406
This project explored an innovative and inex-
pensive process for producing composite carbide
ceramics reinforced with carbide fibers and measured
the physical properties of test samples so produced.
The goal Is to develop a process to tailor the matrix
propertlss through chemical means In order to pro-
duce optimum composite properties. It is expected
that this process will produce low-cost composite
ceramic components that exhibit higher fracture
toughness and strength than exhibited by convention-
al ceramics.
In Phase I, several hundred test specimens were
prepared in which formulations and processing
parameters were varied according to the findings of
previous research to provide a range of physical
properties. The processing steps varied were In
mixing, blending, aging, dispersing, curing, and
pyrolyzlng. Five resin formulations were also included
in these experiments. From this Invastigstlon, choices
of the best resins, fillers, dispersing agents, and
processing variables can be deduced. Results from
Phase I Indicate that high strength ceramic com-
posltss can be made to nat shape at low cost by the
proposed process.
Potential Commercial Application: Composite carbide
ceramics have potential applications for turbojet
engines in the hot sections, heat exchangers, and
structural components requiring high hot strengths,
wear and fatigue resistance, fracture toughness,
benign failure mode, and resistance to corrosive high-
temperature environments.
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87-1-04.02-3200
Controlled CTE High-Performance Films for
Space Structures
Foster-Miller, Inc.
350 Second Avenue
Waltham, MA 02254
Richard W. Lualgnas (617-890-3200)
LaRC -- NAS1-18636
Certain thermoplastic polylmides exhibit a combi-
nation of good processability and excellent perform-
ance (chemical reslstancs and high mechanical,
adhesive, thermo-mechanlcal and thermo-oxldatlve
properties) due to groups within the polymer which
Introduce semi-crystalline character through thermal
annealing. The combination of these qualities over-
comes the shortcomings of most commercially
available high performance polyimldes. This program's
objective is the development of film processing
methods to orient a semlcryatalline thermoplastic film
to Improve and control the coefficient of thermal
expansion, fracture toughness, thermo-mechanical
behavior, strength, and stiffness.
During the Phase I program, the firm applied
innovative film proosesing and orientation methods to
LARC-CPI, a new ssml-crystalllne thermoplaatlc
polylmide developed at the NASA Langley Research
Center. These mathocls successfully reduced the
coefficient of thermal expansion from 38 ppm/C to 16
ppm/C and showed that it could be further reduced to
less than 10 Ppm/C. The project also showed that
LARC-CPI can be processed Into high performance
thermoplastic films with tensile strength and modulus
over 300 mPa (44 Ksl) and 91.6 GPa (1.4 Msl),
respectively.
Potential Commercial Application: Potential appli-
cations will be for films used for liners, vacuum bags,
and encapsulation In the chemical process Industry;
for electronics where high-density, surface-mounted,
multi-chip modules require dimensional atablllty In thin
dielectric layers; and for spacecraft use as reflector
substrates, solar cell array panels, and serf-deployable
structures.
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87-1-04.02-5325
Development of Composite Structures with
Enhanced Damage Tolerance
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TextileTechnologies,inc.
2800 TurnpikeDrive
Hetboro,PA 19040
Janice R. Maiden (215-433-5325)
LaRC -- NAS1-18628
The evolution of the aircraft Industry has been
characterized by a steady growth in the use of light-
weight materials strong enough to withstand the
increasing demands placed on today's high perform-
ance aircraft. However, these materials, such as
graphite/epoxy composites, suffer serious compres-
sion strength reductions as a result of impact loads.
The innovation addressed in this project solves this
problem through the use of advanced weave designs
that allow for through-the-thickneSs reinforcement of
multi-layer graphite fabrics. This reinforcement pro-
vides a capability for the laminate to withstand out-
of-the-plane tensile loads induced by impact.
Design verification for small (6" x 36") laminate
panels has been completed using a loom to weave
laminate plies and to stitch them together at the same
time. The next step Is to scale-up the proceSs to
production size laminates (14" x 100 yards). Alternate
stitching materials--glass, Kevlar and graphite yarns-
-will also be investigated. Multi-layer, through-the-
thickness, laminate panels will be woven, infiltrated
with epoxy, and tested along side composites made
of state-of-the-art laminates. By comparing the dam-
age area and strengths both before and after impact,
it will be possible to assess the value of Inter-laminar
strength and establish a design basis for an efficient
through-the-thickness weave. This project was not
complete at the time this document was prepared.
Potent/a  Commem/a/ App//cat/on: Composite struc-
tures with enhanced damage tolerance and reduced
costs will be applicable in commercial and military
aircraft as well as in sporting goods, boats, automo-
biles, etc.
IlIWW
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87-1-04.03-0236A
High.Temperature Turbine Blades
Ultramet
12173 Montague Street
pecoima, CA 91331
John T. Harding (818-899-0236)
LeRC -- NAS3-25349
Iridium-coated, rhenium thrusters have been
fabricated to net internal shape by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) from the inside out. This program
proposes to fabricate coated, hollow, niobium turbine
blades to net external dimensions by CVD on the
inside of a hollow mandrel conforming to the net
external shape of the blade: an outside-In process. An
oxidation-resistant costing of silica, hafnla, or iridium
would be applied first, followed by a thick deposit of
niobium or niobium alloy. This proceSs ensures the
achievement of net shape for the coated blade; also,
contamination of the niobium at the interface, as a
result of the costing deposition process and typically
Involving oxygen, hydrogen, chlorine, or water, would
be avoided. The rasulUng structure should have an
uncooled operating temperature capability of 1500 C
or higher.
In Phase I, a method for forming Iridium-coated,
hollow niobium airfoils to nat shape by chemical
vapor depOsition was demonstrated. The iridium
coating was shown to provide oxidation protection to
the niobium structure up to 1700 C.
Potent/a  Commercla/ Applic,Btlon: A practical manu-
facturing process for extending the operating tempera-
ture of turblns blades has applications In military and
commercial jet engines as well as In spacecraft power
systems.
trllt_
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87-1.04.03-6900B
Response of Rapidly-Solidified 11 Alloys to
Thermochemlcal Treatment
Universal Energy Systems, Inc.
4401 Dayton-Xanla Road
Dayton, OH 45432
Rabl S. Bhattacharya (513-426-6900)
LaRC -- NAS1-18620
The objective of this project was to develop
titanium alloys with very fine microstructure using
rapid solidification and a thermochemiosl treatment
employing hydrogen as a temporary alloying element.
In Phase I, the company Investigated the microstruc-
ture of rapidly solidified alloys of titanium with copper,
boron, and carbon ('ri-4Cu, TI-1B and TI-1C) before
and after thermochemical treatment. This treatment
showed significant refinement of mlcrostructure and
precipitates in the case of TI-4Cu. TI-1B showed
promising results; however more work Is neceSsary to
optimize the parameters. "ri-lC alloy did not respond
positively to thermochemlcal treatment with hydrogen,
as indicated by an observed coarsening of the
mlcrostructure.
Potential Commerc/a/ Application: A significant en-
hancement of mechanical properties of Ti alloys would
make them attractive for aerospace and other Industri-
al applications.
t_tt
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87-1-04.03-7648
Chemical Vapor Deposition of TI-AI Foils
MSNW, Inc.
PO Box 865
San Marcos, CA 92069
George H. Reynolds (619-744-7648)
LaRC -- NAS1-18615
Effective use of Intermstalllc compounds In
composite and honeycomb structures will require
high-strength, high-qualitY foils for starting materials.
Direct fabrication of titanium-aluminum (TIAI) foils by
chemical-vapor deposition onto sacrificial tape sub-
NASASBtR 1987 Phase I Pro/acts
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strates was studied as a novel means to produced
the desired starting materials.
Two techniques, high-temperature, chemical-vapor
deposition from mixed halide vapors and low-tempers.
ture, chemical-vapor deposition from mixed organo-
metallic gases, were explored. In Phase I, a cold-wail,
chemical-vapor.deposition apparatus was constructed,
and TIAI alloy films ranging In composition from
essentially pure 1"1to approximately TIAI3 and from 5-
40 microns In thickness were successfully deposited
on molybdenum substratss. As, characterized by
optical and scanning electron metallographic exarnina.
tlons, X-ray diffraction, mlcrochemlcal analysis, and
micro-hardness testing, the films were fOund to be
chemically homogeneous and generally dense al-
though some films contained Isolated porosity and
exhibited microcrscks. Deposition was in agreement
with the predictions of a preliminary chemical process
model constructed to describe the chemical-vapor
synthesis of TiAI films from halide precursors.
Potential Comrnerc/al Application: The product foils
could be useful in preparation of thin-gage tapes and
complex, honeycomb structures of difficult-to-work
materials. Other applications might Include inter-
metallic-matrix composites for hypersonic vehicle
structural elements, advanced propulsion system
components, and space structures.
_*tt
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87-1-04.04-1319
An Expert System for Integrated Structural
Analysis and Design OpUmlzatlon
Structural Analysis Technology, Inc.
4677 Old Ironsides Drive, #250
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Hasan Kamll (408-496-1120)
LeRC -- NAS3-25327
The purpose of this project was to explore the
feasibility of an expert system for integrated structural
analysis and design optimization by answering ques-
tions regarding data and computational requirements,
architecture, and cost and by Initiating preliminarydevelopment.
In the Phase I research and development effort, an
architecture and conceptual design were developed
for an Integrated expert software for the structural
design process covering conceptual design work,
iterative cycles of finite-element structural analysis and
design optimization, and detailed final design. The
feasibility of this approach was Investigated, and a
demonstration package with two expert software
modules was developed.
Potential CommerclaJApp/Icatlon: The resulting expert
software could be used by NASA, other govemment
organizations, and their contractors in designing aero-
space structures and vehicles with improved efficien-
cy, reliability, and significant savings In man-hours
and costs.
WWW
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87-1-04.05-1504
LOW CTE, Particulate-Reinforced Metal-Matrix
Composite Material
DWA Composite Specifies, Inc.
21119 Superior Street
Chetsworth, CA 91311
Olin Hudson (818-998.1504)
JSC -- NAS9-17938
Joints and couplings for space structures require
a low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) while
remaining light in weight and high In structural Integri-
ty. They must also be easy to fabricate and low In
cost. No material developed to date adequately meets
all of these criteria. The purpose of this project 18
demonstrating and evaluating various Iow-CTE,
particulate-reinforced, metal-matrix composites for use
as the construction matedal for these components.
The approach is to combine ultrs-low-CTE reinforce-
ments in selected Iow-CTE aluminum matdces aimed
at producing an lsotroplc composite matedal that
exhibits a CTE of about 3 xl0 "sIn/in/F and an ultimate
strength >40 kal.
Phase I efforts demonstrated that technology Is
available for producing very Iow-CTE end fittings and
other appllcetlor,,s. Wide tailoring of mechanical end
physical properties is POssiola through Judicious
sslsctlon of matrix alloy, particulate composition, size,
volume fraction, and matrix reinforcement bond
conditions. The relative usefulness of analytic= predic-
tion of the CTE was also demonstrated for use as •
guide In tailoring key properties.
Potential Commerc/al Appl/cation: The applications are
in low.cost, stable (Iow-CTE'), Ilght.walght space struc-
tures and components having high strength and stiff-
ness, no outgesalng, and Increased temperature
capability.
t_t
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87-1-04.05_200A
Ultra-High Stiffness Nat-Shape Tubular SpaceStructures
Foster-Miller, Inc.
350 Second Avariue
Waltham, MA 02254
Ted E. Klrchner (617-890-3200)
JSC -- NAS9-17940
Net-shaped tubular extrusions of solution-pro-
ceased, ordered (liquid crystal) polymers can be
combined with Inter-penetrstlng networks (IPNs) to
produce tubular space structures having ultra stiffness
(40 Msi), near zero (less than 1 ppm/deg.C) coeffl-
clent of thermal expansion (CTE), and low weight
(1.56 gm/cc). The approach taken was to co-extrude
blaxlally oriented (mlcroflbrfllsr network), thin-walled
poly p-phenyllne banzolblsthlszole (PBZI") tubing and,
then, Introduce a polylmide IPN, Tharmid AL-600. The
goals were to achieve high axial stiffness through a
nearly axial orientation of the PBZT molecules In the
Inner tube and a low CTE through the combined
18
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effectsofthe more biaxlalorientationfthe outertube
and the polyimldeIPN.TheSe materialswould have
superior performance to aluminum and would be
cheaper to fabricatethan graphite-reinforced,metal-
matrixtubes.
The projectwas successfulIn extrudlngPBZT
tubingwithcontrolledorientatlona d volume fractlons
of polyimldeIPN.A zero CTE was bracketedbut not
achieved.The bonding between the coaxialtubes
duringthe post-cureprocessingwas evident;howev-
er,the hlgh modulus was not reachedforthesetubes
as had been demonstratedforPBZT filmsand tubes
In other projects.The difficultyIn reaching a hlgh
modulus Isthe resultof processingproblems.
PotentialCommercial Application:The prlmaryapplice-
tlonwould be for space-based structuresfabrlcated
from many tubularstruts,trussmembers, and sup-
ports.
t_t
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87-1-04.05"8900
FUament Winding Process for Thermoplastic
Matrix Composites
PDA Engineering
2975 Red Hill Avenue
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Ronald AIIred (714-540-8900)
MSFC -- NAS8-37632
Thermoplastic composites have high Impact
strength and higher solvent resistance end can
potentially be processed much faster than thermosat
composites; however, there is a lack of suitable
processing techniques. To overcome this, a process-
Ing method Involving In-situ fusion and compaction
during filament winding using an advanced ther-
moplastic co-mingled with graphite fiber strands was
Investigated that used heat for fusion from Induced
currents.
Exploratory experiments have shown that eddy
current heating of graphite fibers can be directed and
confined to the Interface bond line to achieve melt
temperature (about 400 (3) In a thermoplastic matrix
and form a solid structural composite. Compaction of
the fiber strands while the reSin Is molten can be
accomplished through proper design of e pressure
application device that will conform to cross-overs
and other surface irregularities encountered In the
filament winding process.
The tests conducted In the Phase I program show
that Induction heating can be used to process graph-
ite-thermoplastlc compositeS on a continuous basis.
Since the research was conducted on the worst case
of unidirectional composites, it may be possible to
process all types of fiber layups.
Potential Commarclal Appllcatlon: Commercial applica-
tions of this technology Include manufacture and
repair of aircraft skins, aircraft structures, vehicles,
boats, spacecraft, rockets, housing materials, and
lightweight equipment.
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87-1.04.06-8200B
Polymer with Blaxlal Strength for Pyroelectrlc
Applications
Chronos Research Inc.
4186 Sorrento Valley Boulevard
San Diego, CA 92121
Randall B. Olsen (619-455-8200)
GSFC -- NAS5-30270
A new method of electricalenergy generatlon
calledpyroelectrlconversion promlses to deliver
power to spacecraftfrom a llghtwelghtand Inexpen-
sivesystem.Pyroelectrlcconversionmay enableorder
ofmagnitude reductionsInfuturelaunch and capital
costsforpower systems.
The Phase I objectiveof providinga means for
formingpyroeiectricpolymericfilmswithmechanical
propertiesuperiorto those offilmspreviouslyavail-
ablewas successfullyaccomplished.The enhanced
mechanical propertiesof these films wlllgreatly
Improve the performance of pyroslectrlcgenerators,
heatpumps, and refrigerators.An unexpectedImmedi-
ate benefitof reachingthe Phase Igoal Isthatthe
pyroelectrlconverslon performance of the active
polymer was dramaticallyImproved with reSpectto
Iifetlme.Because ofthe success of PhaSe I,the firm
now has a method offabricatingdurablecopolymer
films hundreds of meters long, compared to the 3 cm
limit of previous technology.
Potent a/Commercial Application: In addition to their
application In space power systems, pyroelectrlc con-
verters are expected to be an economical means to
convert low temperature heat Into electrical energy In
terrestrial systems at a capital cost of less than one
dollar per Watt.
_t tilt
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87-1.04.07-8371
Development of Specialized Floor Coverings for
Launch Site Facilities
Sprlngbom Materials Science, Inc.
10 Sprlngborn Center
Enfield, CT 06082
James P. Galica (203-749-8371)
KSC -- NAS10-11455
The existing floor materials at NASA launch site
facilities, primarily in shuttle assembly areas, have not
been performing satisfactorily. C0ntamlnatlon arises
from outgasslng of the plaaticlzers used In vinyl tiles
and from chalking and dusting of epoxy floor cover-
Ings.
The goal of this project is a conductive floor tiling
material that has surface and volume reSlstlvitleSof 10
million ohm-cm. In addition, the floor covedng will be
non-contaminating via out-gassing, resistant to hyper-
gollc propellants and other chemicals, non-flammable,
NASASBIR 1987 Phase I Projects
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non-dusting, and available in tile form. Other desirable
features Include a light color, ease of Installation,
cleaning, and repair, low cost, and resistance to
impacts.
The objective of the Phase I effort was to formulate
new floor covering compounds that show feasibility
for meeting the criteria for NASA's floor application but
which may still require further work in Phase II to
formulate optimal compounds. Four resins were
selected for investigation: polyethylene, polypro-
pylene, polybutylane and polyvinyl chloride. Phase I
demonstrated the feasibility of formulating such a
suitable flooring material using polymeric plasticized
vinyl and flame-retardant POlyethylene with selected
conductive fillers.
Potential Commerclal Appllcatlon: Applications Include
floors for hospital operating rooms, electronics labors-
*odes, chemical processing plants, and photo labora-tories.
tilt.
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87-1-04.08-0960
Robotic Weld Path Programming
Mid-South Engineering, Inc.
3540 Dlckerson Road
Nashville, TN 37207
Krlstinn Andersen (615-865.0960)
MSFC -- NAS8-37629
For the application of robots to arc welding,
constraints of weld position, weld travel speed, and
orientation of torch and wire guide (relative to each
other and relative to the Joint) are considerations that
must be dealt with in the path programming task. The
objective of this project Is to demonstrate the feasibili-
ty of developing algorithms for robotic, weld-path
programming that are generic to any robot and
positioning system capable of accepting the kinematic
transformation matrix, positioning system axes, end
velocity information from a host computer.
Key components of the proposed system were
successfully developed, built, and demonstrated In the
Phase I research program. Investigation of com.
merclal systems and other research work was carried
out, and the problems of welding using multiple
robotic mechanisms end redundant joints were ad-
dressed. A theory was developed into a formal
algorithm, coded in Fortran, and tested through
simulations using equipment and work-piece models
from the Materials and Processes Laboratory at
NASA-MSFC. The Performance of the algorithm was
demonstrated by graphical simulations using the
ROBOSIM package developed Jointly by NASA and
Vanderbilt University.
Pb_tent el Commercial Application: This Innovation will
of significant value to the commercial manufac.
turlng industries for simplifying the task of program-
ming multiple, coordinated, robotic manipulators.
lt_t
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87-1-04.08.9955
System Weld Control Through Expert Adaptive
Interpretation
International Technical Associates (InTA)
2281 Calla de Luna
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Paul Lovol (408-748-9955)
MSFC .. NAS8-37627
Automated welding has the potential to improve
weld quality and reduce the scrap rate. Numerically
controlled (NC) welding can be successfully carried
out using Jigs and fixtures to provide accurate posi-
tioning. Alternatively, adaptive, sensor-controlled
welding offers the promise of reduced tooling and part
preparation costs, improved quality, and reduced
scrap rate over manual or NC welding. In addition,
on-line quality control of the weld can be Implemented
using the same sensors.
A rule-based expert system utilizing multiple
sensors and a look-ahead capability for real-time,
adaptive welding was Investigated In Phase I. This
investigation conducted welding tests using an
available vision system designed to operate In a laser
welding environment on dark, nickel-based super
alloys. Nonetheless, the vision system performed well
on the butt joint samples of the space shuttle alumi-
num external tank provided by NASA. In almost every
case the vision system software algorithms selected
the correct seam over neer-by scratches. Modifica-
tions to the tracking software allowed the system to
detect and disregard tack welds and track on the re-
maining straight seam. The plasma arc torch did not
present an electro-magnetic Interference problem for
the vision system or the electronics, but optical
radiation from the arc was significant. Two simple
tests proved that more sophisticated filtering on a
system designed for plasma arc welding wlUeliminate
any optical Interference completely.
Potential Comrnerc/al Appl/cation: Automated welding
systems In automotive, aerospace, and Industrial
manufacturing and repair environments will be able to
use this system. Welding system suppliers will inte-
grate the system into their end products.
t**
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87-1-04.10-2551
Methods for Evaluating the Predictive Accuracy
of Structural Dynamic Models
Engineering Mechanlos Associates, Inc.
3820 Del Amo Boulevard, Suite 318
Torrance, CA 90503
Timothy K. Haseelman (213-370-2551)
JPL -- NAS7-1020
Large space structures, such as the NASA Space
Station, which cannot be fully tested In a ground test
laboratory, require both ground testing end on-orbit
Identification of as-built structures. This project ad-
dressed ground-testing procedures which are critical
to the success of on-orbit identification. Innovative
2o
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methods for evaluating and Improving the predictive
accuracy of structural dynamics models were Investi-
gated during the Phase I study. This effort Identified a
new methodology for evaluating uncertalntlas in mass,
stiffness, and damping and how these propagate
forward and backward In order to evaluate the accura-
cy of response predictions and the uncertainty in
physical parameters.
Three different methods for propagating uncertain-
ties-first order statistics, fuzzy sat theory, and Monte-
Carlo simulation--were examined. An approach which
combines the first two appears to be an efficient,
cost-effective approach for bounding the level of
modeling uncertainty. Key elements of the methodolo-
gy were demonstrated using a realistic model of the
NASA Space Station "Block 1" configuration. Experi-
mental error due to substructure and sub-scale testing
were simulated and compared using the above
methodology.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications exist In
all areas where analytical models are relied upon to
predict structural performance which cannot be
directly verified by testing. Examples Include off-shore
structures, nuclear power plants, high-rise buildings,
and numerous applications in the aerospace Industry.
tWt
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87-1-04.11-3200
Reduced Weight Gondolas
Balloons
Foster-Miller, Inc,
350 Second Avenue
Waltham, MA 02254
Joseph Boyce (617-890-3200)
JPL-- NAS7-1007
for Stratospheric
Stratospheric and research balloons carrying
scientific Instruments Into the upper atmosphere are
very sensitive to payload weight. Reductions in
balloon gondola weight will allow a corresponding
reduction in balloon volume required to reach a given
altitude and result in increased system reliability.
Current gondolas are often open frame structures of
aluminum with sandwich panel platforms to support
the instrument and telemetry packages. Advanced
composite materials with their high specific stiffness
and strength offer an opportunity to significantly
reduce gondola weight. The greatest benefit Is derlved
by developing concepts and design approaches
which are tailored for composite materials to take full
advantage of their high specific properties while allow-
ing for the unique designs necessary at joints and
load introduction points.
The Phase I project has resulted In a lightweight
gondola design made from advanced composite
materials. Current gondolas typically contribute one
fourth of the total system gross weight. This new
gondola design is expected to account for one tenth
of the total system weight, with a corresponding
increase in mission capability.
Potential Commercial Appllcat/on: The applications of
a lightweight balloon gondola are In research in the
stratosphere.
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87-1-04.11-8900
Lightweight Advanced Composite Gondola for
Stratospheric Balloons
PDA Engineering
2975 Red Hill Avenue
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Donald C. Guichard (714-540-8900)
GSFC -- NAS5-30286
This Innovation would provide a versatile, modular
gondola for stratospheric balloons that employs a
light-weight structural configuration which takes ad-
vantage of an Improved composite material. The
proposed design configuration, validated by the Phase
I design assessments, has three primary composite
structural components: a payload module, a suspen-
sion module, and a payload floor panel, all joined by
a pre-loeded, circumferential band clamp.
These modules all employ a sandwich construc-
tion locally stiffened in critically loaded regions.
Design features provide flanges that can withstand the
loads Induced when captured by the steel band clamp
for assembly of the modules. The proposed joining
method was validated by the Phase I assessments.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications are in
a variety of balloon flight missions and payloads.
_tt
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87-1-04.12-8112
Electrostatic Fractionatlon of Natural end
Processed Lunar So,de In Space
Advanced Energy Dynamics
14 Tech Circle
Natlck, MA 01760
Donald E. Heyburn (617-653-8112)
JSC-- NAS9-17928
This project explored the application of the firm's
ultra-fine coal (UFC) electrostatic separator tech-
nology for the separation and concentration of lunar-
derived materials. The Innovation is in applying
technology developed for use on earth to the vacuum
of space.
The Phase I effort showed that separation of lunar-
derived minerals Is technically feasible and that the
UFC separator may be a valuable tool in the recovery
of minerals from the space environment. Demonstra-
tions Included the separation of ilmanite from basalt
pulverized to 50% minus 50 micron and the separa-
tion of ice from pulverized basalt on a UFC separator
operating at -80 C. Theoretical analysis of the UFC
separator indicates that vacuum operation could
greatly improve separator performance and capacity,
perhaps by a factor of 10 or more.
21
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Potent/a CommercialApplication:The UFC separator
can be used for dry separation of many diverse solids
including coal, talc, fly-ash, wheat flour, calcium car-
bonate, and others. Vacuum operation Is expected to
be a space-only application, but the theoretical
understanding of the UFC separator In vacuum will
greatly enhance terrestrial performance.
_t*t
05 TELEOPERATORS AND ROBOTICS
*O65
87-1-05.01-0300A
Control Algorithm for Redundant
Freedom Manipulators
Odatics, Inc.
1515 South Manchester Avenue
Anaheim, CA 92802
Steven M. Cohan (714-758-0300)
JPL -- NAS7-1006
Degree-of.
Current manipulator control algorithms are often
limited by their ability to resolve singularities (when
two or more Joint rotation axes become aligned) as
well as by the Inverse kinematics associated with six
and higher degree-of-freedom (DOF) manipulators.
The goal of this project Is to develop a control
algorithm to drive a DOF arm while keeping the arm's
configuration away from avoidable singularities. The
test.bed arm for the project Is one possible configura-
tion of a modular, reconfigurable, redundant arm
being developed by the firm under an Internal rs-
search and development program.
In the Phase I program, a control algorithm for a
seven degree-of-freedom manipulator was developed.
This algorithm transformed six Cartesian command
inputs Into seven joint command outputs while avoid-
Ing the manipulator's singularities. Phase I simulation
results also show that the algorithm's singularity
avoidance feature Improves arm performance. With
the singularity avoidance features Inactive, the arm will
move close to or through singularities resulUng in high
joint velocity commands that Joint sen/ca would not
be able to track. With the singularity avoidance feature
active, the arm executes the commanded trajectories
while avoiding these singularities. This results in lower,
achievable, and controllable Joint velocities.
Potential Commercial Application: The antlclp_zted
seven degree-of-freedom manipulator will have appli-
cations In tasks where high strength, low weight, and
human-like dexterity are required. Commercial uses
include nuclear facility maintenance and manufac-
turing.
W_t_
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87-1-05.01-0300C
Telepresance Sensor and Control Helmet
Odetlcs, Inc.
1515 South Manchester Avenue
Anaheim, CA 92802
Timothy R. [.arson (714-744-0300)
JPL -- NAS7-1019
The main purpose of this SBIR Phase I was to
design a multi-purpose, telepresanca helmet that can
easily adapt to many applications, Including presence
for telerobctlc control and display of three-dimension-
al, computer-generated Images for "virtual work
station' applications. Along with multi-purpose capabil-
Ity, the helmet has a wide field of view (180 degrees)
and generates a "true' three-dimensional vtew by
accommodating and focusing to the vlawar's area of
Interest. The helmet also has a high resolution equal
to that of the human eye (1 arc minute).
The Phase I study showed that it is feasible to
build a helmet-mounted, wide-angle, stereo display
system that can match the biological performance of
the human aye In acuity, focus, and accommodation.
Phase I research Indicated that, for flexibility of usage,
the helmet system needs to be independent of the
Image source. This Independence was achieved in
three steps. First, an Intermediate Image source was
created. A helmet system that uses this Intermediate
Image as its source was designed. Second, transfer
equations to translate the real Image source to the
Intermediate Image were developed. Finally, the digital
electronics were designed to execute the transfer
equations at video rates (60 Hz) and then generate
the displays to the Intermediate Image.
Potential Commercial Application: This display system
would have commercial applications in the control of
remote manlpulalors for nuclear power plants; under.
water exploration and Inspection vehicles; and remote
surveillance vehlciss for security applications.
* 067
87-1-05.01-0333
Spatial Planning for Mobile Articulated Vehicles
and Dendritic Robotic Systems
Scientific Research Associates, Inc.
50 Nye Road
PO Box 1058
Glestonbury, CT 06033
Alexander Y. K. Chen (203-659.0333)
JPL -- NAS7-1012
The new perspective of machine Intelligence for
multi-link, general-purpose manipulators pursued In
this project not only solves the Inverse kinematic
problem (IKP), but also provides a potential serf-
correction mechanism to perform the assigned task.
The use of an IKP solving mechanism to determine
the feasible motion trajectory either by dlreot solution
or with adequate modification is the basis for robot
Intelllgancs. The unsolved decision-making procedure
can be performed as teleoparatlon or automatic
planning. Due to the advantage of the decomposition
technique, the articulation of advanced robotic sys-
tems (e.g., redundant degrees of freedom and/or a
reconfigurable linkage structure) can be fully utilized.
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A technique of implementing the spatial planning
skill was developed and analyzed In Phase I. The new
IKP solving mechanism was activated on a Harris
H700 mini-computer, the computing system available
to the company. Because the original software pack-
age was Incompatible with this computer, a new set
of software was developed using FORTRAN 77.
Specific emphasis was placed upon extending the
original IKP solver to consider mobile, dendritically
configured robots.
Potential Commercial App//cat/on: Areas such as
material handling operations In hazardous environ-
ments, outer space or deep sea explorations can take
advantage of such advanced robotic systems.
ttt
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87-1-05.01-2215
Neural Network Controller for Adaptive Movement
In RobOtS
Neurogen Inc.
325 Harvard Street, Suite 211
Brookllne, MA 02146
Michael Kuparsteln (617-739-2215)
I_aRC -- NAS1-18639
The biggest challenges In controlling autonomous
robots today deal with serf-organization of sensory-
motor coordlnetlon, novelty In the working environ-
ment, and processor faults. To meet these needs, a
model of a prototype neural architecture for the
dynamic coordination of a multi-joint robot arm and
two stereo cameras was investigated by extending the
previous static model into a dynamic model which will
be able to generate adaptive trajectories. With this
system, a multi-Joint robot arm could adaptively reach
targets In three dimensions In real time. The system
would serf-organize and maintain visual-motor calibra-
tions and would tolerate internal noise, partial system
damage, and changes in the mechanical and optical
parameters of the robot as they occur during wear.
Phase I work showed proof-of-concept that a
neurel-network controller can be simulated on a
computer to learn adaptive motor control from its own
expadenca. The adaptive controller can learn to
generate accurate stable movements of a robot link
without information about link mass, link length, and
direction of gravity and requiring only vague Informa-
tion about payload and actuator limits. It can move a
link carrying an unforeseen payload from any starting
Joint angle to any ending point at a specified duration
without end point oscillations.
Potential Commercial Application: The controller will
find applications in novel working environments
because of Its ability to deal with unforeseen changes
In the mechanical plant and actuators.
* 069
87-1-05.01-2878
Telerobotlc Rendezvoue end Docking Vision
System Architecture
NASASBIR 1987 Phase I Projects
Triangle Research and Development Corp.
PC Box 12696
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
Benjamin T. Gravely (919-467-2878)
GSFC -- NAS5-30'292
The Innovation defined In this project is a micro-
computer-based, vision-system architecture which
allows a robot system to Identify an object, determine
its range and orlentetlon, and access explicit structural
data on the acquired object for mating with other
objects.
In the Phase I effort, under controlled image condi-
tions, computer algorithms were developed to decode
Identification markings and to determine the range and
orientation of the target object to high accuracy The
average execution time of 3.6 seconds was greater
than the program objective of 0.25 to 0.50 seconds
because of slow data transfer In the prototype system
and the use of BASIC programming language. The
procedures were used on a robot to demonstrate the
capture and placement of objects.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications for
autonomous or shared autonomous operations are
likely in space station operations, large-scale civil
construction, operations In hazardous environments
(nuclear, underwater, fire fighting), Identlflcetlon end
retdeval of warehoused Items and medical samples,
and manufacturing components.
tttt
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87-1-05.01-3319
Telerobotlc Digital Controller System
The Navtrol Company, Inc.
9204 MarkvUle Drive
Dallas, TX 75243
Richard J. Brown (214-234-3319)
GSFC -- NAS5-30283
The Innovation addressed in this project Is a
small, light-weight, high capability, multi-processor
telerobotic controller system. The system consists of
an Interconnectlon of several robotic Joint controllers,
end effector controllers, and a single master controller
communicating through a hlgh-spasd, sedel communi-
cation bus. The master controller controls commun-
ication with the various joint controllers tn a time-
multiplexed manner and synchronizes their activity.
Since the system Is totally synchronized, the time of
occurrence for each measurement end controls
application is known precisely all through the system,
allowing for compensetlon for any cross-coupling
effects. Both single and clual axis controllers can be
developed. A single axis controller would be about 3'
x 4.24" and be almost totally self-contained. It will
require only 28 V DC and e serial communication link
as a tie In with the rest of the system. The controller
will control a thrse-phase, bruehleas motor requiring
up to 20 amps at 15 to 50 V DC. Algorifhms utUlzlng
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modern control and estimation theory will be Included
In the controller
The technical objective of the Phase I effort was to
perform a conceptual design of the telerobotlc digital
controller system and to provide a development plan.
The objective was further to demonstrate that the
project was feasible. These objectives were definitely
met. The system Is feasible and can be developed
within time and other constraints of this program.
Potent a  Commero/a/ App//cat/on: This telerobotlc
digital controller system applies to robotics in general
and should find many and varied applications in
space and on the ground. In addition, the joint
controllers are actually very general servo-controllars
which could be utilized for pointing, tracking, and
other control system applications of all types.
_tllt*
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87-1-05.01-3600
Force-Reflecting Joysticks for Manipulator Control
Meddlan Corporation
4300 King Street, Suite 400
Alexandria, VA 22302
Mark D. Bryfogle (703-998-3600)
JPL -- NAS7-1024
A need exists for human control of manipulators
In highly unstructured environments. The joystick Is a
key element in the Interface between man and ma-
chine. A primary objective is to translate forces ex-
perienced by the manipulator as directly as possible
to the joystick; a direct relationship significantly
increases efficiency. Several force reflecting joysticks
are In existence. This study dealt with a new, efficient,
low-priced, force-reflecting joystick by eliminating the
deflclenclas noted in the existing mechanisms. This
joystick Is based upon the six degree-of-freedom
Stewart platform. High fidelity In force feedback will be
achieved through the Installation of a forca-measudng
cell in the joystick handgrlp.
Phase I research demonstrated a kinematic daslgn
which allowed translational motion within a 25.4 cm
cube and orlentatlonal capability of 45 degrees from
center about each of three coordinate axes. This
motion capability occurs with no leg Interference or
singularities and with reasonable actuator Ioadlngs.
Phase I also demonstrated real-time computational
control capability.
Potentia/ Commerc/a/ Application: Potential appli-
cations Include the control of manipulators In space,
hot labs, hazardous waste sites, and interfacing with
computer graphic systems.
'ltt_
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* 87-1-05.01-4910
Improvement of Range of Coherent Laser Radar
Digital Signal Corporation
8003 Forbes Place
Springfield, VA 22151
Frank Goodwln (703-321-9200)
I_aRC -- NAS1-18640
A need exists for high speed, precise, and long-
range Imaging sensors for applications to robotics,
tele-robctlcs, and assembly and alignment of large
space structures. Precision three-dlmanslonal range
Imaging with unambiguous range determination has
been demonstrated with a scanning, frequency-modu-
lated, continuous-wave, coherent laser radar (CLR)
using frequency-modulated laser diodas and hetaro-
dyne detection. However, the maximum range of the
CLR is currently limited to less than five maters by
the coherence length of the laser diode. It is Important
to Improve the maximum range to 100 meters or
more. Improvement Is possible by narrowing the line-
width of the laser source with electronic feedback,
thereby increasing the coherence length. The line-
narrowing technique has been demonstrated In the
laboratory but has not been confirmed with a CLR
measurement.
Phase I of this effort demonstrated that line-width
reduction of a frequency-modulated laser Is feasible
once the laser tuning has been made sufficiently
linear. An adaptive, signal-processing technique was
developed that automatically derives the modulating
wave-form necessary to produce a fixed tuning rate.
Electronic feedback was used to lock the tuning rate
to a reference and to narrow the optical line-width.
The line-width was reduced by a factor of three In the
Phase I effort. Greater reductions are possible by
reducing the time delay In the feedback loop.
Potential Commerc/al App/icatJon: Commercial applica-
tions of this work are possible In the following areas:
autonomous vehicles, remote measurement, collision
avoidance, and robotic control.
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87-1-05.01.4910A
Integrated Fiber Optic-Coupled Proximity Sensor
for Robotic End Effectora and Tools
Digital Signal Corporation
8003 Forbes Place
Springfield, VA 22151
Anthony R. Slotwinsky (703-321-9200)
JPL -- NAS7-1004
There is a need for fiber-coupled, proximity
sensors with high speed and accuracy for application
to robot end-effectors and to automated Inspection
and quality control. Fiber optic sensors have been
demonstrated to have geomstric fiaxlbllity. In the case
of phase modulated Interferomstdc-type sensors, high
sensitivity Is demonstrated as well. However, due to
the sensitivity of single-mode diode lasers to back-
reflected light and due to the sensitivity of convention-
al, single-mode fibers to environmental perturbations,
problems such as corruption of the laser frequency
spectrum and fiber polarization fading are limitingfactors.
The Phase I effort designed and demonstrated a
fiber-optic sensor system that utilizes multi-mode,
24
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diode lasers as an optical source in 8 coherent
detection configuration that eliminates the problem of
environmental perturbations while retaining the sensi-
tivity of phase-modulated sensors. The design has the
flexibility to multiplex a number of miniature sensors
mounted on robotic end effectors and tools to mea-
sure proximity, tactile pressure (touch), force, and
torque, The Phase I effort demonstrated the feasibility
of this sensor concept and provided a design incor-
porating three laser sources end three separate ssn-
801"8.
Potential Commercial Application: Expected applica-
tions are in factory automation, machine tool sensors,
robot sensors, process control, noncontact sensing,
and gauging.
074
87-1-05.01-5042B
Tactile Telepresence System for Dexterous
Telerobotlce
BegeJ Corporation
5 Claret Ash Road
Littleton, CO 80127
Stefan BegeJ (303-973-5042)
JPL -- NAS7-1015
The objective of this project is to design and
fabricate an Innovative fingertip-shaped, tactile tale-
presence system for dexterous robot systems. The
principal tasks are: design of various miniature, tactile
stimulator elements, construction of a thin, fingertip
stimulator unit containing 35 elements, fabrication of
an optical, fingertip-shaped tactile sensor containing
35 sensor elements, and conetructlon of an interface
unit that will couple the optical output from the tactile
sensor to the fingertip stimulation unit. The perform-
ance of the resulting tactile etlmulatlon system will be
qualitatively evaluated using a simple, single-finger
teleoperator test device.
Phase I demonstrated the feasibility of fabricating
small tactile stimulator elements and resulted In the
construction and satisfactory demonstration of a low-
resolution, 37-element tactile telepresence system for
a single finger.
Potential Commercial Application: Primary application
would be In the control of dexterous robotic devices
in space. Terreetrlal applications include remote
handling operations In the nuclear, chemical, and
ordnance industries.
075
87-1-05.01-5649
3-D Laser Imager
Daedalus EnterprisesInc.
PO Box 1869
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
Scott L. Strodtman (313-769-5649)
GSFC -- NAS5-30275
The goal of this project is to establish the feasib-
Ility of a new technique to obtain three-dlmenalonal
imagery. The innovative concept Is the implementation
of a non-mechanical optical scanning technique
consisting of a modulated laser and a compact, high-
frequency video camera with no moving parts. The
resulting three-dimensional imager would be about
one-tenth the size and weight and consume much
less power than comparable mechanically driven laser
scanners. It would also be more rugged and have
higher reliability and lower production costs.
The Phase I feasibility study has shown that the
design of an electronic scanning sensor, using an
Image dissector photodetector, is possible and has
provided a preliminary optical, electronic, and me-
chanical design concept. Preparation of a system
design concept provided the means for predicting the
performance of the sensor as well as the size, weight,
and power consumption estimates. This three-dimen-
sional imaging scanner would have performance
suitable to satisfy the requirements of the NASA
Goddard Space Station Orbital Replacement Unit
grasping task.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications of the
three-dimensional sensor are in enhanced autono-
mous robotic assembly and bin picking, quality
control, mensuration, vehicle guidance, and teleoper-
ated robots used in hazardous environments Including
hazardous waste, nuclear-contaminated sites, and
bomb disposal.
* 076
87-1-05.01-586O
Development of Telerobot Hand Joint
Roes-Hlme Designs, Inc.
1313 5th Street S.E., Suite 221
Minneapolis, MN 55414
Mark E. Roshelm (612-379-3808)
MSFC -- NAS8-37638
Telerobotlc hands provide the grasping ability
needed for telerobot arms designed to replace or
assist astronauts In the hazardous task of extrave-
hicular activity. This project deals with the construction
and development of a highly anthropomorphic, zero-
backlash, talerobot hand-joint for use as knuckles and
a wrist. A patent is pending for this innovation.
Applied as a wrist and knuckles, the talerobot hand-
Joint features circumduction identical to the human
hand. This pitch-yaw motion increases dexterity,
simplifies computer control, and is not found In other
robotic hands.
In Phase I, a telerobot hand-Joint was built and
tested In the configuration of a wrist and finger-head
knuckle. An Interconnecting palm was built as a
bonus. The project achieved the following results: a
four Inch-diameter telerobot hand- Joint having a 25-
pound payload capacity with 90 degrees of pitch and
yaw motion for use as a wdst with very low backlash;
a one-inch-diameter teleoperator hand-Joint having a
5-pound payload capacity with 90 degrees of pitch
and yaw motion for use as a finger and thumb
NASASBIR 1987 Phase I Projects
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knuckle;anda servocomputercontrolfortelarobot
operation.
Potent a/CommerclalApplicat/on: Applications Include
advanced, hlgh.dextar_ telerobot for handling nuclear
and chemically hazardous materials. Undersea robots
would benefit from this advanced talerobot hand
technology by making them more dexterous and thus
more versatile.
* 077
87-1-05.01-85OO
High-Performance, View-Generated Database for
World Model Definition and Update
KMS Fusion, Inc.
3853 Research Park Drive
PC Box 1576
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
Jerry L. Turnsy (313-769-8500)
JPL-- NAS7-1009
Geometric knowledge of the environment must
be incorporated in both NASA's and commercial
applications. This knowledge is often referred to as a
world model. Because NASA Intends to use this
knowledge in CAD-based applications, a system is
needed that can create a CAD-compatible, world-
model database from digital views of an object.
During Phase I, the firm detarmlned the design
specifications for a high-performance, view-generated
database that will allow the combining of multiple
camera images of an object to capture an accurate
geometric computer model of the object complete
with surface detail. Specifically, Innovative approaches
were developed for combining stereo Images to
reconstruct an object's surface and for determining
the relationship between different camera views of an
object. A CAD-competible, hierarchical database for
storing the surfaces of an object that will allow rapid
access to surface data at a variable level-of-dstaU was
developed.
Potential Commerclal Appllcat/on: Significant commer-
cial potential is possible In at least three areas: In
three-dlmenslonal computer vision, in CAD/CAM
systems, and In commercial graphics.
titS'
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87-1-05.01-9570
Telerobot Collision and Ob_acle Avoidance Based
on Real-Time Proximity Sensors
Robotics Research Corporation
5400 DuPont Circle
Milford, OH 45150
Jack M. Thompson (513-831-9570)
LaRC -- NAS1-18629
A critical technology required for future space
telerobots Is a practical, sensor-based, real-time, ob-
stacle avoidance system capable of preventing un-
planned collisions between the appendages of a tale-
robot and objects in the machine's working envelope.
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This project sought to prove the concept of using
arm-mounted proximity sensors and new motion
control algorithms to control the pose of a klnematl-
celly redundant manipulator in such a way that the
arm steers Itself around objects encountered In the
work space while the operator "flies the hand."
In Phase I, proximity sensor technology was
surveyed and evaluated for both earth and space
applications. The firm's K-2107HR dexterous manipula-
tor and Type 2 motion controller were outfitted with
arm-mounted proximity sensors, and the control
algorithms were modified to cause the robot to steer
its elbow around objects In the work space. As a
result of Phase I work, It was determined that surface
mounted silicon photodiodss, packaged with solid-
state lasers operating In the near-infrared range, were
the most promising sensor candidates for space
applications. A versatile mathematical approach was
developed for synthesizing sensor Inputs which can
be employed for redundant robot systems of any
kinematic conflguretlon.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications of dex-
terous robots incorporating 20 to 30 degrees-of-
freedom may play Important roles In future space
operations and may also be used on earth in applica-
tions such as fire-fighting, forestry, and construction.
079
87-1-05.02-3912
Adjustable Autonomy for Hazardous Robotic
Operations
Advanced Decision Systems
1500 Plymouth Street
Mountain View, CA 94043
Marcel Schoppers (415-941-3912)
JSC -- NAS9-17926
For many tasks, partial automation Is desirable but
complete automation Is out of the question. Partial
automation of robots raises this question: "How can
robotic software be made Intelligent and flexible, yet
subject to human control, without becoming depen-
dent on human input?'
Phase I has demonstrated a solution to this
problem. Using universal plans technology, the robot's
control plan can be assembled automatically as
needed, and human Input can be reduced to supervi-
sion of the planner's decisions about the current
Instant. The prototype robot planner can accept and
remember advice about what to do, what criteria to
use in deciding, how to decide what criteria to use,
whether or not to decide autonomously, whether to
act or be controlled, etc. These pieces of advice allow
operators to adjust the robot's level of autonomy
without having to reprogram the robot. Phase I
demonstrated software embodying this approach and
left no major problems outstanding.
Potential Commercial App/Icat/on: This work will be
beneficial in all robotic applications Involving signifi-
cant intelligence and risk or where human trust in a
robot's competence must be built up gradually.
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Examples are the extra-vehlcular-actlvltyrssrlever,
deep-space mlselons,nuclearreactormalntanance,
and military uses of artificial Intelligence.
*080
87-1-05.02-3912A
Architectures for Semi-Autonomous Planning
Advanced Decision Systems
1500 Plymouth StresS
Mountain View, CA 94043
Daniel Shapiro (415-941-3912)
JSC -- NAS9-17927
The Innovationaddressed in thisprojectIs a
computationalarchltectureforreactlveplanning,whlch
isthetask ofcontrolllngrobotexecutionInunrestrlct-
ed, or 'realworld",envlronments.The domain ofthe
problem Isthe task of NASA's EVA (extra-vehlcular-
activity)Rstriever:tofindand returnastronauts,tools,
and otherobjectsthatmay losetetherto the Space
StsSlon.Thls problem Involvesa range of physical
situations which cannot be predicted in advance,
multiple agents, natural processes which will alter the
environment outside the rstrlever's control, and
actions that may fall or Introduce unwanted side-
effects. In order to function reliably and safely In this
context, the rsSrlever's control system must Involve
reactive planning.
In the Phase I, scenarios for EVA Rstrleval were
examined, reactive plan generetlon and EVA Retriever
problems were defined, and a high level archltecturs
to solve these technical problems was designed.
Potential Commercial Application: This work has
application in the EVA Retriever program and In the
development of all robot control systems for natural
environments.
* 081
87-1-05.02-5172A
Toward Intelligent Control of Robotics for Space
Station Maintenance
UFA, Inc.
335 Boylston Street
Newton, MA 02159
Arthur Gerstenfeld (617-964-5172)
MSFC -- NAS8-37641
The purpose of this project was to show the
feasibility of adding intelligence to a telerobot. It builds
on the firm's prior research done with the National
Bureau of Standards in having a robot use lettered
blocks to spell certain words. During that research, it
was shown that a learning model can be built.
This project takes the step of robotic inspection
and maintenance of the Space Station. Its purpose
was to demonstrate a system that could handle unex-
pected events. In Phase I, the project simulated a
satellite floating through space with an attached robot
performing a maintenance or replacement task. In the
simulation, the satellite part that needed replacement
is not exactly where itwas expected to be. InteUlgence
In the robot is needed to guide the robot to the
correct location. Through a demonstration at the
NASA MSFC, it was shown that the robot could use
reasoning to direct Itseff to a new location, illustrating
how a robot could use intelligence and heuristics to
replan and find an alternate approach to locate the
part.
Potential Commercial Application: Intelligent tele-
robots could be used for inspection and maintenance
of nuclear reactors and associated equipment. They
could also be used in the aircraft industry for mainte-
nance.
O82
87-I-05.02-5272
New SoluUon Method for Robot Kinematic
Equations
Advanced Control Technologies, Inc.
182 Edgewster Circle
Gallatln, TN 37060
Mary S. Wagganer (615-256-5272)
MSFC -- NAS8-37616
All robots differ from their Idealized mathematical
models because of paramatrlc errors, link flexion,
environmentally Induced errors, etc. Because the
resulting equations are too complex, analytically
derived models cannot Include compensation for such
errors. Numerical models, however, can easily provide
compensation.
During Phase I, the feasibility of providing compen-
sation In a quasi-static situation was demonstrated by
deriving multi-dimensional, B-spllne models of inverse
kinematic equstlons for a robot. These models were
shown to be Immune to certain paramsSrlc errors,
measurement noise, and the dlmensionaltty of the
functions. The partial derivatives of the models also
seem accurately to represent the true Joint partial
derivatives. Some errors (payload induced link flexion,
axes mlsalignment, etc.) are too complex to simulate.
However, If models are derived from measured end
effector and joint data, which Include the effects of
such errors, error compensation will Implicitly be
Included In the models.
Potential Commercial Application: Robot models that
Include error compensation can be substituted for
existing models In operational robots and are particu-
larly appropriate for controllers marketed for use wIth
various robots. The modeling algorithm will also make
it possible to use flexible or Imprecisely manufactured
robots for precision tasks.
*083
87-1-05.03-1391A
Roller-Gear Drive for Robotic Manipulators
Transmission Research, Inc.
Division of NASTEC, Inc.
10823 Magnolia Drive
Cleveland, OH 44106
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William J. Anderson (216-231-6570)
LeRC -- NAS3-25282
Multi-roller, planetary traction drives offer a unique
combination of compactness, high efficiency, and high
torsional stiffness In high ratio drives. They have the
added advantages of back-lash-free operation, low
noise and vibration, no gear cogging, and smooth
torque transfer In bl-dlrectlonal operetion. Combining
traction rollers and gears yields further benefits In
compactness (high torque capability) without the
sacrifice of the Inherent advantages of roller-gear
drives. A typical drive employs a planetary arrange-
ment of gears and rollers consisting of a sun roller
gear, two concentric clusters of stationary, roller-gear
planets, and a ring gear. The low torque, high speed
input is supplied to the sun gear, and the high-torque,
low-speed output is taken from the ring gear.
Preliminary designs of three roUer-gear and two
roller drives were completed In Phase I to assess their
feasibility for use In a laboratory telerobotlc manipula-
tor. These include a dual-input, pitch-yaw joint drive
utilizing cone rollers and zerol bevel gears, drives for
a wrist-roll and hinge Joint utilizing cylindrical rollers
and spur gears, and planetary roller drives for the
wrist-roll joint and large gearhead. The five roller-gear
and roller drives examined In this program are techni-
cally feasible for robotic positioning devices.
Potential Commercial Application: Roller-gear drives
are ideally suited for both terrestrial and space appli-
cations, for sarvo positioning devices, actuators, and
high-speed, compliant-motion robots being developed
for manufacturing assembly tasks, and in speed
changers for office and other light duty commercial
machines.
_tt
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87-1-05.05-1167
High-Resolution, Avalanche-Diode X-Ray
Spectrometer for Planetary Exploration
Radiation Monitoring Devices, Inc.
44 Hunt Street
Watertown, MA 02172
Gerald Entlne (617-926-1167)
JPL -- NAS7-1018
The selection of the best samples to bring back
to earth from the Mars planetary exploration miaslon
will require the development of analyUcal techniques
compatible with the unusual mission environment. X-
ray fluorescence analysis techniques are particularly
attractive, and the new, avalanche-diode, x-ray spec.
trometer could help provide the performance needed
to make this technique applicable.
The Phase I project demonstrated the feasibility of
making high resolution, avalanche- diode detectors
capable of the sensitivity and resolution needed for
the Mars Lander mission. Studies conducted to
determine the underlying phenomena presently limiting
the spectral resolution of these devices under reduced
temperatures clearly Identified the two primary limiting
factors. Both of these factors were successfully
addressed during this project.
Phase I also resulted in the first reported X-ray
fluorescence spectrum taken with an avalanche
photodlode of an element as light as sulfur. Further-
more, the noise level of these diodes was lower than
any previously reported for a non-cryogen-cooled
semiconductor detector.
Potential Commero/al Application: The appUcatlons are
In X-ray fluorescence analysis, an Important analytical
technique with many Industrial, military and research
applications. This technology will reduce the cost sig-
nificantly and also make portable field units much
more practical.
06 COMPUTER SCIENCES AND
APPLICATIONS
085
87-1-06.01-4131
Asynchronous, Multi.Level, Adaptive Methods for
Partial Differential Equations on Navler-Stoku
Computer
Colorado Research Development Corporation
621 17th Street, Suite 1620
Denver, CO 80293
Daniel J. Qulnlan (303-293.8633)
LaRC -- NAS1-18606
NASA Is currently supporting a project for devel-
opment of a high-powered multi-processor system,
the Navler-Stokes Computer (NSC). While multi-level
algorithms are being studied for solving the eUlptlc
discrete, Incompraesible Navler-Stokes equetions, no
research has yet focused on locally adaptive schemes
for this purpose. Having such schemas Is Important
because very large scale physical problems usually
demand local resolution to account for such things as
boundary singularities, shocks, and transition regions.
This Phase I project studied some promising multi-
level methods developed recently by the company.
These methods exhibit a very high degree of paral-
lelism and computational efficiency and couple well
with an effective load balance which was also devel-
oped by the company. The plan was to develop a
simple prototype and study Its performance on
Polason's equation, first In the NSC simulator, then on
the NSC Itself. Phase I demonstrated the effectiveness
of asychronous, multilevel methods for aeroclynamic
model simulations Involving both static and dynamic
refinements. These methods were coupled with a
dynamic load balance that demonstrated marked
effectiveness In efficient management of the program
tasks.
Potential Commercial Application: The software pro-
duced by this project for soluUon of aerodynamic
simulation problems on the Nevler-Stokas Computer
28
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should be Important to any business or Institution that
acquires this computer.
O86
87-1-06.02-3900
Structured Analysis and Generation of
Requirements
Applied Logic Systems, Inc.
PO Box 90
University Ststlon
Syracuse, NY 13210
Kenneth A. Bowen (315-471-3,900)
KSC -- NAS10-11465
This project addressed the construction of an
automated support system for development, verifica-
tion, and maintenance of computer software. Its
purpose was to overcome problems created by an
Inadequate understanding of the target problem which
often leads to incorrect requirements and specifica-
tions for programming projects, aspeclally for distrib-
uted systems. Specifically, Phase I explored the
feasibility of a system which would generate a pro-
gram to support experimentation with a model of the
problem so as to develop formal specifications for the
desired software package.
The research in Phase I was carried out on Sun
workstations. A windowing system was used to
provide a front-end to the firm's Prolog program to
enable construction and annotation of diagrams that
represent a problem. Prolog captures an abstract
representation of the diagrams and transforms these
Into a set of Concurrent Prolog clauses. The multiple
window environment traces the execution of the
Prolog program together with anlmstlon of the struc-
tured analysis diagram. The prototype system gener-
ated In Phase I demonstrated the feasibility of the pro-
posed system.
Potential Commerc/a/ Application: The proposed soft-
ware development and support system would be
applicable for large-scale programming projects which
occur widely In governmental, commercial, and
military activities.
O87
87-1-06.02-7701
An Automated Database Design Methodology
Datawise, Inc.
1915 E. Colonial Drive, Suite 22
Orlando, FL 32803
Kathryn C. Klnsley (305-894-7701)
I.aRC -- NAS1-18621
Databases form the basis for computer-based
appllcatlons by providing the structure on which to
maintain and manipulate data. The effectiveness of the
application Is dependent, to a large extent, on the
daslgn of the database. The Innovation addressed In
this project is an automated design tool for creating
data bases which will reduce the problems caused by
poor design and loss of data integrity. This software
tool is a knowledge-based automated database
design engineering tool (KADDET).
Phase I produced a prototype Implementation of
KADDET, a system that automates the firm's database
design methodology. This prototype supports the
daslgn methodology through a knowledge base and
an automated designer. The knowledge base contains
a number of common database designs. The auto-
mated designer enforces design rules and merges
database objects into a minimum set of entitles and
relationships.
Potential Commercla/ Appllcat/on: KADDET represents
an Important advance In the tools that are necessary
to produce valid, logical, database designs for in-
creasingly complex software applications.
*088
87-1-06.03-3635
Distributed Artificial Intelligence Representation
Language Language
Symblotics, Inc.
875 Main Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
Bruce H. Cottman (617-876-3635)
KSC -- NAS10-11464
Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) deals with
the solution of complex problems by networks of
cooperating, autonomous computational processes,
called agents. Development of production-quality DAI
applications has been impeded more by practical
limitations in current software development platforms
than by serious theoretical difficulties. During Phase I,
the critical design requirements were investigated for
a general DAI development framework. It was found
that they turn primarily on Issues of integration: of
agents into logical organizations, of multiple, heteroge-
neous logical organizations, and of existing hetero-
geneous database and knowledge base systems. The
work resulted Inthe design of SOCIAL, a development
framework that will simplify the dsslgn, Implementa-
tion, and integration of DAI applications. SOCIAL's
architecture partitions distributed communications,
agent and agent organization control, and knowledge
and reasoning Into clearly separated building blocks.
SOCIAL will allow non-Intrusive integration of existing
database and stand-alone knowledge-base systems
into DAI applications responding to a real-world
design constraint that is not addressed by most
current DAI research tools. In addition, SOCIAL's ar-
chitecture conceals the mechanics of Implementing
distributed communications and control In a modular
and extenslble language.
Potent a  Commerc/a/ Appllcat/on: SOCIAL represents
a potential commercial product that would greatly
facilitate the development, maintenance, and enhance-
ment of deployable DAI applications.
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87-1-06.03-8265
Fault-Tolerant Distributed Knowledge Bases
ISX Corporation
501 Main Street, Suite 214
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
Scott Fouse (805-495-8265)
ARC -- NAS2-127/7
As organizations have Increased their depen-
dency on computers, many databases have been
developed, and the computers containing the data-
bases have been linked together vie networks. The
Innovative aspect of this project Is to extend the
capabllitlss of a formalized, knowledge-representation
substrate, which is capable of supporting existing and
developing knowledge representation techniques, to
handle distributed data storage and Information
processing. The project objectives are to create algo-
rithms to perform remote procedure calls, to access
distributed databases, to maintain consistency of
distributed databases, and to balance the load of the
processing activities of a computer network.
Phase I has shown that the use of date-driven pro-
gremming techniques Is appropriate for distributed
processing applications. The proper method for main-
taining both the consistency and redundancy of
information In a distributed environment is by using
demons that encapsulate a "behavioral law" which
reacts to changes in the database. There Is no single
appropdate method for distributing Information In a
network. The use of a rule-based system Is a good
way to Implement th0 Ioacl-balanclng strategy for a
distributed database.
Note: ISX Corporation has acquired the dghte to
continue Phase II of this project from Teknowledge
Federal Systems, who received the Phase I award.
Potent a  Commemla/Applicat/on: A general software
tool for the management of distributed, fault-tolerant,
Intelligent systems is in wide demand for applications
where reliability Is crucial and intelligent behavtor Is
needed, e.g., Space Station and autonomous sys-
tems.
*090
87-1-06.05-1165
Intelligent Evaluation System for Simulator
Training
Global Information Systems Technology
1800 Woodfleld Drive
Savoy, IL 61874
Thomas T. Chen (217-352-1165)
JSC -- NAS9-17942
Flight simulation Is a primary and critical form of
training; however, simulators have notbeen Integrated
with the technology of computer-based training. This
project proposes to Integrate an existing computer-
based training system with current flight simulators. As
a first step, an expert system will be applied to the
evaluation of a Shuttle Mission Simulator lesson using
that simulator's capability to store data.
The results of the Phase I work demonstrated the
feasibility of an Intelligent, computer-assisted instruc-
tion system to evaluate lesson performance on
simulators. The evalustor would be quite useful to
improve the overall training operations especially for
complex lessons like rendezvous that require a great
deal of Instructor expertise or for lessons that Include
speclailzed assessment as In fuel usage for maneu-
vering spacecraft. Phase I produced the following: a
procedural-network, knowledge structure for repre-
ssnting both an expert and a student model of the
simulator lesson; a strategy for evaluating a student or
crew's performance based on (mocked-up) data
generated by the simulator; and an Initial method.
ology to explain student errors. Furthermore, a great
deal was learned about knowledge engineering in this
domain and the most pertinent Issues for the NASA
simulator environment and training.
Potent a  Commercial Application: A list of potential
commercial applications Includes: aldlne and aero-
space simulators, mllitan/operations using simulators
(e.g. missile simulators), and commerclai space
operations.
it**
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87-1-06.05-2383
CUPS-Vbaee Feasibility Study
Ontologlc Inc.
47 Manning Road
BIIlarlca, MA 01821
Mlchasl J. VIIot (617-667-2383)
JSC -- NAS9-17946
This project focuses on applying expert system
technology to software systems for mission planning
and flight control by combining two state-of-the-art ap-
proechas: an object-orienteddatabase management
system and an expert system. In Phase I, two specific
systems, the Vbese object-oriented database and the
CUPS C Language Production System, were Inte-
grated. Vbase, a commercial product produced by the
firm, addresses the complex modeling and high
performance needs of the CAD\CAM\CAE market. It Is
portable (UNIX and VMS operating systems), has high
performance, and Is flexible. CLIPS, an expert system
tool developed at NASA-JSC, was designed to
provide high portability, low cost, and easy Integration
with external systems. Both are Implemented In the C
programming language, giving them advantages In
portability and performance over traditlonai, USP-
based expert systems.
The Phase I study examined several ways to
combine these two systems and concluded that such
an Integration Is feasible. The preferred approach
adds hierarchical object descriptions to the fact base
and declarative rules as constraints to the database.
It also enhances the exlsttng Vbeas facllltlss, which
provide an expressive, yet efficient, software engineer-
Ing platform for expert system development.
Potential Commercial Application: The combined
CLIPS-Vbase system could provide an efficient and
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powerful expert system support tool and could
substantially Improve the techniques for complex
planning, monitoring, and process control tasks.
" 092
87-1-06.06-0929
A Knowledge-Based Expert System to Coordlnste
CAD\CAE with Integrstlon and Test
Coherent Research, Inc.
100 E. Washington Street
Syracuse, NY 13202
Charles D. Stormon (315-426-0929)
JPL -- NAS7-1014
During computer-aided-design and computer-
aided-engineering (CAD\CAE) phases of spacecraft
and mission development, a large and valuable
database Is created by the design engineers and
mission planners. This database may Include system
specifications, schematic diagrams, slmulstions, and
software. Currently, this data Is seldom used during
the system Integration, test, and operational phases.
Instead, much of the same Information Is manually
reconstructed by engineers, adding many hours of
effort and many opportunitlee for error to each mis-
sion and system.
Alleviation of many of these problems may be pos-
sible by constructing a knowledge-based expert
system to coordinate the data produced using
CAD\CAE tools and to make that data suitable for use
during system integration, test, and operation. The
completed Phase Istudy determinedthefeaslbllityof
such an expertsystem and has resultedina working
prototypewhich aidsInfaultdiagnosisand operatlon-
al simulationfor digitalsystems. This innovation
makes use ofstate-of-the-arttechniquesInlanguage
translation,expertsystem bulldlng,symbolic slmula-
tlon,and diagnosistoprovidean end-to-endcapabill-
ty demonstratingthe automatic transformatlonand
effectiveuse of CAD knowledge through integration
and test.
Potential Commercial Application: While the specific
system addresses aerospace uses, the techniques are
applicable to any large-scale engineering task where
CAD tools are used.
_t_t_f
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87-1-06.06-4610
CAD\GAE Knowledge-Base Development Tool
prospective Computer Analysts, Inc.
1800 Northern Boulevard
Roslyn, NY 11576
R. Glenn Wright (516-484-4610)
KSC -- NAS10-11458
CAD\CAE Is commonly used In many aspects of
spacecraft design and development. However, once
an assembly or system is designed and manufac-
tured, the information contained within the CAD\CAE
files is no longer of use. This project investigated a
CAD\CAE knowledge-base development tool. Its
purpose is to enable data contained within the
CAD\CAE flies to be translated Into a knowledge base
for use throughout the life cycle of the product. In
addition, the tool will contain provisions for knowledge
capture to expand the knowledge base throughout the
design, development, simulation, testing, and deploy-
ment phases of the product. Natural-language pro-
cessing will be utilized to obtain knowledge from
design, test, and operating personnel In areas for
which automated translation of a CAD\CAE file to the
knowledge base Is not possible.
During PhaSe I, research was performed to define
a software tool which would utilize CAD\CAE files to
develop a knowledge base for use the life cycle of the
product. The results of Phase I Included a design
specification for s CAD\CAE knowledge-base develop-
ment tool which Incorporates model building and
design knowledge capture provisions.
Potential Commerc/al App/Ication: Commercial applica-
tions of the CAD\CAE knowledge base development
tool are many since such a product would provide a
means for developing knowledge-based systems for
product support, diagnoses, repair, simulation and
other applications for any CAD\CAE-deslgned product.
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87-1-06.07-2555
System to Create Modele of Fluid Flow
Phenomena
Mathematical Research, Inc.
1120 NASA Road One, Suite 210
Houston, TX 77058
C. Lamar Wlglnton (713-333-3912)
ARC -- NAS2-12796
Data representing certain fluid flow phenomena
are frequently presented as three-dimensional graphics
displays on a computer screen. Such displays are
inherently two-dimensional and graphics techniques
for visually portraying three-dimensional features are
limited. For example, depth perception, precise
measurement, and data comparisons pose difficulties.
The objective of this project was to determine the
technical feasibility of developing a system that will
produce a faithful three-dimensional model from a
three-dimensional graphics display of fluid flow data.
Such a system would truly be an Innovation in that
there Is no currently available, Inexpensive technique
for model production directly from a computer display.
This effort centered around the use of a standard
personal computer with graphics capabilities, an elec-
tronlc control subsystem, an output mechanism, and
control software. The results Involve both good and
bad news. The good news is that the system con-
structed models; the bad news is that the accuracy
needs to be improved for precise measurement of
riuld flow parameters.
Potential Commercial Application: For applications
where accurate modeling of functions is not required,
the system may find a wide range of appllcstlons,
NASA SBIR 1987 Phase I Projects
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e.g., education In msthemstlcs and englnsertng,
architecture, and commercial displey and advertising.
**t
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87-1-06.07-4109
Digital Storage Device Using Thin-Film,
Shape-Memory Alloy
I"INI Alloy Company
1144 65th Street, Unit A
Oakland, CA 94608
A. David Johnson (415-658-3172)
ARC -- NAS2-12797
The need for high-volume, high-speed digital data
recording, storage, and retrieval systems Is growing
rapidly. Magnetic media technology Is approaching its
practical limits of capacity while existing work on
optical media seems to be limited to magneto-optical
and WORM (Write Once, Read Many times) technol-
ogy. There Is a clear need to Increase the speed and
capac_/of mass storage systems, not only for routine
science, engineering, and business systems, but for
existing and future supercomputers.
This Innovation applies a thin film of shape-memo-
ry alloy such as Nitinol (nickel-titanium alloy) as a
medium for high-density, non-volatile, read-write digital
Information storage. Small domains (approaching one
micron in diameter) of shape-memory alloy are
selectively heated by fast, high-intensity, light pulses,
causing the domains to change their angle and/or
amount of reflectance. Readout is accomplished by
detection of reflected pulses of light of lower Intensity
from the small domains.
Phase I clearly demonstrated the feasibility of
sputtering micron-thick NI-TI film which can be an-
nealed to induce the shape memory properly. Free-
standing beams of NI-Ti film down to 5 microns thick
displayed the mechanical shape memory effect when
bent In the cold state and a/lowed to warm. Experi-
mentation with loads on the end of the beam indicate
recovery stresses of approximately 70 ksl. In effect,
this work has shown conclusively that the shape
memory effect can be produced In sputter-deposited
films of nickel-titanium.
Potential Commerc/al Application: If successful, this
technology will be widely used by defense, space,
and commerce. 'Spin-off" to the growing field of
micro-mechanical actuators will generate a secondary
market.
It*t
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87-1-07.01-0888
Hardware for Parallel Asynchronous Focal Plane
Image Proceselng
Microtronlcs Associates, Inc.
4516 Henry Street, Suite 403
32
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Darryl D. Coon (412-681-0888)
LaRC -- NAS1-18645
The projectInvolvesdevelopment ofhighperform-
ance systems whlch comblne thefunctlonsofImage
acquisitionand image processing.The systems are
based on a hlghly novel, parallel,asynchronous
processingapproach which permitsconcurrenttwo-
dlmenslonaiImage acquisltlonand two-dlmenelonal
image processing.The systems and algorithms
studied possess many featuresof naturalvlslon
systems. Slllcondevlces--whlchprovlde a natural
basis forparallel,asynchronous, focal-plane,Image
Praprocesslng--ara the Innovation addressed in this
project. The simplicity and novel properties of these
devices would permit an Independent analog process-
Ing channel to be dedicated to every pixel. Multi-
spectral processing is possible because of compatibil-
ity with the cryogenic environment of high perform-
ance infrared detectors.
Phase I results showed that the novel means of
Information coding to be emplToy.edpermits unusually
high dynamic range (up to 10 with visible light) and
very low power dissipation (4 pJ/mm2/pulse). Informa-
tion coding Is accomplished through the use of an
Integrate-and-fire mechanism In silicon diodes. The
theory of the device and network dynamica was also
developed.
Potential Cornmerc/al Appl/cation: The market Is as-
sociated with Industrial, robotic, scientific, military,
space, and other eppllcstlone of Interest to companies
which operate wholly In the private sector as well as
NASA contractors and other government contractors.
et_
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87-1-07.01-5600
Optimizing the Camera and Positioning System
for Telerobotlc Work Station Viewing
TeleRobotlca International, Inc.
8410 Oak Ridge Highway
Knoxville, TN 37931
Paul E. Sstterise (615-690-5600)
I_aRC - NAS1-18627
A necessary component of tele-operated robotic
manipulation Is visual feedback. The goal of this
project Is to provide an Improved remote viewing
capability by simply moving the optical elements of
the camera system rather than orienting the entire
camera. The elimination of mechanical components
and motion sensing devlcss should Increase reliability
while significantly reducing size, weight, and mainte-
nance costs--all key elements to future NASA Imple-
mentation of telerobotic viewing systems.
In the Phase ! effort, a miniature, omnl-dlrectlonai,
prctotyplcal camera was produced. Considerable
reductions In size and weight were realized in this
feasibility demonstration. A theorstlcai anaiyais was
performed to develop a mapping algorithm to convert
a flsheye Image into an undistorted object plane
representation for use with digital electronics. The
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resulting algorithm allows pan, tilt, and zoom functions
to be accomplished with a fixed camera and was
validated experimentally in Phase I. An electronic
hardware concept was also created.
Potential Commercial App//cat/on: Applications are In
the field of remote manipulation In space missions,
radioactive materials handling needs, remotely oper-
ated military vehicles, and private sector surveillance
and security systems.
**t
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87-1-07.02-1700
Concept-Oriented Distributed Expert System for
Spacecraft Control
Omitron, Inc.
6305 Ivy Lane, Suite 500
Greenbelt, MD 20770
David E. Slmm (301-474-1700)
GSFC -- NAS5-30284
The Innovation in this project Is a prototype,
distributed, concept-oriented, expert system for
application to spacecraft analysis, monitoring, and
control. System functions will be performed by semi-
autonomous expert modules working together under
the coordination and control of a supervisory expert.
Concept-oriented representations of both knowledge-
base and logical processes will be employed through-
out the expert system, providing a capability for
abstract reasoning considered necessary to the
feasibility of a distributed system of this scope.
Phase I efforts demonstrated the feasibility of the
concept-oriented approach by the development and
integration of a knowledge-base concept, processing
kernel, and supervisory expert functions with a soft-
ware bus. This Initial work also demonstrated a
method for effective representation and utilization of
generalized knowledge. This methodology was imple-
mented in a system architecture specifically designed
to support a long-term strategy for development of
large-scale, dlstrlbuted-expert-syatem applications. The
completeness of the methodology was verified by
implementation of a prototype spacecraft analysis,
monitoring, and control system.
Potential Commercial Application: Distributed expert
systems will provide Increased capability and autono-
my for analysis, monitoring, and control facilities
based both on earth and In space and will reduce
both manpower requirements and operator errors.
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87-1-07.03-0081
Olscrete Fourler Transform Algorithms for
Blt-Serlal, GaAs Processor Architectures
Systems and Processes Engineering Corp.
1406 Smith Road, Suite A
Austin, TX 78721
Gary B. McMIIIlan (512-385-0082)
GSFC -- NAS5-30291
An Innovative array processor architecture for
computing Fourier transforms and other commonly
used signal processing algorithms is under develop-
ment. During Phase I, an architecture was designed to
extract the highest possible array performance from
state-of-the-art, gallium arsenlde (GaAs) technology.
The architectural design features a high-performance,
reduced.Instruction-set-computer (RISC) processor
implemented In GaAs, a floating-point coprocessor,
and a unique array communications coprocessor also
implemented In GaAs.
The architecture Includes very high speed, low-
gate-count, bit-serial arithmetic, and communication
units In the floating-point and communication copro-
cessors, respectively. Utilizing the very high speed of
GaAs, currently with clock rates in excess of 1 GHz,
bit-serial units can be used to form the core of
complex arithmetic and communication units. A bit-
serial architecture is, in fact, Ideal for implementation
of the communication links between processors.
Potentla/ Commercial Application: Potential appli-
cations are mainly In signal processing, with possible
application to computational physics and artificial Intel-
ligence. The GaAs RISC processors will also find
application in high-performance graphics work sta-
tions.
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87-1-07.03-8442
Rapid Readout System for Solar Pointing Sensors
Applied Research Corporation
8201 Corporate Drive, Suite 920
Landover, MD 20785
AndrewS. Endal (301-459-8442)
GSFC -- NAS5-30267
The purpose of this project was to investigate a
system for rapidly reading and processing photometric
data from linear charge-coupled-device (CCD) arrays
used as solar tracking sensors. For applications to
pointing payloads, the system must determine solar
aspect angle with an accuracy of 0.4 arc-seconds with
updates available at 4 millisecond Intervals. Since
tracking functions typically use a small subset of the
sensor plxels and the approximate location of this
subset can be determined from the previous scan, the
read time can be reduced by clocking the unwanted
plxels at a very rapid rate. Therefore, circuits were
designed to read the CCD array at two rates: at a
slow rate (13 kHz) for pixels near the solar edge and
at a high speed (3.3 MHz) for the remaining pixels.
The dual read-out rate scheme was tested during
Phase I using a linear CCD array illuminated by a
helium-neon laser with a knife edge in the beam to
simulate the solar edge. These tests demonstrated the
feasibility of the dual-rate, read-out technique for solar
edge tracking and show that the required update rate
can be achieved with low-power levels for control and
data acquisition.
Potential Commercial Application: The Immediate
application of this design Is to a fine-pointing system
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for spacebome solar telescopes. It can also be
applied to tracking systems, robotic vision systems,ancl surveillance.
t_ffr
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87-1-07.04.2800
High Speed Packet Switching
Proteon, Inc.
Two Technology Drive
Westborough, MA 01581
Nathan K. Salwen (617-898-2800)
GSFC -- NAS5.30287
The growth of data networks has resulted from
the ability to interconnect dissimilar computers and
workstations on a single network and to connect dis-
similar networks. The former is made possible by
standard protocols, notably the Internst Protocol Suite
(also known as TCP/IP). Networks are Interconnected
by a packet switching element called a gateway,
which permits unified packet transport. A significant
problem Is the throughput of gateways. The goal of
this innovation is the development of an Intarnst
gateway that can process packets at a rate to match
the capabilities of an advanced LAN (local area
network) or higher speed phone lines without compro-
mising the architecture of Intarnet.
The Phase I SBIR effort explored the character of
I.AN and wide-ares-network traffic to be expected in
the early 1990's. Existing/..AN hardware and software
architectures were investigated in detail to determine
where bottlenecks and performance limitations exist.
Next, the added Performance expected from new
technology such as high-speed RISC (reduced
Instruction set computer) mlcroproceeslng was evalu-
ated for porting critical sections of router code to
these devices. Possible software modifications were
also analyzed for their potential effect on perform-
ance. The results of the Phase I effort are embodied
In a hardware and software methodology for Imple-
menting a packet switch which can achieve perform-
ance In excess of 25K packets per second and 300Mbps.
Potential Commercial Application: Effective Inter-
connection of high-speed networks using a well-
proven, existing protocol suite (e.g., TCP/IP) will
greatly expedite their deployment for high. data-rate
applications.
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87-1-07. 05 -3223
Intelligent Data Ab_ractlon end AnalysisL.N.K. Corp.
6811 Kenilworth Avenue #306
RIverdale, MD 20737
Barbara A. Lamblrd (301-927-3323)
GSFC -- NAS5-30280
An innovative, ground-based, data management
system is required for Intelligent, automatic, data
cataloging and characterization that will combine
34
several computer technologies, Including third-genera.
tlon expert system tools, advanced clara structures,
and spatial, graphical, and multiple scientific data-
bases. Past and current science research is generat-
Ing enormous amounts of many different kinds of data
that are presently stored primarily on magnetic tape.
Often, each data set Is largely Inaccessible to all but
the few scientists who designed and built the original
Instruments, and even for them the data may becumbersome to use.
The data management system investigated has two
general purposes: first, to screen the data to form an
archive that Is useful In terms of scientific goals and,
second, to provide a scientist with the ability to
browse the archive in near real-time In a domain-
specific manner for potentially useful data sets. Its
core is a planning system which Is used to Initiate
and operate the data archivlng and characterization,
to plan the interactions with the scientists, and to
monitor the state of the archiving Procedures. A
rudimentary planning system and simplified versions
of the required knowledge bases were Implemented
and teated In Phase I.
Potential Commercial Application: The planning
aspects of this project are applicable to a wide range
of archival data retrieval problems and Intelligent userInterfaces.
ttt_
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87-1-07.06-3759
Vlewcache: An Incremental Database Access
Method for Distributed Library Systems
Advanced Communications Technology, Inc.1209 Goth Lane
Sliver Spring, MD 20904
Hyunchul Kang (301-384-3759)
GSFC -- NAS5.30265
One of the problems facing NASA today Is to
provide scientists efficient access to a large number
of distributed databases. A pointer-besed, Incremental
database access method, Vlewcache, provides such
an Interface for accessing distributed data sets and
directories. Phase I proved the suitability of Vlewcache
by means of a demonstration employing three astro-
physics databases (IRAS, IUE, and Einstein) and a
master directory. The compactness of the pointer
structures formed during database browsing and the
Incremental access method allows searching and
Inter-databese cross-referencing with no actual date
movement between database sites. Once the search
Is complete, the sat of collected pointers Indicating
the desired data Is cached. Extending Vlewcache to
Include spatial access methods for accessing Image
data sets was shown to be very useful, it eased query
formulations by referring directly to the Image and
provided efficient search for objects contained within
a tWo-dimensional window.
Potential Commercial Applica#on: Vlewcache will be
a stand-alone software product running on personal
computers, work stations, and mainframes. It will
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provide an inexpensive access to heterogeneous and
distributed databases.
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87-1-07.07-0094
EOS Workstation
Vexcel Corporation
2905 Wilderness Place
Boulder, CO 80301
Franz Leberl (303-444-0094)
JPL -- NAS7-1026
Development of an Image processing and grap-
hics work station is needed to support remote sensing
research prior to and dudng the era of NASA's Earth
Observing System (EOS) to assist scientific users of
multiple Image and collateral data sets. This work
station Is defined as an Integrated platform for using
geographic and collateral Information with imagery
and image processing functions. The work station
would serve to integrate the numerous existing
software packages for Image processing with a
geographic Information system via a convenient user
interface. The specific innovation Is In the domain of
image processing for geometry and visualization of
multiple data sets, areas that require specific attention
in the EOS era.
Phase I included a survey of user requirements
concerning both functions and performance combined
with performance analyses of the major computation-
ally intensive functions. The result Is a top level
daslgn.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications of this
research will be by the scientists using EOS data. It
could lead to a widely available, novel, Integrated,
remote-sensing work stetlon suited mostly for land
studies.
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87-1-07.08-8430
Symbolic Imagery Management System
Consultant's Choice, Inc.
8800 Roswell Road #130
Atlanta, GA 30350
Paul D. Lampru, Jr. (404-992-8430)
GSFC -- NAS5-30271
The Innovation pursued In this project is a sym-
bolic, imagery-management system (SIMS) for use
initially by NASA scientists and, subsequently, by
remote-sensor scientists external to NASA. Integrating
image data with graphic data structures and feature
information is very difficult using traditional digital
representations. Separate Image and feature Informa-
tion data bases are commonly used, but the analyst
is required to maintain two or more databases and to
perform mentally the integration of the Information.
This project applies an Innovative digital-to-symbolic
transformation algorithm (DSTA) to NASA-supplied
imagery. This innovation employs a technique that
represents gray-scale images symbolically In Lisp to
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develop software that allows smooth Integration of
image data, graphic data structures, and feature infor-
mation. The user will be able to create and maintain
such an Integrated database, to embed feature
Irrformatlon directly Into Images, to Integrate graphic
data structures with Images, and to query the Image
database based upon Information content.
Phase I successfully demonstrated the feasibility
and potential of both DSTA and symbolic Image-
analysis and, in addition, found that the use of artifi-
cial neural systems provides a substantive increase In
the efficiency and accuracy of Image segmentation
and classification.
Potential Commerc/al App/Ioation: Commercial applica-
tions may be for satellite imagery and Imagery deallng
with manufacturing productivity and robotics.
_tet
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87-1 -O7.09-214O
Continuous-Wave Signal Detector for SETI
Silicon Engines, Inc.
955 Commercial Street
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Jerome F. Duluk (415-967-5544)
ARC -- NAS2-12808
The SETI (search for extra-terrestrial Intelligence)
approach for finding extra-terrestrial artificial signals
Includes the detection of weak, narrow-band, continu-
ous-wave (CW) signals among a large number of
noisy narrow-band channels. The CW signals may
drift slowly in frequency, and the many cholcss for
frequency and drift make computation an arduous
task and CW detection difficult. A special computer
architecture Is proposed as a solution to the CW
signal detection problem In the SETI.
A key part of the Innovation is a minimal-precision,
matched-filter processor that Is Ideally suited for
custom, very large scale Integration. This computer
Incorporates a new concept In the design of a mini-
mal-precision-filter (MPF) Integrated circuit devlssd In
Phase I. A single MPF chip wi" _nt,_,n approximate-
ly 200 filters and perform _0 complex multiply-
accumulate operations every 50 ns. A system using
2000 of these chips In parallel will perform 8 trillion
complex multiply-accumulate operations per second.
Using this device as the CW detector computation
engine alleviates the computation bottleneck and
replaces all competing alternatives In performance,
size, and cost.
Potential Commercial Appl/cetlon: This technology
may apply to radars capable of providing simul-
taneous, ultra-high resolution In both velocity and
range; digital coding and encryptlon; and recovery
and detection of spread spectrum transmissions.
tlrtt
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87-I-08.01-7513
Image-Quallty Ultrevlolet Interference Flltere
Barr Associates, Inc.
2 Lyberty Way
Westford, MA 01886
Thomas A. Mooney (617-692-7513)
JPL -- NAS7-1021
Present ultravlolat filters can have very high
spectral performance, but the best spectral per-
formance generally requires materials and filter con-
structlon which are not well qualified for use in space
and have marginal Image quality. The objective of this
effort is to Improve this situation by reducing to a
minimum the number of substratss used and totally
eliminating cement and color glasses. In order to do
this, more robust and spectrelly stable filter coatings
must be developed which can be employed as open,
unprotected filter elements. The bulk of this work
involves developing these coating materials and
deposition processes and applying them to space-
qualified substratss. The primary deposition tech-
niques are ion-assisted deposition and reactive
sputtering. Oxide and nltrlde materials are the prime
coating material candidates, with fluorides used where
necessary at the shortest wavelengths. Aluminum is
expected to be the primary metal used.
Phase I results proved the feasibility of the pro-
posed technique. Durable, stable, unprotected filter
coatings were produced on a single substrata.
Potential Commerclal Appllcation: Commercial applica-
tions exist In the clinical instrument market where ex-
tremely long-life, service-free, stable filters are needed.
Other applications exist in process control or analyti-
cal instruments used In harsh environments where
ssrvlclng Is difficult or expensive.
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87-1-08.01-8211
HYMOSS TM Signal Proceaslng for Pushbroom
Spectral Imaging
Irvine Sensors Corporation
3001 Redhlll Avenue, Bldg 3 #208
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
David E. Ludwig (714-,549-8211)
JPL -- NAS7-1008
Pushbroom spectral Imaging (PSI) systems are
frequently capable of generating much more data than
can be transmitted to the ground. Furthermore,
extensive ground calibration often Impedes the full
utilization of the data. These problems may be solved
by application of commercial, focal-plane-array tech-
nology which provides massively parallel processing
of each detector's signals. This processing can be
programmable, occur in real time, and include non-
uniformity (gain and offset) calibration, digitization, and
buffering. The proposed innovation is a signal-pro-
cessing, integrated circuit (IC) which will enable PSI
systems to generate higher data throughput and to be
serf calibrating.
The Phase I effort conalsted of requirements definl-
tlon, electronics specification, IC design, control unit
specification, and planning of future work. This work
showed the fessibillty of placing gain compensation,
offset correction, and automatic detector and readout
electronics calibration circuitry, anti-allesing filtering,
and analog-to-digital conversion on the focal plane on
a per-channel basis to provide high performance
remote sensing capabilities for PSI systems. Prellml-
nan/designs for the critical Integrated circuit compo-
nents have been completed and were tested using
computer simulation software.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications are
high-resolution IR spectrometers, thermal Imaging
systems, environmental monitoring and analysis, forest
fire detection, and power line monitoring.
t_t,
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87-I-08.02-0071
Hlgh Sensltlvlty Actlve Cevlty Radlometer
The Radlometrlcs Corporatlon
PO Box 215
Altadena, CA 91001
Richard C. Willson
GSFC -- NAS5-30288
The Activity Cavity Radiometer Irredlance Monitor
experiment on the Solar Maximum Mission has
demonstrated the stats-of-the-art accuracy and preci-
sion for solar observations of active cavity radiometer
(ACR) sensors in space flight. The dsslgn and opera-
tional advantages of the solar ACR sensors have been
successfully applied to wide and medium field of view
esrth-viewlng sensors on the Earth Radiation Budget
(ERB) experiments. If the ssnsttivlty of the solar ACR
sensors were Increased by between one and two
orders of magnitude, the advantages could be applied
to the narrow field of view observations of future ERB.
type experiments, replacing the Inaccurate and unreli-
able scanning systems In current use. The objective
of this project was to modify the ACR solar sensor
cavity design and electronics to achieve such an
improvement In performance without sacrificing
accuracy.
During Phase I (not complete at this writing), the
cavity of a new detector was designed and procured,
the electronic boards for the detector end the elec-
tronics for testing were fabricated, and the software for
test and analysis was developed.
Potent el Commercial Application: Applications would
include any optical radiation measurement tesks that
require state-of-the-art accuracy and precision at the
Irradlance levels corresponding to 1 to 100 percent of
the total solar Irradiance (1368 watts/square meter).
_tle
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87-1-08.02-1512Low-CostDopplerMicro-RadarRainGauge
Ophir CorporatLon
3190 S. Wadsworth Blvd., Suite 100
Lakewood, CO 80227
Loren D. Nelson (303-986-1512)
GSFC -- NAS5-30285
New NASA satellite remote sensing programs
such as the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Project, which
intend to measure global precipitation, require "ground
truth" calibration. The overall goal of this project Is a
practical and Inexpensive precipitation gage based on
miniature, frequency-modulated, continuous-wave
Doppler radar technology. It would be suited to
shipboard or land use.
The Phase I effort was aimed determining which
frequency band provided the best overall charac-
teristics for measuring rainfall. At X-band frequencies,
conditions for scattering are better met, and the water
vapor In the atmosphere absorbs less. On the other
hand, droplet reflectivlty is greater at K-band, making
stronger Doppler signals possible. Prototype equip-
ment included both X-band and K-band transceivers
which permitted simultaneous observation of perform-
ance under identical environmental conditions. Test
results indicate that K-band offers the greatest overall
advantages. The stronger Doppler signal and lower
error rate tip the scales in its favor.
Potential Commercial Application: Commercial uses
would be to measure rainfall at sea in order to im-
prove the National Weather Service data base and to
support the NASA Tropical Rainfall Measuring Project
to measure droplat-size distributions, cloud ceiling
height at airports, and present weather conditions.
1lilt
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87-1-08.02-9388
Monolithic GaAs Digitizer for Space-Based Laser
Altimeter Pulse-Spreading Effect
Amerasla Technology, Inc.
620-1 Hampshire Road
Westlake Village, CA 91361
Blnnsy Y. Lao (805-495-9388)
GSFC -- NAS5-30266
An innovative, miniature, low-power, GHz wave-
form digitizer system for analyzing space-based laser
altimeter pulse spreading is under development. The
system consists of a 6-bit, monolithic gallium arse-
nlde, flash analog-to-digital converter using enhance-
ment and depletion mode technology with latching
comperators, a de-multiplexer to reduce the output
data rate, a surface acoustic wave 1 GHz oscillator-
clock, and a random-access buffer memory for
Interfacing with the 8-bit parallel bus of the altimeter
system computer. The advantages of the approach
are the following: low power consumption of the 6-
bit converter (less than one watt), low voltages,
component production using existing foundry pro-
cessas, ability to Interface with low-speed system
processors, and a GHz surface-acoustic-wave clock
that provides a stable reference with low power
consumption and small size.
In PhaSe I, the digitizer was designed to analyze
the pulse spreading effects in a space-based aitimater.
This design is unique because It uses only Inverters
and NOR gates for the converters and the encoder;
hence, it can be fabricated by means of existing,
state-of-the-art processing techniques for gattium-
arsenide.
Potential Commercial Application: potential com-
mercial applications are In high-speed signal process-
Ing, medical electronics, scientific research, and
microwave astronomy. The firm Intends to develop the
digitizer system as a commercial product Interfacing
with personal computers.
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87-1 -O8.03-4080
High-Resolution Remote Sensing for Earth
Observation
TS Infosyatems, Inc.
4200 Forbes Bivd, Suite 100
Lanham, MD 20706
Warren A. Hovls (301-731-4080)
ARC -- NAS2-12815
The proposed effort was to daslgn an optical
sensor that would demonstrate the capability of linear
detector arrays, coupled with a suitable telescope, to
provide 2.5 meter spatial resolution from spacecraft
altitudes. The two most difficult problems In building
such a sensor are to arrange several detector arrays
so that they appear to be contiguous and aligned and
to design a collector telescope to Image a reasonably
wide swath width on the arrays with optical quality to
match the required resolution. The Phase I effort was
to carry out the design, Including the positioning of
the filters that will define the spectral bandpass, and
to produce plans that could be used to fabricate a
breadboard for aircraft testing of the concept. Off-the-
shelf arrays, now being manufactured In the US, were
to be used, and it was planned to explore several
options for the telescope. This project was terminated
upon the departure of the principle Investigator from
the company.
potential Commercial Application: The technique of
butting several arrays could be of use to Induatrlal
applications of detector arrays.
t_t
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87-1-08.04 -9500
Ruby Crystal Chlorophyll Fluoromater for
Measurements of photosynthesis Rates
Aerodyne Research, Inc
45 Manning Road
BIIlerlca, MA 01821
Paul Kebeblan (617..663-9500)
ARC -- NAS2-12776
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The goal of this project was to establish the
feasibility of a spectral-line discriminator for the
measurement of chlorophyll fluorescence from plants.
The spectral-line discriminator operates on the oxygen
absorption line at 693.6 rim, using the R_ line of ruby
as a tunable, narrow-band filler.
The line discriminator built to teat this concept was
able to detect the presence of the absorption line in
sunlight reflected from a non-fluorescent natural
surface. However, the signal-to-noise ratio of this
particular Instrument was not large enough to detect,
by reduction of the depth of the absorption line, the
expected level of fluorescence from plants. The signal-
to-noise ratio could be Improved by more efficient
collection of light from the crystals and by the use of
crystals having a less strain-broadened R1 line.
Theoretical calculations predict a signal-to-noise ratio
greater than ten for an observing time of one second.
Potential Commercial Application: The potential
applications could be for large area measurements of
photosynthesis rates for NASA global biology studies,
in the plant biology and atmospheric research com-
munltiss, and In commercial agricultural enterprises for
crop monllorlng purposes.
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87-1-08.05-5049
|kd'tware Package to Compute the Incoming and
Net Solar Irradlance at the Surface from
GOES-VI_R Data
Earth Space Research, Inc.
3840 Sequoia Street
San Diego, CA 92109
Frederick C. Mertz (619-273-5049)
JPL -- NAS7-1005
The objectiveof thiswork Isto develop a com-
mercialsoftwaresystem withthecepebllltyofcomput-
Ing dally,short-term,mean incldent,and net solar
Irradlanceatany locationon the surfaceofthe globe
wllha spatlalrasolutlonof I to50 kin.These compu-
tatlonswillbe based on exlatlngmethods and new
technlquasdeveloped withinthe scope ofthisproject.
During Phase I,the flrmconvertedthe GauUer et
el. (1980) shortwave algorllhmInto a prototype,
Image-procasslngsystem formapping earth-surface,
solarirradlanceand Photosynthatlcallyactiveradla-
tlonfrom GOESNISSR setelllledata.The project's
major accomplishments were the design and con-
atructionof an Integratedsoflwaresyatem under the
NASA-developed TransportableAppllcatlonsExecutive
and the Land AnalyslsSystem image analysispack-
age.This work Includeddevelopment of GOES data
Ingestionand manlpulatlonfunctlons,enhancement
and Integration of shortwave processing functions,
and construction of display functions for Raster
Technologise display systems. The technical feasibility
of the prototype solar energy mapping system was
established in Phase I.
Potential Commerc/alAppllostion: Applications can be
broadly placed into five areas: agriculture, land
38
management, weather services, energy production
and land and ocean research. These have markets
both nationally and internationally.
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87-1-08.06-2035
Imaging Altimeter Using Imaging Doppler
Interferometry
Novateoh, Inc.
1745 East 1350 North
Logan, UT 84321
Bruce R. Paterson (801-750-2035)
JPL -- NAS7-1016
This Phase I activity examined the feasibility of
using Imaging Doppler Interferometry (IDI) as a
method of obtaining three-dimensional, high-resolution
Images of the earth's surface via radar from aircraft.
Although the IDI technology has been applied suc-
cessfully to other applications, this is the first attempt
to use the technology for Imaging of the earth's
surface. The radar technology which has been used
until now for creating Images Is called synthetic
aperture radar (SAR). SAR provides very good resolu-
tion In one dimension and moderate resolution In a
second direction provided that the surface being
Imaged is horizontal. The third dimension is not
obtainable with SAR. Bdefly stated, this research
coupled IDI technology with radar technology to
produce three-dimensional Images.
At the end of Phase I, the technology Investigated
has been shown to be feaslbis for providing three.
dimensional representations of geological surfaces
down to approximately one meter of resolution In
each of the three directions.
Potential Commercial AppllcalJon: Applications of
three-dimensional Imaging of the earth's surface
Include studies In geomorphology and earth re-
sources, military reconnaissance, cartography, weather
observation, night-time and foul weather vision for
pilots, and planetary surface studies.
te/w
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87-1-08.06-5649
Portable Multlepeotral Thermal Infrared Camera
Daedalus Enterprises, Inc.
PO Box 1869
Ann Arbor, MI 45106
Frederick G. Oaterwiech (313-769-5649)
JPL -- NAS7-1010
The project Investigated a field-portable, multi-
spectral, thermal Infrared camera for use In the NASA
Geology Program to characterize the compceitlonal
and textural heterogeneity of undisturbed surfaces.
The results are the preliminary design and perform-
ance specifications for an Instrument that will provide
data which will greatly expand the knowledge of
spectral properties of heterogeneous natural surfaces.
This Information will aid efforts to perform geologic
mapping and mineral exploration through the use of
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airborne and space-bssed, multi-spectral, thermal
Infrared Instruments.
The effort in Phase I included the Investigation of
atternative techniques for d_sparsion and detection of
the thermal infrared spectrum, field-of-view optics, field
display techniques, and digital data recording. A
significant portion of the effort addressed packaging
design and power limitations necessary to provide a
rugged, field-portable instrument. The results of the
Phase I research have established that It Is feasible to
design and fabricate a portable muitlspectral thermal
infrared camera. Moreover, the research predicts that
the performance of this instrument will meat the
desired performance parameters and will have the
capability to be improved by substituting new compo-
nents as technological advances occur.
Potential Commercial Application: In addition to
geological Investigations, the multi-spectral, thermal
infrared camera could have commercial applications
In Industrial process control and quality analysis for
the deposition of thin films on substrates.
,lrlt./t
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87-1-08.07-2627
Stabilized Lasers as Spectro.Radlometrlc
Standards for Ultraviolet Electro-Optic
Detectors
Cambridge Research and Instrumentation, Inc.
21 Erie Street
• Cambridge, MA 02139
Peter V. Foukal (617-491-2627)
GSFC -- NAS5-30269
The Innovation pursued In this project is an
Improvement In the calibration accuracy of ultraviolet
spectrometers through use of Intensity-stabilized UV
lasers as precise Illumination sources and a helium-
cooled cavity radiometer as an absolute Irradlance
standard. A calibration system using a stabilized con-
tlnuous-wave UV laser to alternately Illuminate the
detector under teat and an absolute radiometer will
allow a radlometrlc measurement to be made at the
laser's wavelength. An absolute accuracy of 0.1
percent is achievable with this method.
The main objective of Phase I was to determine
the feasibility of constructing an automated facility for
the calibration and testing of electro-optic detectors in
the UV spectral region (200-400 rim) based on
stabilized lasers. Phase I resulted In the successful
stabilization of a laser beam at 257 nm, the first time
that laser light In the UV region has been stabilized.
Phase I also produced a computer-controlled facility
for the characterization of electro-optic detectors.
Various test sequences capable of determining a
detector's Ilnearity, hysteresis, etc. were Implemented.
Potential Commercial Application: The firm plans to
introduce the laser-based facility to the electro-optics
industry as a new tool for more accurate automated
and convenient characterization of detectors and
optical Instruments.
t/ltt
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87-1-08.08"0438A
A Method tO Provide Lower-Coet Crystal
Properties Study Samples
Scientific Materials Corp.
P.O. Box 786
Bozeman, MT 59715
Ralph L. Hutcheson (406-585-3772)
I_aRC - NAS1-18639
There is need for crystal samples In studies of
new laser materials. Current crystal growth systems
are expensive, and hence the experimenter normally
limits the test variables. The flame-fusion crystal
growth process was Investigated as a means to
provide lower-coat study samples as compared to
currently available commercial sources.
The Phase I work demonstrated a method to
produce lower-coat spectroscopic atuo'y samples and
a method to provide accurate analytical data on these
samples. It also has shown the need to Investigate
four areas: causes of cracking and frothing in YAG
(yttdum-alumlnum-gamet), Improvements in the
analytical methods to determine accurately the depcal-
tlon coefficient for dopants In common laser host
materials, extension of the growth methods to ad-
vanced laser materials, and the Influence of highly
purified raw mateflals.
Potential Commercial Application; The applications
would be in providing lower-cost, higher-perfection
laser rods, new laser design date, and e source of
new laser-rod study samples at a reasonable cost.
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87-1 -O8.08-7528
New Four-Level All-Solid-State Lamer Source
Within the 1.5 to 4 Micron Range
Solldllte Corporation
18150 N.E. 85th Street #217 V
Redmond, WA 98052
Larry G. Deshazer (206-882-7582)
LaRC -- NAS1-18619
A novel, four-level, solid-state laser based on a
new combination of rare-earth Ions was proposed for
use In remote atmospheric sensing and spaca-besed
Ildar systems that require radiation sources In the near
Infrared (NIR). Operation of current NIR lasers Involves
quasi-three-level lasers with associated problems of
strong temperature dependence with Increased thresh-
olds and reduced efflclencles at room temperature. In
the new four-level laser, one ion acts as the sensitizer
selectively absorbing the diode pump light. The sen-
sifizer Ion transfers the pump energy to the other rare-
earth ion which performs as the laser-active Ion.
Phase I studied two oxide crystals co-doped, for
the first time, with the selected Ion pair. Fluorescence,
absorption, end excretion spectra were Investigated.
NASASBIR 1987 Phase I Projects
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It was learned that the host should be a crystal with
low-energy phonons, such as yttrium-lanthanum-
fluoride (YLF), for the laser-cllode-pumped NIR laser.
In addition, YLF is an unlaxlal crystal giving polarized
emission which would enhance by two-fold the laser
gain coefflclents perpendicular to the optical axis and
would reduce the problems concerning thermal
loading of the laser crystal.
Potent/al Commerc/al App/ication: Commercial applica-
tions would be In remote sensing of atmospheric con-
stituents and pollutants, sensing industrial leaks and
spillage, and providing new wavelength coverage for
scientific and medical Instruments. An efficient eye-
safe laser could be used In wind sensing, low power
materials processing, and remote bar code reading.
e**
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87-1-08.09-1894
Automatic Scanning Udar System to Map Upper
Tropospheric Aerosols and Clouds
Science and Technology Corporation
101 Research Drive
Hampton, VA 23666
Geoffrey S. Kent (804-865-2065)
LaRC -- NAS1-18631
An Innovative Udar system which will provide
three-dimensional mapping of upper tropospheric
aerosols and clouds was studied. Its application
would be for altitudes up to about 15 km and ranges
of 30 km. The instrument would provide alternative
forms of color-coded, real-time displays of aerosol
beckscatter and cloud position as well as storage of
data for subsequent study and analysis. The system
would scan the complete sky using either a bl-dlrec.
tlonal scanning or a unidirectional scanning technique
employing a multiple beam system. This dedicated,
multi-wavelength Ildar system for the study of upper
tropospheric aerosols and cloud employs state-of-
the-art technology for its scanning and electronic data
processing systems as well as little-used techniques
for the optimization of detector performance. The
design is modular and flexible, permitting easy modifi-
cation for alternative studies.
Phase I of this project was concemed with the es-
tablishment of the science requirements, Interpretation
of these in terms of system parameters, a study of
available technology, and detailed conceptual daslgn
for a prototype system. In addition, a menu-driven
simulation program was written, and simulations of the
anticipated performance of alternative system designs
were carried out. It was found that certain design
conflicts arose In the achievement of the sclance
objectives, and compromises were required. The final
design, a flexible state-of-the-art system capable of
making a wide range of measurements, employs the
latest available technology and has been shown to be
capable of achieving the project goals.
Potential Commerc/al Application: This Instrument
applies to the scientific study of upper tropospheric
phenomena.
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87-1-08,10-2214A
Miniaturized Tandem Mass Spectrometer for
Manned Space Missions
Viking Instruments Corporation
103_B Carpenter Drive
Sterling, VA 22170
Russell C. Drew (703-689-2214)
MSFC - NAS8-37643
Advances In electronics, microcomputers, comput.
er-alded instrument operation and data analysis, and
the science of mass spectroscopy have all combined
to make possible the development of a new, powerful,
and versatile analytical tool that Is suitable for mann-
ed spacecraft use. The innovation addressed In this
project is an advanced spacecraft tandem mass
spectrometer (ASTMS) that combines the minlaturizecl,
space-proven, Viking mass spectrometer with a small,
spece-quaUflecl second stage, an electro_ptical
detector system, and a unique approach to Inter-
stags fregmentation to yield an Instrument with
unprecedented performance in an extremely light-
weight, rugged package.
The components of the system, defined and tested
in Phase I, provide for the first time an opportunity to
bdng the high selectivity of tandem mass spectrome-
ter systems to bear on the analytical tasks that will be
required on advanced manned missions. The ASTMS
uses a highly automated operating system and
performs multiple functions, it will be capable of
routine monitoring of the spacecraft atmosphere for
trace contaminants, providing rapid warning of hazard.
ous conditions. In addition, it functions as a general
purpose analytical device using an alternate sample
Inlet to support the analytical testing requirements of
space biomedical, life sciences, micro-gravity, and
scientific Investlgstlons.
Potential Commerc/al Appl/cation: A compact, porta-
ble, highly integrated system can be used for field
environmental monitoring, industrial process control,
explosives detection, and on-site biomedical testing.
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87-1-08.10-8211
On-Focal-Plane Processing for Atmospheric
Measurements
Irvlne Sensors Corporation
3001 Redhill Avenue, Bldg 3 #208
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
David E. Ludwig (714-549-8211)
MSFC -- NAS8-37628
A commonly used approach to the measurement
and monitoring of atmospheric contaminants is
spectral finger printing of the suspect gases and other
contaminants. A Fourier transform Infrared (FTIR)
4O
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spectrometer simultaneously modulates each wave-
length of the transmission spectrum at different fre-
quencies, which are superposed In the detector
output. Conventionally, a computer performs fast-
Fourier transforms to generate the spectra which are
then analyzed. One of the major problems associated
with this approach is the large amount of data in-
volved when the measurements are continuous and
frequent. The proposed innovation Is to process
spectra "on-the-fly"using signal processing electronics
integrated with the IR detector.
Successful completion of Phase I demonstrated
that Z-plane technology for focal plane architecture
provides the space needed to Implement on-focal-
plane signal processing and data reduction circuitry
for a variety of atmospheric measurement instruments.
A baseline design was developed which Includes a
trans-impedance amplifier, band-pass filter, threshold
comparator, and event-driven multiplexer for each
detector plxel. The Phase I analysis Indlcatss that
realizing the level of circuit integration required to
achieve the original goals is low risk and within
standard, commercial, radiation-hardened foundry
capability.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications may
be found In security systems and Intrusion alarms,
rapid-scan Fourier transform spectrometers, thermog-
raphy, and robot vision systems.
_t/t
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87-1-08.10-9054
Automated Atmospheric Analysis for Manned
Space Missions
Mosaic Industries, Inc.
1260 L'Avenlda, Suite B
Mountain View, CA 94043
Paul K. Clifford (415-961-9054)
MSFC -- NAS8-37630
A rugged and compact instrument is needed for
identification and measurement of contaminants In
cabin atmospheres for manned space missions. Metal
oxide semiconductor (MOS) chemical sensors are well
suited to the development of reliable, automated,
multi-gas analysis instruments. They are sensitive to
a wide variety of toxic and combustible gases and
vapors at parts-per-million levels and are small, stable,
rugged, and long-lived. The principal drawbacks of
presently available sensors are their non-linear re-
sponse and lack of selectivity; these have prevented
their use In low-level contaminant monitoring.
The Phase I effort took a chemomatrlc approach
to overcome these limitations by augmenting arrays of
semiconductor sensors with pattern recognition
software. The feasibility of pattern recognition tech-
niques to identify selectively one of eight representa-
tive contaminants based on measurements from
arrays of as few as three semiconductor sensors was
demonstrated.
Potentia/Commerc/alApplication: Commercial applica-
tions include multi-gas leak detection, Industrial
hygiene monitoring, comprehensive In-plant chemical
hazard detection, hazardous waste management,
Indoor air quality assessment, and fuel spill detection.
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87-1-08.11-3888A
Free-Space Partlculste Contsmlnstlon Sizing and
Counting System for Space Applications
SKW Corp.
1901 North Moore Street, #1204
Arlington, VA 22209
Scott J. Barrel (703-243-3888)
GSFC -- NAS5-30290
Spacebome particles from either man-made or
natural sources can cause undesirable effects on
spaceborne optical systems and micro-gravity manu-
facturing systems requiring a "clean" vacuum. A
system capable of making multiple, particle size and
count measurements in free space would be an asset
for establishing the particulate contamination on the
STS Orbiter, the Space Station, and other spaceborne
systems.
The Innovation explored in this project, e particle
Imaging measuring system (PIMS), will provide reel-
time engineering data regarding the size and frequen-
cy distribution of particulate contaminants in the
mlcro-grevlty and vacuum environment of space. The
PIMS requires the following elements to perform this
function: an Illumination source, a solid-state Imager,
and image processing hardware and software. The
technique investigated used a gated xenon strobe,
macro-optical systems, a solid-state video Imager,
and signal processing electronics to correlate back-
scatter with known particle sizes. Additional work
Indicates that far better size correlation will be achiev-
ed by using a scanned laser as an illumination
source. What makes this approach interesting is that
it would be a relatively compact, low-coat Instrument
capable of continuous monitoring of the particulate
environment.
Phase I efforts successfully demonstrated the
Imager and image processing elements by measur-
ing back scatter from a test target. Phase I also
revealed teat and illumination techniques which lead
to the solutions proposed for possible future efforts.
Potential Commercial Application: The Instrument
described in this abstract has the potential to become
a standard feature for space-borne optical and manu-
facturing systems where absolute knowledge of the
contamination environment Is required.
It/r_
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87-1-08.12-3708A
Three-Stage Uneer Split-Stlrllng Cryocooler with
1 to 2K Magnetic Cold Stage
APD Cryogenics, Inc.
1919 Vultee Street
Allentown, PA 18103
Ralph C. Longaworth (215-481-3708)
ARC -- NAS2-12643
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This project Is aimed at developing a cryocooler
for space-borne, infrared astronomical telescopes
which require 50 mW or less cooling at 1 to 2 K. It
consists of a linear-drive, three-stage, split-Stifling
cryocooler which will produce refrigeration at 8 K to
cool a niobium-tin, alternating-current, superconduct-
Ing magnet and a magnetic cold stage. During Phase
I, the design of the refrigerator was studied to deter-
mine the size, weight and power Input. Specific areas
of innovation Include: warm and cold, flexible, suspen-
sion means; a concentric, three-stage expander with
clearance seals; a new, cold regenerator geometry;
cold heat switches; and a conduction-cooled 8 K ac
superconducting magnet.
The design studies confirmed the fessibility of the
refrigerator concept to achieve the desired goals in a
practical design capable of achieving long life In
space with low noise and vibration levels. Results of
the analysis show the cold end to have a volume of
about 6 liters and a weight of 22 kilograms while the
compressor volume is about 20 liters and weight Is 64
kilograms. Total system power input is about 720
watts. Weights and power include magnetic shielding
but not power supply components.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications are In
cost effective refrigeration systems for cryo-pumps
and cryo-electronlc devices, including computers. With
the magnetic cold stage, the refrigerator will offer a
competitive way of liquefying helium (e.g., cooling
magnets) and providing low temperatures for basic
research.
'it'*'*
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87-1-08.13-4567
Microanalytical Characterization of Biogenic
Components of Interplanetary Duet
Charles Evans & Associates
301 Chesapeake Drive
Redwood City, CA 94063
FIlippo Radicatl Di Brozolo (415-369.4567)
ARC .- NAS2-12818
This project investigated the analysis of inter-
planetary dust particles (IDP) using several micro-
analytical techniques. The analysis requires the
development of non-contaminating techniques for
particle preparstlon and analysis, aspeclally with
respect to the distribution of the blogenic elements H,
C, N, O, P and S. Quantltstive microanalysls of the
blogenic elements and of the organic molecules in
IDP Is necessary to improve the understanding of the
organic chemistry in the early solar system and In the
Interstellar medium. Consistent with the ultra-fine grain
size of IDP, quantitative analytical methods with sub-
micrometer lateral resolution were explored using
Auger electron spectrometry, secondary ion mass
spectrometry with ion imaging, and laser microprobe
mass spectrometry. Improvements of these tech-
niques were addressed for the chemical, textural, and
Isotopic characterization of selected standard msterla-
Is and IDP.
The Phase I research demonstrated the feasibility
of producing mlcrotome cross sections of IDP ana-
logs from particles embedded in non-contaminating
metallic media and of acquiring hydrogen-isotope-
ratio images from an IDP. These are the first isotope-
ratio images ever produced for an IDP. Various
organic microanalytlcal procedures using a laser
Ionization microprobe were also tested, and new
analytical methods for the organic analysis of IDP
were Identified.
Potent/a/ Commercial Appllcat/on: A commercial
particle characterization facility with a complete range
of analytical Instrumentation will serve clients from the
semiconductor, magnetic storage media, biomedical
materials, environmental analysis, and government
sectors.
*lit*
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87-1-08.15-2960
A Magnetically-Controlled Power Distribution and
Control System
C. T. K. Enterprises
PO Box 17879
Anaheim, CA 92817
Charles T. Klelner (714-974-2960)
GSFC -- NAS5-30274
The Innovation investigated Involves the use of a
vector-controlled magnetic power distribution techni-
que which promlsss the following benefits: high
rellablllty, low noise, Inherent short-circuit limiting, ease
in scaling for differing voltage and current loads,
circuit isolation, redlatlon hardness, produclblllty and
repeatability, and relatively low cost.
The Phase I results showed that the vector-con-
trolled magnetic power distribution technique operated
as predicted. A breadboard was demonstrated at the
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in May of 1988
followed by a demonstration of a combination of a
breadboard-braesboard version of the 'point design"
in July of 1988. Although these were both preliminary
versions, they nevertheless gave a strong Indication
that the basic principles were sound and could be
further perfected.
Potent/a/Commercial Applicat/on: This innovation Is
applicable to any power system where weight, efficien-
cy, reliability, and relatively low cost are key require-
merits.
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87-1-08.16-0660
PE-CVD Diamond Thin Film for UV Detector==
Crystallume
125 Constitution Drive
Menlo Park, CA 94025
J. Michael Pinner (415494-0660)
GSFC -- NAS5-30273
The Innovation addressed in this project Involves
the use of thin diamond films as high-performance
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ultraviolet detectors, where the films are produced by
an inherently low-cost technique of plasma-enhanced,
chemical vapor deposition (PE-CVD). The wide band
gap, exceptional thermal conductivity, superior corro-
sion resistance, and high immunity to radiation
damage makes diamond an Ideal semiconductor
material for devices that can operate at high tempera-
tures in hostile environments, The superior physical
properties of diamond can be economically exploited
due to the ability to synthasize thin polycryatalllne
films of diamond over large areas using PE.CVD
processes.
In Phase I of this program a similarity between the
photoconductive properties of CVD diamond films and
single crystals of natural diamond has been estab-
lished, and a new approach to the nucleation and
growth of high-quality, thin diamond films suitable for
electronic applications has been developed. Photo-
conductivity has been observed In PE-CVD diamond
films, and measured carder lifetimes are similar to
lifetimes In natural diamond single crystals. The
factors that datermlne the nucleation and growth
characteristics of diamond films have been addressed.
A correlation between the grain size of the diamond
films and their Intrinsic photoconductivity has been
obtained.
Potential Commercial Application: Diamond-based
semiconductors will find use in uncooled electronic
devices for test and control purposes in almraft,
rockets and spacecraft.
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87-1-08.16-0888
Infrared Detector Systems for High Dynamic
Range Radiometry and Imaging
Microtronlcs Aasoclates, Inc.
4516 Henry Street, Suite 403
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Darryl D. Coon (412-681-0888)
GSFC -- NAS5-30282
The goal of this project is a new radiomstrlc and
imaging technology based upon cryogenic, extrinsic-
silicon, infrared detectors which perform Intensity-to-
frequency conversion at the focal plane via simple
circuits with very low power consumption. Incident
Infrared intensity controls the repetition rate of output
pulses of short duration. Pulse heights are typically
greater than one volt so that preamplifiers are not re-
quired. Each detector can drive a separate light-
emitting diode so that pulse-coded image data can be
optically transmitted out of the cryogenic environ-
ment. This would eliminate the need for multiplexers
in the cryogenic environment of focal plane arrays.
Pulse timing or counting provides an accurate means
of signal digitization.
In Phase I, a dynamic range of about 10e was
demonstrated. Measurements of pulse rate as a
function of intensity over this range were carded out
and found to compare reasonably well with a theoreti-
cal model. Other Phase I considerations and results
deal with noise issues, detectivlty, power require-
ments, and recovery after severe overexposure. The
detector systems would be useful In many infrared
radlomatrlc and imaging applications, Including
simultaneous measurement of multiple Infrared
sources or Images with lumlnositlas ranging over
many orders of magnitude.
Potential Commercial Application: This new radiomet-
ric and imaging technology could result in a commer-
cially exploitable edge over older radlomatnJ systems
and Imaging systems, aspeclally In connection with
space-related, scientific, thermographic, military, and
other cryogenic Infrared system applications.
*lit*
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87-1-08.16-1188
High Performance Indlum-Galllum-Arsenlde
Detector Arrays for the 1.0-to-1.7 Micron
Spectrum
Epitaxx, Inc.
3490 U.S. Route I
Princeton, NJ 08540
Vladlmlr S. Ban (609-452-1188)
GSFC -- NAS5-30278
The purpose of the Phase I project was to im-
prove the material properties of indium-gallium-ar-
senide (InGaAs) crystals grown by vapor-phase
epltaxy such that ten-element, linear arrays of room-
temperature photodetectors can be fabricated with
+10 percent uniformity. In Phase I, this project suc-
cassfully produced a multiplexed, 256-element, detec-
tor array for the spectral range of 0.8 to 1.7 _m.
These arrays were based on epltaxlal layers of lattice-
matched Ino.=Gao.47As/InP alloys.
Specifically, a complete, 256-element linear array of
30 x 30 _m detectors was packaged in a Reticon
multiplexer package and demonstrated with a com-
mercial optical multlchannel analyzer unit. The far-field
pattern of a 1.3 _m semiconductor laser was also
monitored (with 100 _m spatial resolution) using this
array. The frequency response of this instrument was
extended to a wave length of 1.7 _m using an InGaAs
array.
Potential Commercial Appl/cation: Potential appli-
cations Include satellite Imaging and remote sensing
for detection of water vapor and foliage, fiber optic
receiver arrays, and optical multichannel analyzers for
spectroscopy at wave lengths approaching 2.6 Fm.
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87-1-08.16-2589
Scintillating Optical Fiber Trajectory Detectors
Fibre Optics Development Systems, Inc.
125 South Quarantina Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Harry L. Watts (805-965-2589)
GSFC -- NAS5-30279
The objective of this project was to develop large
area, low mass, high resolution, scintillating-optical-
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fiber trajectory detectors. These would be suitable for
use In experiments such as the Particle Astrophysics
Magnet Facility (Astromag) which Is presently being
considered for flight on the Space Ststlon. This
detector requires development of fiber ribbons which
are straight on the scale of the spatial resolution
required by Instruments being considered for
Astromag. During Phase I, techniques for making
ribbons with Improved straightness were developed.
The deviation from a straight line was about 500
microns over a length of 70 cm. Large area fiber
ribbons (The largest were about 15 cm in width by 70
cm in length for the straight portion.) were fabrlcsted
and supplied to Washington University for tests to
determine the spatial resolution. Attempts to increase
fiber efficiency by using a cladding material of a lower
refractive index on the fibers were unsuccessful.
Potential Commerc/al Application: Likely commercial
applications are In high resolution, low mass, trajecto-
ry detection of charged particles in cosmic ray phys-
Ics, nuclear physics, and high energy physics experi-
ments. The techniques and detectors developed as a
part of this program may also have applications In
nuclear medicine.
W'*t
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87-1-08.16-4645
Poeitlon.Sensltive CdTe Detector Using Improved
Crystal Growth Method
San Diego Semiconductors, Inc.
7408 Trade Street
San Diego, CA 92121
E. Ralskin (619-549-4645)
GSFC -- NAS5-30289
The overall goal of this project is to demonstrate
that a novel process developed by the firm can grow
large-volume crystals of cadmlum-tellurlde that are
suitable for fabricating large-area, two-dimensional,
gamma-ray detector structures.
Phase I demonstrated that a new, high-pressure,
vertical Brldgeman approach can be used to grow
crystals of CdTe of sufficient size, quality, and unlfor-
mity for the fabrication of large-area detector arrays.
The crystals produced were characterized with respect
to materials properties and detector operating charac-
teristics. Single-element detectors were fabricated and
investigated In detail. A 10 x 10 array of 1 mm 2 (nomi-
nal) detectors was fabricated and evaluated under
various conditions.
The primary conclusion, thus far, is that dstector-
quality crystals suitable for large area arrays can be
produced by the new crystal growth method. Utiliza-
tion of a scaled-up new furnace now under construc-
tion should make it possible to produce array struc-
tures with areas exceeding the overall program goal
of 50 cm2. The particular sawing method used to
produce the Phase I array led to problems In area
definition and performance. A completely different
approach to segmentation based on photoreslst
processing Is recommended for future development.
Potential Commercial Application: A new class of
position-sensitive detectors for use In gamma-and X-
ray astronomy, medical diagnostic imaging, and
Industrial Inspection Is a potential result of this work.
tt_t
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87-1-08.17-8961
A High-Resolution Multi-COD,
, Tlme-Delayed-lntegratlon Camera System
Photomstrlcs Limited
2010 North Forbes Boulevard #103
Tucson, AZ 85745
T. W. McCurnln (602-623-8961)
JPL -- NAS7-1022
The Phase I effort evaluated the feasibility of
constructing a high-resolution, multi-charge-coupled-
device (CCD) camera system (MCCS) for use In a
time-delayed-Integration ('I'DI) Imaging mode for wide-
field astronomical Imaging. The MCCS will employ five
CCDs with 1024 by 1024 plxals arranged in a stag-
gered format to provide a resolution width of over five
thousand detector pixele. The MCCS will Increase ten-
fold the Imaging field of view over a conventional TDI
camera system that employs a single CCD with 1024
by 1024 pixels.
The MCCS provides a more practical solution to
the TDI resolution problem than camera systems
relying on a single large format (2048 by 2048) CCD.
The MCCS makes use of small-format, commercially
available CCDs, which are produced in higher yields
than large CCDs. Because it is based on an expand-
able number of CCDs (five CCDs Is simply a conve-
nient number for this phase of the development), the
MCCS can be altered to satlefy the desired degree of
resolution. The readout of several CCDs in parallel
results In a higher readout rate per scan line even In
slow-scan cameras.
The Phase I SBIR project has been successfully
completed. The firm designed and built an MCCS with
two detector elements; a pair of .PM512 CCDs
(512x512 plxels) were arranged In a single camera
head according to the staggered and overlapped
concept to give a resolution width of about 1000
plxels. Major technical achievements Include: a
method of aligning the CCDs, Image correction for the
staggered CCD concept, and an optimal electronic
design for camera head operation.
Potential Commercial Application: In addition to the
astronomy applications, a large41eld-of-vlew TDI
camera could be used for radiologlcal non-destructive
testing or inspection, e.g. the Inspection of large scale
aircraft sections.
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87-1-08.18-0669
Microwave Network Analyzer for Superconductor-
Insuletor-Superconductor Mixer Research
MetrNVave, Inc.
77 N. Oak Knoll Avenue #114
Pasadena, CA 91101
44 NASASBIR 1987 Phase I Projects
Wyman L. Williams (818-795-0669)
JPL -- NAS7-1025
Thesuperconductor-lnsulstor-superconductor(SIS)
mixer Is a revolutionary new device which Is used In
sensitive millimeter- and sub-millimeter-wave receivers.
Characterizing SIS davlcas is a difficult task at pres-
ant, since commercially available network analyzers
use test-signal power levels high enough to saturate
or destroy SIS junctions.
This Phase I study showed that construction of a
microwave network analyzer operating at frequencies
up to a few glgahertz with a teat signal power In the
100 pW range Is feasible using the firm's sampled-
line technique. This Instrument could characterize SIS
devices at their Intermediate frequencies. A general
purpose network analyzer can be converted to a low-
power analyzer by changing one circuit module. This
allows construction of a "convertible network analyzer,"
a general purpose analyzer which can be easily
reconflgured to perform low-power SIS measure-
ments.
Potential Commercial Application: Wide applications
are expected In Industrial and government microwave
engineering laboratories.
*t*
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87-1-08.18-6642
High-Temperature Superconductors In Monolithic
Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Integrated
Circuits
Microwave Monolithics Inc.
465 East Easy Street, Unit F
Slml Valley, CA 93065
Daniel P. Slu (805-584-6642)
JPL -- NAS7-1011
Due to finite resistive circuit losses, many poten-
tially useful microwave Integrated circuit (MIC) and
monolithic microwave Integrated circuit (MMIC) system
components have not been successfully Implemented
or even seriously considered. Recent discovery of
high-temperature superconductivity (HTSC) In a
number of ceramic materials with critical temperatures
above the boiling point of nitrogen (77 K) promises to
eliminate this restriction.
The six-month Phase I project evaluated the current
and projected strengths and weaknesses of this
rapidly emerging HTSC technology from a circuit-
applications viewpoint. It Identified a parallel develop-
ment path whereby applications research need not be
delayed while welting for maturation of the extensive
underlying materials research efforts around the world.
This Interim "laminated substrate' approach to HTSC
Integrated circuits Is fully compatible with yst-to-be-
developed, thln411mHTSC techniques which can be
inserted at low risk as they become available.
Potent a/Commerc/alAppl/cation: Use of high-temper-
ature superCOnductors in monolithic microwave and
millimeter-wave integrated circuits will create a new
era In high performance and versatility for Important
NASA systems and other applications.
t11tW
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87-1-08.19-8775
Self-Referencing, Full-Aperture Metrology for
Large Aspherlc Mlrrora
Bauer Assoclatas, Inc.
177 Worchester Road, #101
Wellesley, MA 02181
Paul Glenn (617-235-8775)
GSFC -- NAS5-30268
The Phase I effort addressed the problem of
measuring figure errors on large aspherlc mirrors. The
two primary drawbacks of conventional approaches
are that they require a special reference, an Interfero-
mstdc null corrector, to be created for each test piece
and a large test faclltty with mstrology towers, special
foundations, vacuum chambers, etc. Some optical de-
vices, e.g., optical fiats and convex shapes, are
almost unable to be tested In large sizes.
The purpose of the research was to Investigate a
new non-contacting, self-referencing technique which
offers interferomstric accuracy for low-frequency errors
and Angstrom-level accuracy for mid-frequency errors.
It is compact, has high Immunity to vibration and
drifts, and accommodates a very wide range of
curvatures, aspherlcitles, and meter class diameters.
It can measure optical devices In a coarse-ground
state without reconflguratlon, can be adapted to
measuring cylindrical optical components, and could
apply to an integrated, robust, computer-controlled
fabdcatlon machine for measuring and polishing a test
piece. A complete systems analysis was performed,
and a base-line system defined. The results are a
conceptual layout, sophisticated analysis algorithms,
and detailed performance predictions which demon-
strate the feaslbll_ of the Instrument and Its subsys-
tems.
Potential Commercial Appl/catlon: Potential appli-
cations Include mstrology of various high quality
spherical and aspherical optical components, both
large and small, and other diverse applications such
as definition of ultra-straight linear ways and the
mstrology of very large granite surface plates.
*w*
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87-1-08.19-9450
Photoelectrochemlcal Fabrication of Spectroscopic
Diffraction Gratings In Silicon Carbide
EIC Laboratories Inc.
111 Downey Street
Norwood, MA 02062
Michael M. Carrabba (617-769-9450)
GSFC -- NAS5-30'277
Gratings and optical components that operate In
the vacuum ultraviolet and the X-ray region are Impor-
tant components of spectroscopic Instrumentation for
many of NASA's space missions (e.g., LYMAN).
45
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Silicon carbide (SIC) possesses the requirements of
high reflectlvity, low scsttedng, high stiffness, and low
thermal stress for an optical material suitable for the
region of the spectrum of Interest. Photoalectro-
chemical (PEC) etching has been demonstrated as a
promising method for the fabrication of diffraction
gratings directly in the semlconducting materiel, silicon
carbide. The SIC, used as an electrode In an electro-
chemical cell, is held at a positive voltage and Illumi-
nated. Etching occurs in only the Illuminated regions
to a depth proportional to the Illumination Intensity and
exposure time.
In Phase I, it was determined that chemical-vapor-
deposited and epitaxlal forms of SIC exhibit PEC
etching capabilities. In addition, grating structures and
projected Images were etched Into the surface of SIC
by the PEC method. The general conclusion from the
Phase I research is that photoalectrochemloal etching
Is a promising method for the fabrication of diffrac-
tion gratings directly In SIC. Although technical
fesslbllity of PEC for the fabrication of grating struc-
tures has been demonstrated, further work Is neces-
san] on the PEC process Itself to generate practical
structures.
Potential Commercial AppllcetYon: Major applications
are in spectroscopic instrumentation operating In the
vacuum ultraviolet and the X-ray region. Other possi-
ble uses are in blue-emitting, distributed-feedback,
solid-state lasers. The etching process for SIC could
be applied to high-temperature electronic devices.
_ttt'
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87-1-08.20-2870
Hlgh.-Temperature and High-Response Skin
Friction Sensor
Exotech, Inc.
3935 Beacon Avenue, Suite D
Fremont, CA 94538
lan N. Moyis (415-790-2983)
LaRC -- NAS1-18611
An innovative approach to the development of
flush-mounted, high-response, skin-friction gauges that
can be used In high-temperature environments has
been studied in this project. The objective was to
Increase the useful temperature range of Reynolds
analogy sensors used for data acquisition in flow
research and high-speed flight vehlclas. High-re-
sponse, skin-friction sensors must be small, reliable,
and capable of operating in extremely high-stagnation-
temperature flows.
The anemometer concept examined In Phase I
involved the development of a ceramic substrata, a
mlcrostrate. The purpose of the mlcrostrate was to
enhance the frequency response and signal output of
a conventional, surface-film and buried-wire configure-
tlon. Success was achieved with several types of
high-temperature micro=rates which were evaluated
for further work on sensor integration. Some highly
uniform, thin-film tantalum anemometer filaments were
also satisfactorily sputtered onto alumina substrates.
The process involved a repetitive photo-mask and
etch process. The elements were then further eval-
uated or tested. Elements coated with a thin, oxida-
tion-protective, alumina film were fired to 1300K in air
and inspected.
Potential Commercial Application: The sensors could
apply to flow research, design-data acquisition, and
diagnostic testing on high-speed flight vehicles and Jet
engines.
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87-I -08.20-5630
An Optlcal Angle of Attack Sensor
Complete, Inc.
PO Box 1697
Paio Alto, CA 94302
F. K. Owan (415-321-5630)
ARC -- NAS2-12854
A major source of data uncertainty In transonic
and supersonic wind tunnel testing Is due to angle-
of-attack measurement errors caused by unknown
sting and balance deflections under load. Since
dynamic loads In the Unitary Plan Facilities generally
exceed those inconventional, low.speed, atmospheric
wind tunnels, the need to account for these distortions
during model testing Is acute. To meet this challenge,
a novel, laser-besed Instrument for the In-situ mea-
surement of wind tunnel model angle of attack was
proposed that will enable continuous, time-dependent
measurements to be made without signal dropout.
In Phase I, successful proof-of-concept exped-
ments were conducted to determine the reliable range,
sensitivity, and long-term stability of the Instrument.
This work clearly shows that the optical angle-of-
attack Instrument could provide Improved, time-
averaged and time-dependent angle-of-attack Informa-
tion during Unitary Plan Facility testing. Detectors
capable of 0.01 degrees rssolutlon over a ¢9 degree
range and 0.03 degrees resolution over a -*-22 degree
range with time-dependent outputs of 60 Hz have
been developed. This capability will be sufficient to
provide accurate, real-time, angle-of-attack Information
for correlationwith model balance measurements
durlngtransportand fightermodel testlng.
Potential Commercial Application: The innovative new
technology generated to develop this Instrument will
be directly applicable to wind tunnel fanllltles In the
public and private sectors.
ee, e
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87-1-08.20-7377
Fiber Optic Preuure Sensor for Wind Tunnel
Applications
Opcoa, Inc.
12281 Knott Street, Suite 109
Garden Grove, CA 92641
William H. Quick (714-558-7377)
l.aRC -- NASI-18626
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A broad-range,pressuresensor Immune toharsh
environmentsanclextremetemperaturesIsrequiredfor
researchIn wind-tunnels.The proposed ssnsor--an
integraltermlnus of a slngle,muitl-mode,fiber-optic
cable--Isessentlallyallglassand, hence, Immune to
high temperaturesand electromagneticInterference.
The resuitsof the Phase I study indicatethatthe
pressuresensor IsIndeedfeasible.Criticaltheoretical
and experlmentalaspects of the system daslgn--
sensor element and optlcalde-modulator--were
conslderecldurlngPhase Ias were proposed fabrlca.
tlon procedures for a prototypemodel. Also, the
design of the de-modulator and microprocessor
Interfacewas generated.Accuracy analyses,both
experimentaland theoretlcal,show greatpotentialfor
the pressure sensor system; however, evaluetlon
needs to proceed furtheruslnga complete prototype
system.
Potential Commercial App/icat/on: Multi-purpose pres-
sure sensors which are immune to electrical noise
and extreme temperature environments could find
broad applications In process and automotive Indus-
tdes as well as In the military.
tt lt,/_
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87-1-08.20-9030
Remote Characterization of Wind-Tunnel
Turbulence
Physical Sciences, Inc.
Research Park
PO Box 3100
An(lover, MA 01810
Lawrence G. Piper (617-475-9030)
LaRC -- NAS1-18617
An innovative monitor for density fluctuations in
the boundary layer of turbulent flows around test
objects In wind tunnels Is the subject of this project.
It is based upon the laser-induced fluorescence from
molecular oxygen which is excited when 193 nm light
from an argon-fluoride exclmer laser propagates
through the air. Partial pre-dlssoclatlon gives the
excited molecular oxygen a very short lifetime and,
therefore, renders it immune to electronic quenching.
In consequence, the Intensity of the observed laser-
Induced fluorescence is directly proportional to the
local number density of the volume being probed.
Detecting this fluorescence with a two-dimensional
diode array as the laser beam scans above the
surface of the test object maps out the turbulence in
two dimensions. Three-dimensional mapping results
from repeating the laser scans at a number of dis-
tances above the surface of the test object.
The Phase I program used an available, lower
power laser to investigate the properties of room-
temperature oxygen fluorescence. Laser-excitation s-
cans of several absorption bands were detected In
fluorescence, and the results used to demonstrate a
potential extension of the technique to simultaneous
temperature measurements. A preliminary Imaging
experiment was conducted in order to validate a
computer model of the fluorescence yield.
Potent/el Commerc/e/ Appl/catton: Applications would
be In government research laboratories, aerospace In-
dustries, automotive Industries, universities, and other
organizations conducting gas-dynamic experiments.
ttttlt
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87-1-09.01-0540A
Superconducting Magnetic Bearings In an
Advanced Momentum-Exchange Effector
SetCon Technology Corporation
71 Rogers Street
Cambridge, MA 02142
James R. Downer (617-661-8942)
LaRC -- NAS1-18682
An advanced, large-angle, magnetic suspension
(tAMS) for use In an actuator for slewing large
payloads Is the innovation addressed In this project.
The advantages of angular-momentum-exchange
effectors over thrusters Include reduced maintenance
(no flulcls to be periodically replaced) and Improved
compatibility with optical components (no effluent).
Slewing of large payloads at high rates, however,
requires torques and angular momentum storage
capacities that exceed the capabilities of available
angular-momentum-exchange hardware. High torque
creates an extremely cllfficult design requirement for
Instrument-grade mechanical bearings. For conven-
tional magnetic bearings, the magnetic structure would
be excessivelymassive.
The problem of providing the torque and angular
momentum storage capacity may be solved by an
advanced control moment gyro (CMG) supported and
glmballed by a superconducting tAMS. The baseline
tAMS concept analyzed In Phase I combines the
functions of gimbals, torque motors, and rotor bear-
Ings In a CMG. This Innovative design approach
employs several advanced magnet design technolo-
glss: a superconducting source coil and high-purity,
cryo-reslstive aluminum hyperconductors as control
coils. It produces a factor of 36 improvement In the
specific output torque, output torque per unit of mass.
In addition to a study of the baseline design, e
technology demonstration was identified end sized.
Potent/el Commercle/ Application: Low-noise torque
sources could be used to control and point large
future missions such as Space Ststlon, co-orbiting
platforms, the Hubble Space Telescope, and the large
weapons payloads and sensor platforms of the
Strategic Defense Initiative.
e/re
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87-1-09.03-0762
Full-Color, AC-Plesma, Flat-Panel Display for
Space Station Applications
NASASBIR 1987 PhaseI Projects 47
Photonics Technology, Inc.
6967 Wales Road
Northwood, OH 43619
Pater S. Friedman (419-666-0762)
JSC -- NAS9-17948
Full-color, large-area, dot-matrix flat-panel displays
are not currently available. Plasma displays, whtch
represent the leading edge of large-area, fiat-panel
color technology, were the focus of this project.
In Phase I, both the operating window voltage and
panel brightness were Improved by 600 percent,
resulting In the world's bdghtast, dot-matrix, flat-panel,
color emlasive display. This display, which has a
diagonal of 8.5 inches, an area luminance of 64 fL,
and a contrast ratio of over 25:1, was delivered to
NASA-JSC with drive electronics and demonstration
software. The photometric characteristics of the Phase
I panel delivered to NASA surpass the performance
reported for all other types of flat-panel emlasive
display technology. In addition, Phase I involved the
fabrication of 23 experimental color panels with four
sets of specially daslgned, color-drive electronics.
Results of experiments on these panels suggest that
almost a two-order of magnitude Improvement In
panel brightness Is feasible.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications Include
high-resolution color graphic smart terminals, evlonlcs,
medical imaging, engineering work stations,
CAD/CAM, scientific instruments, military command
and control, navigation and communication systems,
portable computers, operating room displays, air traffic
control, radar and sonar systems, video displays,
personnel training and simulators, interactive educa-
tional systems, and sensor monitors.
/r/Irlt
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87-1-09.04-3200
Non-Azeotroplc Heat Pump for Crew Hyglene
Water Heatlng
Foster-Miller, Inc.
350 Second Avenue
Waltham, MA 02254
David H. Walker (617-890-3200)
MSFC -- NAS8-37624
One of the power consuming systems required by
the Space Station Is the heating of water for crew
hygiene, which may be accomplished through the use
of an electric resistance heater or a heat pump. Of the
two, the heat pump offers the most efficient operation
by utilizing available waste heat sources. Performance
of the heat pump can be improved through the use of
a non-azeotroplc refrigerant mixture as the working
fluid.
For the Phase I effort, a heat pump operating with
a working-fluid mixture of 70 percent R-11 and 30
percent R-22 was Inveatlgsted through the construc-
tion and successful testing of a bench-scale unit.
Experimental results showed a significant Increase In
coefficient of performance when compared to a heat
pump using R-12 as the refrigerant. The benefits that
can be achieved by the use of this heat pump were
estimated to be a reduction in power demand from 46
kW to 450 W and an annual electrical energy savings
of 2,044 kWhr. The value of these savings was
calculated to be $429,240 per year.
Potential Commercial Appl/catton: Non-azaotropic
refrigerant mixtures could be applied successfully to
commercially available heat pumps now used In many
heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and water heating
applications.
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87-1-09.04-3200A
Hybrid Measurement of Two-Phase Flows
Foster-Miller, Inc.
350 Second Avenue
Waltham, MA 02254
Wayne S. Hill (617-890-3200)
JSC -- NAS9-17941
Monitoring and control of spacecraft thermal
management systems involving two-phase flows
requires the datermlnation of the mass flow and
quality at vadous places In the system. Short of
separating the fluid phases, the only means of dater-
mining both the mass flow rate and flow quality in a
two-phase flow is to make simultaneous, complemen-
tary measurements and to process the readings using
an appropriate analysis. This technique, called hybrid
flow measurement, has been of limited applicability In
the past because of the limited turndown achievable
with most volume flow maters. The beadnglass flow-
meter Is a volumatric flowmeter that appears to offer
the desired turndown performance.
In Phase I, a bearlnglass flowmater was examined
as a two-phase flowmster In a preliminary test pro-
gram. This work demonstrated the feasibility of the
program concept: employing simultaneous, comple-
mentary measurements to datermine the mass flow
and quality. However, the pulse output data for the
bearlnglass flowmatsr displayed a bifurcation that
indicated the presence of unstable rotor motions
resulting in a low pulse output. This instability was not
found In the liquid flow data or In some of the two-
phase flow data, but occurred consistently In the gas
flow data. Through an analysis of the design, this
instability was traced to the fact that the bearlngleas
flowmater is a poor gas bearing. An alternative design
approach was identified that should provide stable
rotor motion In liquid, two-phase, and gas flows with
an acceptable overall pressure drop.
Potential Commercial Application: A two-phase flow-
meter could see widespread application In the nuclear,
medical, and chemical process industries.
tt_
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87-1-09.04-3800
Compact, High-Performance Heat Exchangers for
Space Station Thermal Control
Creare Incorporated
48 NASASBIR 1987 Phase I Projects
PO Box 71
Etna Road
Hanover, NH 03755
Javler A. Valenzuela (603-643-3800)
JSC -- NAS9-17936
This project addresses the development of a novel
single-phase, heat exchanger which can easily
achieve heat fluxes comparable to evaporating and
condensing heat exchangers while maintaining high
effectiveness and low pressure-drop. This heat ex-
changer is Ideally suited for the thermal control
systems of Space Station crew and laboratory mod-
ules, which are constrained to use single-phase water
as the heat transport fluid. They typically suffer from
high pumping power requirements due to pressure
losses in the heat exchangers and large size and
weight due to single-phase heat transfer limitations.
Scoping analyses and proof-of-concept experi-
ments performed during Phase I demonstrated the
feasibility of this heat-exchanger concept. A water-
cooled heat exchanger achieved a heat flux of 56
watts per square centimeter with an effectiveness of
84 percent and only 116 Pa (0.017 psi) pressure drop.
The same heat flux and effectiveness were achieved
with air at a somewhat higher, but still very modest,
pressure drop (10 kPa, 1.4 psi).
Potential Commercial Application: Applications range
from cooling electronic components to cooling internal
combustion engines and terrestrial power plant con-
densers. Civilian and military space applications, such
as Brayton cycle heat exchangers and recuperators or
integral heaters and coolers for Stirling engines, could
also benefit from the new technology.
**/r
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87-1-09.05-2228
Novel Heat Pipe Systems
Membrane Technology and Research, inc.
1360 Willow Road, Suite 103
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Richard W. Baker (415-328-'7728)
GSFC -- NAS5-30281
The objective of this project was to demonstrate
the feasibility of a new membrane-based heat pipe
concept In which the evaporator and condenser
sections are connected by vapor and liquid lines. In
both the evaporator and condenser, the liquid and
vapor phases are separated by membranes that
selectively permit only the vapor to pass through
them. Theoretical calculations show that this mem-
brane heat pipe would have a number of significant
advantages over conventional heat pipes.
The membranes used in this project were asym-
metric, composite materials. Modules containing these
membranes were installed into the evaporator and
condenser sections of a heat pipe system. Because
the modules used in the heat pipe require different
properties than those employed In other membrane
applications, their development for this project re-
quired more time than originally planned. Furthermore,
the task of constructing airtight modules proved to be
more tedious and time-consuming than had been
expected.
The heat pipe system was equipped with pressure
and temperature gauges and a flowmater so that
system parameters could be monitored and varied
during testing. In the time allowed for Phase I, the
experiments verified that the evaporator module
operates in the desired manner; however, condensa-
tion occurs on the vapor side rather than on the liquid
side of the condenser module membrane. This
problem and possible solutions were evaluated in
some detail.
Potential Commemlal AppllGation: If successfully
developed, the system could find a wide application
in aerospace thermal management applications and
be extended for usa In industrial energy conservation
systems.
_tt*
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87-1"09.053800
Three-Phase Invertor for Ultra-High-Speed Motor
Drive
Creare Incorporated
PO Box 71
Etna Road
Hanover, NH 03755
Javler A. Valanzuela (603-643-3800)
GSFC -- NAS5-30272
A novel, rotating-field Invertor for converting dc
power to high frequency, three-phase alternating
current was investigated In this project. In addition to
the commercial applications listed below, this invertor
is ideally suited for driving the ultra-high-speed,
miniature turbocompressors presently under develop-
ment for use In cryocoolers needed for space-borne
sensors.
Scoplng analyses and proof-of-concept experi-
ments performed during Phase I demonstrated the
feaslbll_/ and potential of this Invertor concept. A
breadboard Invertor was built and tested over a
frequency range from 1 to 16 kHz. Throughout the
entire frequency range the three-phase output was
close to slnusoldal. The low harmonic content of the
ac output will result in significantly higher motor
efftciencies when compared to efficlenclas obtained
using existing rectangular wave Invertors. Preliminary
design of the invertor indicates that Invertor efflclen-
cles of 90 percent or higher can be achieved.
Potential Commercial Application: Variable-frequency
motor drive systems conserve energy In applications
such as process control, pumping, high speed
grinding spindles, and high performance machine tool
drives.
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87-1-09.06-7958
DC-to-400 Hz Invertor
NDT Technologies, Inc.
*It*
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P.O. Box 637
South Windsor, CT 06074
Herbert R. Welschedel (203-644-5655)
JSC-- NAS9-17944
The company demonstrated the feasibility of a
simple, lightweight, high-efficiency power conditioning
module. The module Is varsatlle and can be used as
a building block for a wide variety of applications.
Furthermore, In many cases, use of the module can
eliminate heavy and exbensive low-frequency trans-
formers and other inductive system components. In
particular, this new module appears well-suited as a
do-to-400 Hz invertor.
The Phase I effort involved experimental evalu-
ations of several classes of high-frequency-switched
dc-to-ac Inverters. A resonant approach, using a high-
frequency link, was Identified as the most promising
method for advanced high-power, high-switching-
frequency applications. Because these resonant
circuits operate without switching losses, very high
switching frequanclas (to the mega-Hertz range)
without electromagnetic Interference problems are
possible. This, in turn, allows the design of very light
and compact invertars and converters. The control of
resonant Invertor circuits is difficult and presents an
unresolved problem. However, its advantages make
the resonant approach a promising candidate for
developing a dc-to-ac invertor.
Potential Commercial Appl/cat/on: Applications are
expected In ac and dc drives, space power systems,
unlntarruptlble power supplies, robots, space shuttle
systems, surveillance equipment, autopilots, appli-
ances, business equipment, environmental systems,
flight test equipment, aircraft, vans and Jeeps, security
systems, telemetry, underwater systems, X-ray sys-
terns, lasers, laboratory equipment, radars, and
hospitals.
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87-1-O9.07-1262
Hierarchical 3-D and Doppler-Imaging CO= Ladar
with Programmable Fores and Peripheral Vision
Autonomous Technologies Corporation
520 North Semoran Boulevard, Suite 180
Orlando, FL 32807
Randy W. Fray (305-282-1262)
JSC-- NAS9-17934
To address specific NASA mission applications of
spaceborne automation and robotics, this project
appllas specific Innovations to the emerging technolo-
gy area called coherent Infrared laser radar (ledar).
The Innovations proposed result in an Imaging ladar
approach tailored to operate safely In a large-area
dynamic environment while providing highly accurate
data required to accomplish complex tasks.
Phase I project objectives were: to evaluate the
hierarchical scan concept of programmable fores with
simultaneous peripheral vision, to fabricate a bread-
board ladar, and to create range and Doppler Images
of simulated spaceborne targets in the laboratory. The
5o
project demonstrated the programmable fovea and
peripheral vision scanning concept using a bread-
board, COs laser imaging ladar. The project also
generated Doppler and Intensity Images and per-
formed electronic tests of the range electronics.
Potential Commercial Applicat/on: Ladar vision for
Intelligent robotics offers significantly Increased
automation for broad-based Industrial applications.
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87-1-09.07-8600
Laser Orientation Transceiver System
Applied Research, Inc.
5025 Bradford Boulevard
Box 11220
Huntsville, AL 35814
John Morris (205-837.8600)
JSC -- NAS9-17930
An Innovative sensor concept termed the laser
optical transceiver system (LOTS) has been Investi-
gated for remotely determining a cooperative vehicle's
orientation In pitch, yaw, and roll. Such a system
would be useful to support automation of spacecraft
rendezvous, station-keeping, and docking. The Phase
I effort successfully demonstrated the technical feasibi-
lity of this concept with a two-dimensional, laboratory
breadboard demonstration.
Potent/a/Commercial Appllcat/on: Applications are in
the remote sensing of a cooperative targat's orienta-
tion with respect to the sensor's frame of reference.
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87-1-09.08-5050A
Damage Inapeotlon and Verification of Tethers
ANCO Engineers, Inc.
9937 Jefferson Boulevard
Culver City, CA 90232
George E. Howard (213-204-5050)
MSFC -- NAS8-37618
Most scenarios for utilization of tethers In space
have a common denominator-they are dependent on
the reuse of such tethers for reasons of economy.
Because of the lack of data on potential tether dam-
age, a substantial margin of safety Is applied in order
to reduce risks In reusing a tether. The consequent In-
crease In the weight of tether systems makes them
less attractive options for mission applications. An
optical system for automatic Inspection and damage
detection of tethers during deployment and retrieval
would permit tether safety margins and weight to be
reduced Immediately. In addition, the operational data
obtained as a consequence of In-flight monitoring
could allow next-generation tethers to be made more
Ilghtwalght.
Work conducted during Phase I successfully
demonstrated the feasibility of an opto-electronic, non-
contacting, damage Inspection and verification system
by which Inspection of s tether can be performed
quickly and automatically. Demonstration hardware
NASASBIR 1987 Phase I Projec_
was designed, fabricated, and tested to verify its
ability to detect damage similar to that caused by
mlcrometeorite impact. Among other items, these
experiments investigated the threshold for detection of
damage, geometric sensitivity, and the ability to
inspect at velocities above one meter/second.
Potential CommerclalAppllcation: The primary applica-
tion is expected to be in space missions performed
by NASA or commercial organizations. In addition,
non.space applications are possible--e.g., the use of
a modified system for Inspection of cable systems
(electrical and structural), tow lines, and similar
extended structures.
t**
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87-1-09.09-1000
Standard Get-Away Special Satellite
Defense Systems Inc.
7903 Westpark Drive
McLean, VA 22102
Richard Fleeter (703-883-1497)
GSFC -- NAS5-30276
To expand low-cost access to space for a variety
of scientific experiments, there Is a need for the
development of a low-cost, modular payload bus for
scientific payloads that can provide weight, volume,
electric power, optional stabilize*Ion, and extended life
(by means of a propulsion system to raise orbit alt-
Itude). The approach for this project is based on the
firm's pioneering role In the use of the Get-Away
Special (GAS) payload concept of the shuttle to
launch low-cost, free-flying payloads.
In Phase I, the design of the bus as well as an
optional propulsion unit capable of raising the satellite
100 nautical miles above the nominal shuttle orbit was
completed. In addition, the firm successfully demon-
strated the command and telemetry link In a bench
test that met NASA GSFC specifications and defined
steps leading to a qualified satellite ready for payload
integration as early as November 1989.
Potential Commercial Application: A flight-worthy, low-
cost, free-flyer spacecraft bus has numerous commer-
cial and scientific applications Including materials
technology, space-qualified component development,
and scientific research. The company plans to make
this modular spacecraft widely evallable.
t**
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87-1-10.01-2376
Improved Mirror Facet for Space Applications
Solar Kinetics, Inc.
10635 King William Drive
Dallas, IX 75220
David L. White (214-556-2376)
LeRC -- NAS3-25335
The advanced solar-dynamic, space power system
utilizes a precision optical concentrator to focus the
sun's energy for conversion to electricity. The first
generation concentrator consists of highly accurate
mirror facets. An Innovative, all-metal, advanced
honeycomb design for these facets was ;_roposed as
a means to meet or exceed the accuracy goal of one
milll-radian slope error. The mirror facet is a "sand-
wich" construction of thin, preformed sheet titanium or
stainless steel with a welded honeycomb core. The
convex surface Is coated with aluminum or sliver and
an appropriate protective matedal such as SolGel. The
facet will be Interchangeable with the graphite/epoxy.
/aluminum panel currently under development and
provides a conservative 'back up' approach. Dimen-
sional stability, thermal properties, and corrosion
resistance are some of the potential advantages of the
new design.
Results of Phase I successfully demonstrated
highly accurate, contoured facet samples. The accura-
cy goal of one mllll-radlan was exceeded with facets
weighing between 1.1 and 1.6 Kg/m=.
Potential Commercial Application: The accurate
surface of these lightweight metallic structures could
have appllcstlons In space power, space communica-
tions, and other aerospace Industries where precise
compound curves are requlrecl.
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87-1-10.01-2520
Ultre-Hlgh-Tempereture 20 kHz Induction
Generator for VSCF Operating Mode
Power Silicon and Monolithic Technologies Corp.
750 Braddock Avenue
East Pittsburgh, PA 15112
Stephen Kuznetsov (301.656-2520)
LeRC -- NAS3-25350
A high-temperature, brushleas, electrical generator
for 20 kHz space power systems uses an azimuthal-
cascaded, internally excited induction machine (IEIG)
operating at 44,000 rpm maximum shaft speed. The
upper operating temperature for the rotor Is 400 C.
The module provides a constant frequency output at
variable turbine input speeds. A distinct advantage of
the IEIG is the Inherent reliability of the rotor construc-
tion and direct stetor output. The IEIG rotor Is a solid
forging of Hlperco 27 magnetic steel with an Inconel
718 and copper containment shell; no permanent
magnets or saliency effects are used. The rotor Is
continuously magnetized by the dc component of
Induced current estabUshed by the 'exit-edge' effect.
In Phase I, a 15 kVA IEIG unit was fabricated. Assem-
bly and testing were Incomplete as of this writing.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications are In
high-specific-density electrical generators for mobile
use and adaptation to commercial aircraft generators.
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87-1-10.01-4000
Advanced Stlrllng Engine Heater Head
Stlrllng Technology Co.
2952 George Washington Way
Rlchland, WA 99352
Peter Riggle (509-375-4000)
LeRC -- NAS3-25334
The goal of this project is to build and demon-
strste a proprietary, pressure-stabilized, heater head
(PSHH) for a Stirllng engine which offers long life,
high reliability, Improved performance, and lower costs
relative to existing technologise. The U.S. Patent
Office has recently Issued a patent allowance for this
unique heater head concept. Evaluations of the PSHH
by the firm's engineers show that it has the potential
for eliminating virtually all the problems currently
experienced by existing heater-head dasigns.
Phase I work, now successfully completed, ex-
panded the analytical basle for the proposed design.
The reference engine selected for the evalustlon of the
PSHH is a 25-kW solar engine conceptually daslgned
under NASA contract. A key result of Phase I is the
preliminary design and layout of a PSHH configuration
upon which to base the test-bed daslgn. A full-scale,
thras-dlmanslonal model of the hast-pipe condenser
portion of the PSHH was fabricated as part of Phase
I to allow visualization of the hardware geometry.
Phase I also defined the approach and obJectlvas for
future testing.
Potential Comrnerc/al Appllcation: Commercial applica-
tions Include spece-reactor or solar-thermal power
generation, terrestrial solar power generation, heat
pumps, Stlrllng automotive engines, and portable or
remote power generators.
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87-I -I0.01-6000A
Indlum-Phosphlde Solar Cells on Slllcon
Substratee
Splre Corporation
Patriots Park
Bedford, MA 01730
Stanley M. Vernon (617-275-6000)
LeRC -- NAS3-25283
Growth of Indium-phosphide photovoltalc cells on
silicon substrates avoids the use of InP as a substrata
and could drastically reduce the cost and weight of
InP cells. The Inherent radiation resistance of InP may
result In a higher end-of-life efficiency than can be
achieved with silicon as the active metedal. Although
the eight percent difference In crystal lattice spacing
is expected to result In some loss of efficlancy due to
the formation of dislocations, a number of techniques
show some promise for reducing the dislocation
danslty, based on recent work with galllum-arsenlde.
Phase I demonstrated the feasibility of InP-on-SI
solar cells, showing that the hstero-epitaxlal growth
procedures developed for GaAs-on-SI can be used
there and that only minor changes from the previously
developed InP-on-lnP cell fabrication process are
needed. The work also gave a measure of the defect
densities which occur In the material and how strongly
they affect the cell performance. The highest cell
efflclenclss achieved with a silicon substrste were 7.2
percent AMO. One unexpected problem was revealed
In Phase I: diffusion from the silicon wafer into the
p-type buffer makes contact to the back of the cell
difficult.
Potential Commercial Application: The most like_j
application of this technology would be power sys-
tems for satellites and spacecraft operating In orbits
with the hlghast radiation levels.
at*
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87-1-I0.01-9030
Arcing on Space Structures In Low Earth Orbit
Physical Sciences, Inc.
Research Park
PO Box 3100
Andover, MA 01810
Guy Weyl (617-475-9030)
LeRC -- NAS3-25402
Arcing of partially Insulated space components
has been observed when these components are
biased negatively with respect to the space plasma.
Arcing Is detrimental to system performance and may
cause material deterioration and eventual failure of the
component. This project sought to Identify the key
design parameters that determine onset of arcing and
to Incorporate them into an arcing model. Exercise of
this model will establish limitations of system perform-
ance due to arcing. Particular physical effects consid-
ered were: field emission, sputtering, outgassing of
surfaces, electron Impact Ionization, and negative Ion
formation.
Phase I identified two distinct phases in the arcing
process: Ignition and discharge development. Two
different field emission sources were postulated as the
triggers: microscopic metallic protrusions ('whiskers')
at a triple junction line and thin oxide layers. The
Phase I study also Indicated that the ignition process
was strongly dependent on the ability of a biased
surface to attract charged particles from the ambient
plasma and that the ionization of de-absorbed gases
from the surfaces was important In allowing the dis-
charge to proceed.
Potential Commercial Application: This application of
this project Is In understanding the mechanlsms of
arcing on spacecraft solar cells In low earth orbit.
e,/t
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87-1-10.02-1140
High-Cycle-Life, Rechargeable Aluminum Batterlee
Covalent Associates, Inc.
52 Dragon Court
Woburn, MA 01801
Victor R. Koch (617-938-1140)
JPL-- NAS7-1023
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NASA has current and future needs for advanced
rechargeable batteries for spacecraft and planetary
rover missions. These applicetlons require betterles
that can safely deliver In excess of 1,050 deep dis-
charge cycles at a 10 mA/cm 2 rate while providing
specific energy densitlee on the order of 100 Wh/kg.
To date, rechargeable lithium batteries with Intercala-
tion cathode systems, such as lithium with titanium-
sulfide (LI_T1S_ and with molybdanum-suifide
(LI_MoS_, have not met NASA's discharge rate, cycle
life, and energy-density speclflcetlons.
An Inveetlgetlon was conducted of several highly
oxidizing, organlc and Inorganic cathodes operetlng
with a rechargeable aluminum anode In a room-
temperature, AICla-beeed molten salt. The aluminum
anode In this electrolyte Is known to deliver cycling
efficlenclee In excess of 99 percent at rates of up to
25 mNcm 2 without degrading the electrolyte. The
research carried out during Phase I Involved the
syntheels of new cathode materials, preparation of the
cathode matrix, and cycling the cells against AI under
a variety of conditions. Three promising cathode
candldetes were discovered, two of which appear to
reversibly Intercalate and de-Intercalate AI +3 for over
900 cycles.
Potential CommercialAppllcatlon: Safe, high rate, high
cycle life rechargeable aluminum batteries will find
uses In satellites, portable communications equipment
and a host of consumer products such as cellular
phones, camcorders, and lap-top computers which
currently use nickel-cadmium batteries.
11 SPACE PROPULSION
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87-1-11.01 -3350
Thrust Vector Control
Sparta, Inc
3440 Carson Street, Suite 300
Torrance, CA 90503
Irving B. Osofsky (213-542-6090)
MSFC -- NAS8-37640
This innovationconcerns obtaining thrust vector
control In a solid-propellant, booster rocket motor by
means of controlled Insertion and withdrawal of
probes into various locations of the supersonic flow
portion of the rocket nozzle. The objectives of Phase
I were to: determine analytically the degree of thrust
vector deflection that can be caused by probe Inser-
tion, determine the flow-field environment on the
probe, determine what existing materials are suitable
for use inside a solid propellant booster rocket nozzle,
make preliminary mechanical and structural designs of
probes, and define an analytical and test program for
future work.
Phase I determined that transpiration-cooled
vanes made of porous, tungsten-molybdenum and
probes with Internal reservoirs could survive the full
control duty cycle of the solid rocket booster with no
apparent change In dimensions. Wedge-shaped vanes
were found to be approximately twice as efficient as
cylindrical probes. Vanes are capable of producing
pure torque In a single nozzle. The production of
porous transpiration-cooled vanes and probes Is
sufficiently advanced to assure availability of test
specimens for proof of principle testing.
Potential Commerc/al Applloat/on: This Innovation
applies to thrust-vector control units for general use
on spacecraft and rocket-propelled vehicles, both
civilian and military.
t**
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87-1-11.03-6576
Modeling of Turbulent Spray Combustion In
Liquid Rocket Engine Components
CFD Research Corporation
3313 Bob Wallace Avenue #205
Huntsville, AL 35805
Ashok K. Slnghal (205-536-6576)
MSFC -- NAS8-37619
Recent advances in computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) provide a basic mechanism for detailed analy-
ses of the complex combustion processes In Uquld
rocket englnee. However, the application of CFD
technlquee to rocket engines requires adequate
models for the physical processes Involved: atomiza-
tion and spray formation under sub- and super-critical
conditions, droplet-droplet Interaction, turbulence,
mass transfer via evaporation and diffusion, and
combustion of dilute and dense sprays.
In Phase I, an interim version of the code (named
REFLEQS) was developed by the systematic modifica-
tion and validation of an existing CFD code. Modifica-
tions included the Implementation of advanced numer-
Ical methods and advanced turbulence models. The
validation study included six benchmark problems
selected to assess individually the code's capability In
numerical analysis and turbulent processes. Results of
the validation study Indicated that: central differencing
with artificial damping significantly reduced numerical
diffusion; the modified SIMPLEC solution algorithm
greatly enhanced the code's convergence rate and
robustness, e.g. Its capability of handling highly non-
uniform (high cell aspect ratio) grids; and the ex-
tended k- turbulence model and the multi-scale
turbulence model outperformed the standard k-
turbulence model. In addition, the code's capabilities
of simulating reactive flows and of using body-fitted
coordinates were demonstrated separately.
Potential Commercial Application: These computer
codes would be engineering analysis tools of Interest
to all organizations Involved in rocket propulsion,
aircraft engines, and other liquid fuel combustors.
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87-1-11.03-8887
AdvancedDiagnosticsfor RocketEngineSprayCharacterizations
Aeromstrlcs,Inc,
894RossDrive,Suite150
Sunnyvale,CA94089
WilliamD.Bechalo(415-965-8887)
MSFC-- NAS8-37617
UnderstandingtheInjection of propellants Into the
turbulent combustion processes of liquid rocket
engines requires detailed Information on the propellant
drop-size distributions, mass flux of oxidizer and fuel,
drop dynamics, and continuous-phase turbulence pa-
rameters. The recently developed phase Doppler
particle analyzer (PDPA) can, with further devel-
opment, provide these date for spray environments
produced by atomizers used In gas turbine combua-
tots and similar environments.
This project Investigated advanced signal process-
Ing methods which will lead to the reliable application
of the PDPA technique In the high number-density
environments associated with rocket fuel stomizers. A
method incorporating high-speed, analog-to-digital
converters and the fast-Fourier transform (FFT) was
evaluated through experiments and computer simula-
tions. The analytical simulations Indicated that the FFT
method could process signals with a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) as low as 0 dB with an accuracy to two
percent. A slow, breadboard FFT processor and
software were developed during the Phase I program
to evaluate the method while operating under dense
spray measurement conditions. Comparisons of the
measurements with high SNR to the results obtained
with degraded signals show that the FFT method
could produce reliable results at very low SNRs. A
thorough study of the parameters affecting the ac-
curacy of signal processing was conducted, and a
conceptual design of a high-speed FFT processor
allowing Doppler frequanclss to 200 MHz and data
rates to 150 kHz was developed.
Potential CommemtalApplicstion: The development of
an advanced diagnostic instrument for spray charac-
terization in harsh environments will benefit research
In gas turblnss and supersonic combustion, current-
ly of great Interest to NASA, the Department of
Defense, and their contractors.
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87-1-11.04-6576
A Computer Model for Liquid Jet Atomization
In Rocket Thrust Chambers
CFD Research Corporation
3313 Bob Wallace Avenue #205
Huntsville, AL 35805
Andrzej J. Przekwss (205-536-4]576)
MSFC -- NAS8-37620
Liquid propellant atomization plays a dominant
role In stable and efficient operation of rocket thrust
chambers. Despite the recent progress in compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) and spray combustion
modelling techniques, no satisfactory approach has
yet been developed for propellant atomization model-
ling. The major innovative element of this project is
the prediction of the droplet breakup rate and average
droplet diameter after primary atomization. The ap-
proach is to predict the wave formation on the jet
surfacs and its transport. These models will be coupl-
ed with the Jet embedding technique of predicting the
atomization process. These Improvements will be
Incorporated Into NASA's multi-dimensional, reactive
flow code, REFLAN, and tested on the thrust chamber
geometry of the space shuttle main engine.
Phase I established the feasibility of predicting pri-
mary atomization of liquid propellent coaxial Injectors.
The developed model used linear stability analysis of
surface-wave dynamics In conjunction with the Jet.
embedding technique for liquid jets. Predictions of
location, size and frequency of drop formation show-
ed good agreement with available data for both low-
velocity (Raylelgh regime) and high-velocity (atomiza-
tion regime) Jets.
Potential Commercial Application: The physical
models and the computer code would be of slg-
niflcsnt value to all organizations concerned with the
design and operation of liquid rocket engines as well
as other industrial equipment using liquid Injectors.
*it
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87-1-11.04-8581
Improvement to Viscous Flow Field Calculations
In Regenerstlvely Cooled Nozzles
Remtech, Inc.
3304 Westmill Drive
Huntsville, AL 35805
Swart C. Praharaj (205-536-8581)
MSFC -- NAS8-37637
Some of the engines being considered for space
operations use regenerative cooling of nozzles for
enhancing their performance. In this process, both
enthalpy and entropy of the coolant gas rise while
those for the nozzle gas fall. The objective of this
work was to resolve the enthalpy-entropy consistency
Issues utilizing the algorithm of the boundary-layer,
Integral-matrix procedure in order to calculate accu-
rstely the performance of such engines.
The work performed In the Phase I effort checked
and Improved the existing JANNAF procedure to
Include the effects of "enthalpy pumping' on the
performance calculation of a regeneratlvely cooled
rocket engine. It was found from a limited study that
when regenerative cooling was compared to an
•adiabatic wall' situation, the lnvlscld specific Impulse
value was increased, the boundary-layer thrust deficit
was increased only slightly, and the overall specific
impulse was enhanced to a value close to the adiaba-
tic wall value.
Potential Commercial Application: The procedure
could be applied by the rocket engine community to
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make performance calculations for rocket nozzles with
a fairly general arrangement of the cooling system.
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87-1-12.01-0264
Zero-Gravity Phase Separation Vla Ultrasonic
Coalescence
S. R. Taylor & Associates
516 S.W. Kaw
Bartlesvllle, OK 74003
Scott R. Taylor (918-337-0264)
JSC -- NAS9-17950
Space-borne environmental and life support
systems requlra Innovations In many areas. This
project addressed the need for a compact, reliable,
low-power technique to separate gas (e.g., air) from
a water transport loop In a zero or low gravity envi-
ronment, for example, during suit backpack charging.
The primary objective of the Phase I program was to
demonstrate the feasibility of using an ultrasonic
standing wave field to cause coalescence of gas bub-
bles prior to the use of Inertial separation in devices
such as "hydroclones" and centrifuges.
Phase I results met and, in fact, exceeded the
objectives In that the method not only caused rapid
and effective coalescence of the suspended bubbles
but also provided sufficient force to promote actual
separation as well. Therefore, it now appears that the
action of the coalescence field alone will be sufficient
to promote successful separation without the addition-
al cost and complexity of a subsequent Inertial
separator. The method promises to be energy efficient
as well
Potent a/ Commercial Appllca_/on: The method will
Improve the efficiency of space flight operations by
ensuring high-quality, liquid stream composition, which
is critical for several potential, zero-gravlty applica-
tions.
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87-1-12.01-1711
Water Quality Monitor
O.I. Corporation
PO Box 2980
College Station, TX 77841
Bernie B. Bernard (409-690-1711)
JSC -- NAS9-17945
A water quality monitor capable of measuring the
conductivity, pH, organic content, and ammonia levels
of reclaimed water In a regenerative life support
system is required. The primary goal of this project
was the definition of a system for accurately and
precisely measuring total organic carbon (TOC) In the
concentration range of 10 ppb to 1 ppm while mini-
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mlzlng the need for crew Interaction and limiting the
use of utilities such as gases, reagents, and power.
Phase I consisted of a literature study and experi-
ments to evaluate the analytical and mechanical
aspects of a spece-bome laboratory TOC analyzer.
The experiments Investigated a wet oxidation process
for completely reacting organic compounds to and
detection of CO=. The recommended method rellas on
temperature-promoted persuffate oxidation of organic
compounds and a non-dlsparalve Infrared detector
(NDIR). Two Innovations were applied to this ap-
proach: first, microwave energy was used to provide
an Instantaneous, as-needed heat source to promote
oxidation and, second, a flow-through-trapping,
reverse-fiow-desorb scheme was applied in the NDIR.
Other results were performance evaluations of proto-
type instrument hardware and a concept for a tiny
optical bench IR detector that could replace the NDIR
and give multiple results such as total hydrocarbon,
total oxidizable nitrogen, and CO= concentrations for
air and water.
Potential Commercial Application: An analyzer apply-
Ing this technology could be applied In process
monitoring In Industries Involved In manufacture of
semiconductors, pharmaceuticals, and chemicals and
in power generation and environmental control.
t_tt
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87-1 -12.01-2878
Space Suit Thermal Control Using Non-Toxic
Microencapsulated Two-Phase PCM Fluid
Triangle Research and Development Corp.
PO Box 12696
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
David P. Coivin (919-467-2878)
JSC -- NAS9-17952
An investigation was conducted of a novel latent
cooling fluid containing microencapsuleted phase
change materials (PCMs) for apacasult liquid cooling
garments, The PCM slurry could provide enhanced
thermal properties and crew comfort as well as
thermal control simplicity. Emphasis was placed upon
development of a PCM slurry coolant system with a
passive control strategy.
The Phase I results indicated the technical feeslbill-
ty for the approach and suggested specific criteria for
its implementation. Both slngle-PCM slurdas and
multlple-PCM mixtures exhibited novel and enhanced
thermal properties exceeding those for water. Fluid
thermal capacitance exceeded by 50 times that of
water while the heat transfer coefficient was enhanced
by over 100 percent. Latent heat transport within the
microencapsulated PCM slurry was also seen to
provide practically Isothermal thermal management
across the circulating fluid system. A non-toxic and
non-flammable coolant with mlcroencapaulated PCMs
should provide enhanced heat transport in a liquid-
cooled garment and improve astronaut comfort.
Current designs of liquid-cooled garments use water
with a sophisticated active control system. A PCM
coolant requires a simpler passive control strategy,
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Potential Commercial Application: Liquid-cooled gar-
ments can be used by fire fighters, deep sea divers,
Arctic workers, patients, and industrial and military
personnel.
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87-1-12.01-4995
Extravehicular Mobility Unit Helmet-Mounted
Display
APA Optics, Inc.
2950 N.E. 84th Lane
Blaine, MN 55432
David E. Stoltzman (612-784-4995)
JSC -- NAS9-17929
Helmat-mounted-dlsplsy (HMD) systems present
many potential benefits In the use of space suits for
extravehicular oparations. Phase I Investigated the
preliminary optical and mechanical design of a new
concept for Incorporating an HMD system with the
extravehicular mobility unit (EMU), taking Into consid-
eration day and night operations. The Phase I study
was conceived Initially as a conventional optics study.
At NASA's request, however, a preliminary evaluation
of a holographic optics approach was conducted.
Phase I has shown that the requirements for an
HMD for the EMU can be satisfied by either a conven-
tional or a holographic-based optical system using
available cathode-ray-tube technology. The conven-
tional optical system can be fabricated with high
confidence and will meat or exceed requirements. The
conventional optics design was completed and a
mock-up constructed to demonstrate the concept. The
alternate optics cleslgn concept using holographic
elements has the potential for a smaller envelope and
could provide an Improved operational system. Thus,
this approach has been chosen as the prims concept.
Potent/a  Commercial Application: The helmet-mount-
ed-display unit can be used to provide Information In
maintenance and repair operations In remote locations
or restrictive spaces and In situations Involving use of
protective clothing. Specific examples are aircraft
maintenance, all forms of nuclear operations, surgery,
servicing during inclement weather, construction, and
commercial space operations.
_et
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87-1-12.01-8553
Oxygen Extraction from Mars for Advanced Life
Support and Power
Aquanaut/ca Corp.
980 Atlantic Avenue #101
Alameda, CA 94501
Bruce D. Zenner (415-652-8553)
JSC -- NAS9-17931
For all advanced missions, In addition to oxygen
supplies carried from earth, NASA has a requirement
for a system that either collects in-situ planetary
oxygen or generates it from plant growth chambers.
Conventional oxygen separation techniques are not
capable of efficient extraction from a low concentra.
tlon atmosphere such as Mars. A system based on
circulating-carrier oxygen-separation (CCOS) technol-
ogy to extract oxygen in such situations was explored.
This technology Is a spin-off from a five-yasr Depart-
ment of Defense program to develop an artificial gill.
During Phase I, feasibility was explored by parforrning
a preliminary design of a base-case system to extract
oxygen from the Martian atmosphere. Eat/mated
specific power, mass, and volume compare favorably
with other technologies. Feasibility was demonstrated
by an experiment that used e small-scale CCOS
system to extract oxygen from simulated Martian
atmosphere.
This technology may apply to advanced mteslons
that require capturing the free oxygen In-situ from the
Martian atmosphere, recovedng oxygen from the
Martian or lunar soil, or concentrating oxygen from
plant growth chambers In planetary bases. The
technology may also be useful for recovering oxygen
leeklng from a cabin module.
Potential Commercial Application: The company has
several commercial, joint-venture partners that are
supportlng the technology, including L'AIr Llqulde, the
world's largest Industrial gas manufacturer.
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87-1-12.01-9450
A Variable Transmittance Electrochromlc Space
Suit Visor
EIC Laboratories, Inc.
111 Downey Street
Norwood, MA 02062
Stuart F. Cogan (617-769-9450)
JSC -- NAS9-17939
An astronaut In a space suit wUl experience sharp
changes In direct and indirect solar flux which can
result in visual impairment. Present helmet assemblies
are equipped with a fixed transmittance sun-visor and
opaque fiberglass eye shades that are manipulated
manually by the astronaut. The proposed Innovation
Is a variable transmittance sun-visor based on electro-
chromic optical switching. The sun-visor would have
a laminated, thin-film structure that could be Integrated
Into the protective visor of a spacasuit helmet assem-
bly. The visor would have an optical transmittance
variable between 10 and 70 percent controlled by the
astronaut or an automatic sensor. Selective modula.
tion of prescribed locations on the helmet Is possible,
allowing built-In peripheral eye shedlng.
The Phase I program demonstrated electro-chromic
switching In polycarbonate laminates and near-neutral
density optical modulation. Electro-chromic devices on
glass substrates have been tested for 20,000 full
switching cycles without degradation, with typical
switching ranges between 15 and 65 percent transmit-
tance (400-700 nm). Thus far the program has empha-
sized an electro-chromic system based on thin films
of amorphous tungsten trioxide and amorphous
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Iridiumoxidewhichcolorandbleachsynchronously
Ina laminatedstructure,
Potent/a/Commercial Applloat/on: Aerospace applica-
tions include sun-visors, space vehicle windows,
optical scientific equipment, and thermal management-
/glare control coatings in aircraft transparencies.
Terrestrial commercial opportunities Include eye-wear,
automobile sunroofs, variable reflectance mirrors,
optical equipment, and some building window applica-
tions.
It_t
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87-1-12.02-5202B
Removal of Contaminants from Experiment Waste
Water Using Immobilized Enzymes
Umpqua Research Company
PO Box 791
Myrtle Creek, OR 97457
Gerald V. Colombo (503-863-5201)
MSFC -- NAS8-37642
Reverse osmosis and conventional adsorption
methods do not remove some types of organic con-
tamlnants from waste streams. Examples of such con-
taminants are ethanol, methanol, and urea. Specific
enzymes exist that catalyze reactions to convert these
contaminants to compounds that are efficiently
removed. These enzymes, when Immobilized, can be
used In a packed-bed configuration which can be
Integrated with water reclamation units of current
environmental closed life support systems (ECLSS).
Immobilized enzymes were demonstrated during
the Phase I effort as highly efficient blocatalysts to
convert urea and alcohols to compounds that are effi-
ciently removed by exlatlng technologies. Immobilized
urease beds were successfully tested for a con-
tinuous period of 80 days. When Included In an
adsorption system and challenged with waste shower
water, all measurable urea and Its decomposition
products were removed.
Alcohol oxldase was shown to catalyze the oxida-
tion of ethanol and methanol to the corresponding
aldehydes and was Identified as a catalyst for oxida-
tion of twelve potential waste stream contaminants.
One of the reaction products, hydrogen peroxide, was
found to Inhibit enzyme function. Methods to decom-
pose the H=O= to water and oxygen were Identified
but not developed under Phase I.
Potent/a/ Commerc/a/ Applicat/on: The Immobilized
urease developed In this project has applications In
kidney dialysis and In treatment of wastewater contain-
Ing urea, e.g., municipal wastewater and effluents from
slaughterhouses and urea manufacturing plants. A
stable alcohol oxldase preparation would be useful for
elimination of alcohols and formaldehyde from dilute
aqueous solution.
Wttlt
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87-I-12.03-1113
Red Blood Cell Measurements Using Resonance
lonlzstlon Spectroscopy
Atom Sciences, Inc.
355 Paint Branch Drive
College Park, MD 20742
Larry J. Moore (301-454-7751)
JSC -- NAS9-17932
Astronauts and animals flown in micro-gravity
have experienced a loss of red blood cell mass, but
mechanisms causing this phenomenon are not under-
stood. Preparations for In-flight hematology studies
Include a desire to eliminate redloactlve tracers and
substitute safe, stable isotopes, while utilizing microll-
ter volume blood samples for making red cell mea-
surements. Phase I studies have demonstrated the
basic feasibility of using stable Isotopes of chromium
and Iron as tracers to measure red cell mass, survival,
and production In ten microllter blood samples from
rats. Picogram end femtogram sensItivities were dem-
onstrated for the minor Isotopes of Iron and chromi-
um, respectively, using laser resonance Ionization
spectroscopy.
Potential Commerc/a/ Appltcat/on: Possible applica-
tions are in diagnostic tests for hematologic disorders,
pedlatflc and neonataloglcal monitoring, and general
stable Isotope monitoring of physiological functions.
It/t/_
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87-1-12.03-1304
Medical Microbiology Test Station for
Mlcrogravlty
Austin Biological Laboratories, Inc.
6620-A Manor Road
Austin, "IX 78723
Dennis Ray Schneider (512-928-1304)
JSC -- NAS9-17933
The purpose of this project was to develop a
prototype comprehensive microbiological system
suitable for use In mlcrogravlty. A unique, thin.film
system was Investigated which provides for the
Isolation and Identification of bacterial, viral, and
fungal pathogens and, where appropriate, allows for
defermlnatlon of antibiotic susceptibility. The film is
stored In a desiccated state stable at room tempera-
tufa for extended periods and Is rehydrated immedi-
ately prior to use. Only small amounts of ,quids are
required, thus reducing the likelihood of Infectious
aerosol formation when In use. Film size Is 1 mm x
7.5 cmx 2.5 cm.
During Phase I testing of this system, 100 percent
sensitivity and specificity was obtained In the Identifi-
cation of various species of bacteria. The dry-film
format also proved to be effective In defermlnlng
bacterial suscaptlbllity to antibiotics. Other research
showed how this Innovation could be applied In the
detection of vlrusas. The prototype system developed
In this project Is readily usable In an automated reader
or In visual analysis.
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Potential Commercial Application: A need exists for a
reduced-space, modular, microbiology work station in
both the physician's office end third world hospital
facilities.
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87-1-12.04-1987
Kinematic Data Gathering System for Determining
Human Motion In Zero Gravity
Phoenix Engineering & Computing, Inc.
3102 Wafford Way
Madison, WI 53713
Rimantes Buineviclus (608-274-1987)
JSC-- NAS9-17947
A need currently exists to develop a kinematic
data gathering system small enough to allow free
movement of subjects in both ground-based, zero-G
simulation studies and space-based shuttle missions.
The system studied in this project measures kinematic
motion through the use of orthogonally mounted,
linear scceleromaters.
Initial results of the Phase I study of a five- seg-
ment model show that the use of five, three-dimen-
sional accaleromater units giles Inaccurate results. At
least eight such units are needed for mounting points
on the shoulder joints, the wrists, the hip joints, and
the ankles. A nine-segment model requires at least
eleven accaleromsters. Here mounting would occur at
the wrists, elbows, shoulder joints, waist, knees, and
ankles. Since each joint would be equipped with units
containing three orthogonaily mounted accalero-
meters, motion of each limb segment would be
measured by six accaieromsters. Phase I studies
confirmed the technical feasibility of fabricating small,
unobtrusive measurement units which overcome the
inhibiting effects of current kinematic measurement
systems. Size constraints are within bounds, required
acceleromster response Is achievable, and software
will allow real-time mapping of positional data.
Potential Commercial Application: The system de-
scribed would have commercial applications In
judging athletes' performance by graphical repres-
entation, in rehabilitation medicine, In the science of
kinesiology for monitoring prosthetic motion in real-
time, and In the science of epidemlology for monitor-
Ing habitual physical activity.
t11r/t
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87-1-12.05-0298B
High-Resolution Electronic Photography
CCE - Robotics
PC Box 9315
Berkeley, CA 94709
M. J. Malschowskl (415-848-0298)
JSC -- NAS9-17935
A reusable, photosensitive panel was proposed to
capture images which can be used to produce high-
resolution electronic photographs. The technology
Involved parallels that Of xerography In copiers. Once
the Image Is stored on the dielectric panel, It can be
"read" by stimulating a plxel region with laser light.
AbsorpUon or excitation by the light is a function of
the image Intensity of the plxel. This value will be
measured by the monitoring photo lumlnescanca
charge. The photo currant produced Is converted to
a digital value. The digital image can be stored,
manipulated, and displayed using currently available
computer Imaging technology.
In Phase I, designs were prepared for two imag-
Ing plate configurations which have the potential of
meeting the crlteda required for high-resolution,
panchromatic electronic photography. One would be
assembled from commercially available components;
the second requires the custom fabrication of thin
films produced by chemical vapor deposition. Image
resolution Is proportional to size of the Image plate.
Potential Commercial Application: The electronic still
camera has numerous applications for space, scientif-
ic, industrial, commercial, and amateur photography.
It is ideal for long-term missions where resupply Is
difficult, e.g., lunar and Martian trips and missions
where mlcrogravlty makes wet processing difficult.
_t_tt
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87-1-12.05-5201
Space I..nundry Cleansing Agent and Filter
Development
Umpqua Research Company
PC Box 791
Myrtle Creek, OR 97457
Gerald V. Colombo (503-863-5201)
JSC -- NAS9-17953
NASA's Space Station laundry fsclllty requires a
suitable cleansing agent and a filter for treatlng
laundry water before It Is fed to a water reclamation
system. The laundry clsenslng agent must be compat-
Ible with the cleansing agents developed for the
shower when the two waste streams are combtned In
the water reclamation system. The filter must eliminate
the fouling observed in waste treatment systems
involving shower and laundry water containing hair,
lint, and epithelia. A disposable filter has been develo-
ped for the shower which efficiently removes all
particles larger than 100 mesh and has been shown
to dramatically Increase the life of subsequent finer
filters. A similar filter Is needed for the treatment of
laundry water immediately as it Is generated to pre-
vent fouling of pumps and separators and to provide
compatibility with the reclamation subsystems.
During Phase I, a laundry filter concept was
evaluated. In this concept, a roll of filter media un-
winds from a spool, advances across a filter support,
and Is then rewound onto a second spool. Candidate
filter materials were tested with real laundry water, and
designs were projected for the Space Station applica-
tion. In addition, five cleansing formulations were
developed that meet requirements of the Space
Station and were recommended for further evaluation.
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PotentialCommemlalAppllcat/on:The cleansing agent
may prove to be superior to present available formula-
tlons. The automatic coarse filter should have a wide
range of industrial applications.
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87-1-12.06-1262
Modular Environmental Control Life Support
System for s Mid-Deck Animal Habltst
Down to Earth
2039 Shattuck Avenue, Suite 402
Berkeley, CA 94704
Richard C. Mains (415-548-1262)
ARC -- NAS2-12820
Existing holding facilities for animal specimens
used In spaceflight life science studies are Inadequate
for supporting long--duration experiments for the
Space Station and bloplefforms. New technologies are
required to provide biological, gaseous, and radioiso-
tope Isolation, specimen Interchangabillty, and inde-
pendent life support for earth-to-orbit transport and on
blosatellites. These new technologies will require
extensive ground and space-based testing with speci-
mens. The goal of this project was to assess the
feasibility of developing a modular environmental
control and life support system (ECLSS) for an animal
specimen habitat compatible with Installation In two
shuttle mid-deck lockers. The system, the controlled
environment animal habitat (CEAH), Is designed to
require only power from the shuttle and to operate In
a closed mode for 14 days.
The work of Phase I indicates that the basic
concept is feasible and accomplished the following:
identified essential life-support parameters for mice,
rats, and squirrel monkeys; specified which parame-
ters are to be monitored and controlled; designed and
fabricated the CEAH; developed software for system
control; conducted short-term CEAH hardware teats
and a seven-day system test with two rats; produced
conceptual designs of CEAH contained within two
mid-deck lockers; and assessed the capabilities of
CEAH to accommodate mice and squirrel monkeys.
Potential Commerc/al Appl/oatlon: Applications will be
In support of ground and In-flight bloenglnesdng
testing for the Space Station or bloplafforms devel-
oped by US and International commercial, space
services companies.
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87-1-12.06-3053
Accelerating Seed Germination and Plant Growth
through Manipulation of Atmospheric Pressure
Growth Systems, Inc.
PO Box 2214
Glenview, IL 60026
R. Louis Ware (312-446-3053)
KSC -- NAS10-11467
Research conducted a few years ago Indicated
that subjecting seeds and plants to frequent changes
In atmospheric pressure may shorten germination
time, Improve the rate of growth of young plants, and
cause more massive and rapid root growth. The
pressure changes were within the range of atmospher-
Ic barometric variations; hence, an environmental
chamber of relatively simple construction with air
expelled and Ingested by a vacuum turbine could
create the required pressure differentials that may
produce accelerated germination and growth. Coupled
with control of other environmental parameters, this
concept, if successful, could benefit applications such
as the NASA Controlled Ecological Life Support
System (CELSS).
In Phase I, test results showed some positive
responses of accelerated and more uniform seed
germination with pressure cycUng.Although the effects
were species-dependent, pressure cycling also
produced positive effects on plant growth. The Phase
I results were less than satisfactory because the
experimental apparatus could not maintain desirable
humidity levels of 90 percent rather than the 40 to 70
percent range experienced. This project has explored
a phenomenon that effects plant growth in a variety of
ways. Further research should be done In a laboratory
with sufficient resources and enough time to under-
stand better the growth responses and apply the
findings to intensive cultivation.
Potent/a/Cornmerc/alAppl/catlon: Prospective applica-
tions include commercial greenhouses requiring more
Intensive cultivation and faster yields, In particular, for
high value crops and seedling production, commercial
pre-conditioning (pressure) of seeds for faster gerrnl-
nation, and seed company use for germination tests.
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87-1-12.07-7670
Cell Culture In Mlcrogrsvlty: An Instrument to
Monitor Growth and Cell Markers
Optra, Inc.
66 Cherry Hill Drive
Beverly, MA 01915
Bruce Crary (617-535-7670)
KSC -- NAS10-11457
Existing methods in cell culture for monitoring
population growth and for localizing and quantifying
cellular bid-molecules require harvesting of cells and
extensive handling which usually results in cell death.
These limitations must be overcome for mlcrogravity
environments if applications of cell culture are to be
realized In the manned space station. An automated
Instrument proposed for monitoring cell cultures
Includes the capability to quantify such cellular probes
as antibodies that have been labeled with heavy-
metal colloids. The principles of laser-light scattering
are the conceptual basis for this Instrument.
A breadboard Instrument for static light scattering
was built and tested during the Phase I contract. It
was well-suited to studies of the angular spectrum of
light scattered by dead cells in a culture and morpho-
logical indices of common cell types, but the instru-
ment was not able to quantify the presence of cellu-
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lar probes because the cells could not be labeled with
enough colloidal gold for such measurements. The
firm developed new technologies which improved the
sensitivity of light scattering measurements. This led
to the creation of a second breadboard Instrument
with far greater potential than the original design. This
dynamic light scattering Instrument measures phase
rather than the intensity of the Interference patterns
scattered from cells, particles, and macro-molecules
In a suspension.
Potential Commercial Application: The expected
applications are In scientific and industrial research
conducted both in space and on earth.
W**
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87-1-12.07-8606
A Space-Rated Nutrient Delivery Root/Support
System
PhytoResource Research, Inc.
707 Texas Avenue, Suite 101-E
College Station, TX 77840
H. W. Scheld (409-693-8606)
KSC -- NAS10-11461
There Is a growing understanding that the Inter-
action of the plant root with Its environment Is critical
to plant productivity. In a mlcrogravity environment,
available evidence indicates that the activity in the root
zone may become the major limIting factor. Under-
standing of the exchange of metabolic gases and
nutrient uptake by roots Is, thus, a crItical Issue In the
development of plant support systems employed In
space for life support or for basic research. To
address this Issue, this project was aimed specifically
at providing data and technology for support of plant
root systems in advanced space life support systems.
Several configurations of a root metabolic cham-
ber were designed for studies of the effects of aera-
tion and gas exchange upon plant functions. The
read-out of plant function In this apparatus Is a
system for measurement of carbon-11 uptake and
phloem transport generally known as the short-lived
Isotope kinetics system, which allows real time ob-
servations of effects of changing shoot or root envi-
ronments upon the allocation of carbon In growing
plants. A prototype of a shuttle locker-sized, plant
growth flight experiment facility was developed con-
slstlng of computer-controlled valves and pumps to
allow the regulation of aeration and watering in six or
more small plant growth chambers wIthin the plant
growth facility.
Potent/a/ Commercial Application: The applications
are in the development of more effective hydroponic
systems for Intensive greenhouse culture and for use
In highly controlled, compact, plant-growth systems
for space applications. This information Is of signifi-
cant value for terrestrial agriculture In environments
that are waterlogged or otherwise subject to poor
aeration.
*t*
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CHECK-OUT FOR GROUND AND
SPACE OPERATIONS
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87-1-13.01-0161
Fiber Sensors for High Temperatures and
Pressures
LaserGanlos Corporation
PO Box 611330
San Jose, CA 95161
Richard G. Schlecht (408-433-0161)
JSC -. NAS9-17943
Ground operations and flight Instrumentation for
rocket engines as well as many other NASA applica-
tions require sophisticated sensing devices for mea-
suring temperature and pressure on a continuous
basis In an extremely harsh environment. Present-day
sensors do not operate reliably In this environment.
Fiber-optic sensors offer a possible solution, but
present fibers of glass or sllloa are not able to with-
stand the temperatures and pressures encountered In
rocket engines. A novel approach using single crystal
fibers of sapphire and yttrium-aluminum-garnet (YAG)
has been Investigated In Phase I. The results of the
Phase I effort demonstrate that Nd:YAG has significant
potential for sensing high temperatures and pressures
in a single fiber.
Potential Commercial Appllcet/on: This sensor system
could find wide application in process control In the
steel, chemical, and semiconductor Indue*ties, In fossil
fuel and nuclear power generation plants, and In
plasma, fusion, MHD, combustion, and chemical
research.
**t
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87-1-13.01-4770
Surface Organic Contamination Sensor
Spectral Sciences, Inc.
99 South Bedford Street, #7
Burlington, MA 01803
Steven M. Adler-Golden (617-273-4770)
KSC -- NAS10-11459
A non-contact Instrument that can determine the
quantity of organic contamination on metal surfaces
Is required for use In liquid oxygen systems. The
Instrument must monItor surfaces as small as 0.04
square Inch, fit into 1/4-Inch pipe, extend at least 5
feet, and be sensitive to 1 mg per square foot of
organic contamination. The purpose of this project
was to provide proof-of-principle for a surface organic
contamination sensor (SOCS) employing a sensing
scheme that uses excited gases generated in s
electric arc at atmospheric pressure. These gases
should react with the contaminants yielding products
which emit uitrevlolat and visible radiation providing,
thereby, a measure of surface contarnlnatlon. Both
clean and contaminated test surfaces were tested.
Excited nitrogen discriminated clean and contami-
nated surfaces. The presence of contamination was
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Indicatedby an IncreaseInthe radiationcharacteristic
ofthe CN radical.For the Phase Itestsat-up,the llmlt
of detectlonfor mechanlcal vacuum pump oliwas
about 2 mg per square foot.
PotentialCommercial Application:The SOC_ sensor
could be used fordetectingorganlcorothermaterials
on surfacesinindustrlals wellas aerospaceappllca-
tlonswhich utlllzeliquldoxygen or otherpotentially
exploslveoxldlzars.
_tt
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87-I-13.01-6239
Co_Inuoue Detectlonof Toxlc Vapors Uslng a
FleldDomain Ion MobllltySpectrometer
Femtometrlcs
1721 WhlttlarAvenue, SuiteA
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
Raymond L.Chuan (714-722-6239)
KSC --NASI0-114,56
lon mobllltyspectrometry(IM$),under develop-
ment forabout 18 years,Identlflasmoleculesby tlme-
of.fllghtmeasurements. The technlque Isextremely
sensitive,belng capable of datectlngcompounds In
the low parts-per-bllllonand hlgh parts-per-trllllon
concentratlonrange and dolng so at etmospherlc
pressure.A new method was proposed whereby,
Insteadofmeasuring tlme-of-filght,a retardlngelectric
fieldIsused tostop an ionfrom reachingthecollector
Ina atreamlnggas mixtureused to characterlzethe
Ion.The purpose of Phase Iwas to demonstratethat
a field-domain,lon-mobllityspectrometer(FDIMS) can
be developed whlch wlllbe smaller,almpler,faster,
and less power-consuming than the conventlonal
tlme-domaln lon mobllityspectrometer.
The FDIMS concept has been verifiedthroughan
experlmentaletuclyunder a Phase I contract.The
results,based on experimentswithseveraltestgases,
demonstratethatItIsfeaslbleto develop a compact,
low-voltage,hlghlyselectlveand esnsltlvelonmobility
spectrometercapableofthe detectionoftoxlcvapors
Inthe parts-per-bllllonc centratlonrange.By uslng
a varyingelectricfieldtocontrolthe driftvelocitlesof
ions,ratherthan using driftimes ina constantfield
(l.e.,operatlnginthe fielddomain ratherthan tlme
domain), Ithas been Posslbleto reduce both the
length and voltage requlred to achieve mobility
resolutlon.
PotentialCommercial Application:A compact, porta-
ble,easy-to-operate,and low-coattoxlcgas monitor
withadequate sensitivityand speciflcltywould be very
valuableatlaunchsitesand Inthe envlronmentaland
Industrialsectors.
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87-1-13.02-2423A
Wireless Headset
Apelron
P.O. Box 1006, Midstatlon 220
McKJnnsy, TX 75069
KurtK. Chrlstensen (214-952-4616)
KSC --NASI0-11462
Thls projectInvolvesthe development of a wire-
lessheadsetsystem.The system Isan appllcatlonof
dlgital,audlo-encodlng,packet switching,localarea
networking,and time-addressmultlplexlngtechnlquss
toform a networkofpersonalheadsets.Thls Innova-
tionwould allowmany headsets on the same carrlar
frequency to operate from a singlebase-unitor
repeaterwith softwarecontrollablecross-talk,audlo
mlxlng,and channel selectlon.Informatlonon the
networkmay be encrypted.
Durlng Phase I,an architecturefor a wlralees
headsetnetworkwas Inveatlgated,This demonstrated
the feaslbilltyof supporting a number of wireless
headsetslinkedtoa network,Phase Iresultshowed
voice coding at both 15,625 bitsper second and
31,250 bits per second, packetlzlng of this data, and
communlcetlon of this data across a two million bit
per second data link. Other digital data can be
transmitted simultaneously with full duplex voice. As
a result of Phase I, concept fesslblllty has been
proven and supporting up to fifty fully digital headsets
from a single base-station was shown to be Poeslble.
Potential Commercial Application: AppUcatlon of this
Innovation can be found In command, control, and
communications, fire-fighters and rescue workers,
security systems, sports helmets, and law enforce-
ment.
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87-I-13.02-3226
Microwave Fiber Optic Link for Setelllte
Communlcetlons end Antenna Remotlng
E-Tek Dynamics, Inc.
1885 Lunch] Ave.
San Jose, CA 95131
J. J. Pan (408-532-6300)
KSC -- NAS10-11460
Microwave fiber optic links provide performance
and cost advantages for antenna remotlng, microwave
communications, and satellite earth terminals. Phase
I activities Included a system level parameter investi-
gation of a microwave fiberoptic link, analysis of the
use of a coherent detection system to improve
performance, a vendor survey, and the design,
• fabrication and teat of a 12 GHz flberoptic link. Both
direct and external modulation were demonstrated.
The conclusions of this effort are that microwave
fiberoptlc links for antenna remotlng are viable and
have many advantages.
Potential Commercial Application: Applications are
expected In SATCOM systems, for interconnecting
microwave towers and control rooms, for radar and
communication terminals on shipboard and aircraft,
and In replacing expensive waveguldss.
/_/t/t
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87-1-13.04-2060
Human Envelope Manipulator
SEES, Inc.
11020 Solway School Road
Knoxville, TN 37931
R. L. Andrews (615-483-2060)
KSC -- NAS10-11463
The tasks for robots In support of ground-based
shuttle operations may involve such functions as
opening and closing doors, turning wheels, pulling
levers, pushing buttons, turning rotary switches,
moving toggle switches, and handling equipment
modules. Robots may be used on some of the
existing hazardous and repatltlve shuttle and payload
processing activities such as loading and unloading
hypergollc propellants, handling cryogenic fluids, and
connection and disconnecting electrical power, fibre
optic communication, and data transmission systems.
Since all of these functions are currently being ac-
complished using humans, a robot device with similar
reach abilities would allow It to perform these tasks
with minimum hardware change. The focus of project
Is a human envelope manipulator (HEMan), a proto-
type, two-armed, end effector that can perform sup-
port of shuttle ground processing operations and that
mimics human reach and movement. It will be at-
tschecl to a heavy lift robot. Force, tactile, proximity,
range, and vision information is provided In a sensor
package to assist in actual applications.
In Phase I, sensors were Identified. The vision
sensor is the major sensor that can provide large
amounts of data. A conceptual design was evolved
during Phase I.
Potential Commercial Application: The resulting end
effector will have superior manipulative and sensory
ability for performing tasks in common applications for
robots.
_tlt
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87-1-13.06-1512
Laser Doppler Velocimater for Flow Rate
Measurement In Thermal Control Fluid Systems
Ophir Corporation
3190 S. Wadsworth Blvd., Suite 100
Lakswood, CO 80277
Gregory J. Fatzer (303-976-1512)
MSFC -- NAS8-37631
A non-Intrusive flow measurement system Is
requlrecl for small-dlarnetar, low-flow-rate, and low-
pressure-differential fluid systems for thermal control
functions. This innovation utilizes a continuous-wave,
diode-based laser Doppler veiocimater (LDV) which
captures scattered radiation from minute (<10.0/Jm)
Inert particles suspended in the flow medium. The
particulates may occur naturally as Impurities In the
coolant or may be mixed In the coolant at the time of
a system fill. Theoretical calculations Indicate that the
ayatem willprovideflow measurement capabilitiesat
flow ratesas low as 10.0 Ib,s/hrfor Frscn-12 and
clelonlzed water cooling systems In pipe diameters of
1/8 to 1/2 Inch with sccuraclas of 0.5 percent or
better.
The prototype device tested In Phase I was an
optical haterodyne system which measures a Doppler.
Induced frequency shift. Results of these tests Indicate
that the LDV concept is both fsealble and practloal for
flow measurement In small diameter tubing. It Is
particularly well-suited to Iow-prassure-dllferentlal
systems designed for laminar flow and applies as well
for turbulent flows. The use of a diode laser allows
for an Inexpensive, compact, rugged device which
exceeds the performance objectives of this project.
Potential Commerc/al Appl/cation: An accurate flow
measurement system for small-volume, iow-dlffer-
entlal-preasure systems has applications In process
control, fuel-flow control, bioengineering, and other
areas.
'/tt_
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87-1-13.07-0463
Double-Pulsed, Phase-Sampled, Laser-Speckle
Interferomatrlc Matrology for Non-Deatructlve
Teatlng
McMahan Electro-Optics, Inc.
2160 Park Avenue N.
Winter Park, FL 32789
Robert K. McMahan (305-645.0463)
I.aRC -- NAS1-18643
A novel non-destructive testing and evaluation
system based on double-pulsed, phase-sampled,
laser-speckle matroiogy Is the focus of this project.
The potential of this technology Is, In an Industrial
context, the determination of static and temporal
deformation of both matedals and aasembUes without
contact and with a resolution of spatial displacement
of 0.25 m and resonance mode frequencies
approaching 50,000 Hz. The method will be capable
of resolving both the absolute and gradient in-plane
and out-of-plane surface displacements and the
dynamic and resonant behavior of objects under test.
In Phase I, theoretical models and englnsedng
designs were prepared for the development of the
proposed double-pulsed, phase-sampled, laser-
speckle Interferometry method for non-destructive
testing and evaluation.
Potential Commercial Application: Areas of com-
mercial application Include the charsctedzatlon o_.
composite dalamlnation, vibration analysis, thin weld
Inspection, stress, strain, and finlte-alement analysis,
hydraulic strain, and others.
_ttt_
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87-1-13.07.6498
Thermoelectric Asemment of Precipitation-
Hardening stalnleas Steels
QCI, Inc.
PO Box 1067
Oak Ridge, "IN 37831
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Roger W. Derby (615-483-6498)
LaRC -- NAS1-18641
Field experience and preliminary laboratory data
have shown that the techniques of thermoelectric
sorting could become a valuable tool In the assess-
ment of preclpitatlon-hardanlng stainless steels. The
Phase I Investigation Involved heat-treating a variety of
carefully controlled specimens and correlating their
thermoelectflc characteristics with heat-treating vari-
ables.
The thermoelectric charactarletlcs of five different
types of precipitation-hardening steels ware found to
be strongly correlated with both Rockwell hardness
and with time and temperature of aging. A similar
situation was discovered to exist for the nickel-based,
heat-resistant alloy, Inconel 718. The results of these
tests along with several nstrumant Improvements,
particularly for small specimens, suggest the feeslb Ity
of developing new thermoelectric Instruments for the
assessment and study of a wide variety of precipita-
tion-hardening alloys. Of particular Interest are their
use for testing heat-affected zones around welds and
studying damage or reduced service life in com-
ponents subjected to high service temperatures.
Further, a specialized Instrument can be built for non-
destructive examination of a wide variety of miniature
specimens ranging from research materials to pre-
cious metals to samples used In forensic Investiga-
tions.
Potential Commercial Application: Primary uses are In
the assessment of the condition of both precipitation-
hardening stainless steels and heat-resistant, nickel-
based alloys commonly used in the aerospace
industry. Other applications Include precious metal
control, materials research, and forensic Investigation.
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87-1-13.08-4122
Kennedy Space Center Atmospheric Boundary
Layer Experiment
ENSCO, Inc.
445 Pineda Court
Melbourne, FL 32940
Gregory E. Taylor (305-254-4122)
KSC -- NAS10-11466
In order to reduce the Interference of waathar on
cdtlcal launch operations, NASA has a great need for
detailed meteorological data and analyses of the
three-dlmanslonal structure of the planetary boundary
layer at Merdtt Island/Cape Canaveral. A phased
project, Kennedy Space Center Atmospheric Boundary
Layer Experiment (KABLE), has been designed to
provide NASA with a cost-effective, innovative method
of obtaining a data set which will help Improve its
short-term weather forecasting for phenomena such
as thunderstorms and low-level wind shear. The data
collected during KABLE will also be used to evaluate
the transport and diffusion algorithms In models (e.g.,
Emergency Dose Assessment System and the Rocket
Exhaust Effluent Diffusion Model) used operationally
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at KSC and Cape Canaveral Air Force Station and will
lead to the development of new and more accurate
models for atmospheric circulation.
The major result of the Phase I effort was the
development of a detailed, well-organized experi-
mental plan employing several different data collection
systems to study the planetary boundary layer in the
Merdtt Island and Cape Canaveral area. KABLE Is
unique because it will be the first consolidation of
meteorological data in this area over an extended
period, New data collection systems such as acoustic
sounders and wind profilers have never been used
over an extended time period In conjunction with other
exlatlng systems. The final data sat acquired by
KABLE will benefit future meteorological research at
the Kennedy Space Center.
potential Commercial Application: The data sat collect-
ed will be useful to researchers who are working with
meteorological problems at or near the Merdtt Island
and Cape Canaveral area. This data will be particularly
helpful to industries that are involved with atmosphedc
transport and diffusion studies for power plants
located near land-water Interfaces.
ttllt
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87-1-14.01-3900A
Programmable Rate Digital Modem Utilizing
Digital Signal Processing Techniques
Multipolnt Communications Corporation
1284 Geneva Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Robert Wallace (408-734-3900)
LeRC -- NAS3-25336
A programmable-rate, digital modem operating In
the burst or continuous mode has several potential
applications Infuture communication satellite systems.
This project studied the design of a low-coat, robust
modem capable of supporting burst and continuous
transmission modes. The preferred implemantatlon Is
an all-digital one which uses as much digital signal
processing as possible.
The Phase I design study addressed nine signifi-
cant aspects of the design of a variable rate modem.
These were transmit data filtering, transmit clock
ganeratlon, carder synthesizer, receive automatic gain
control, receive data filtedng, radio-frequency oscillator
phase noise, receiver carder selectivity, carder recov-
ery, and timing recovery. The studies addressed and
examined various techniques for echlavlng viable
circuit designs and resulted In specific design recom-
mendations.
Potential Commercial Application: Application would
be for satellite earth stations to support point-to-point
83
or interactive,full-meshnetworks for both digitized
voice and data traffic.
WWt
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87-1-14.01-4995B
High Speed Optoelectronlc Switch
APA Optics, Inc.
2950 N.E. 84th Lane
Blaine, MN 55432
Lynn D. Hutcheson (612-784-4995)
LeRC -- NAS3.25424
High-speed switches and switching systems are
needed for efficient high- and low-data-rate FMD and
TDM communications in a large network in which data
from many processors and sensors must be trans-
mitted and routed at tremendous rates for effective
decision making. The large band-width of the data
from certain sources (GHz rates) mandates the use of
optical communication technology. To address these
needs, an effort was focused on the critical compo-
nent of high-speed, optoelectronic switches and
switching networks using total Internal reflection In a
GaAs-AIGaAs material system. This concept promises
very high speeds because the technique minimizes
electrode area and capacitance. In adclltion, this
switch can be made very small, will consume little
power, can be scaled to large switching networks,
and Is compatible with monolithic Integration.
The Phase I project was focussed on epilsysr
growth and procassing for a GaAs/AI,Gal._As total-
internal-reflection ('I']R) switch Including low-loss, well-
confined, channel weveguidas and p-type and n-type
ohmic contacts. Wavegulde structures were success-
fully fabricated for 0.83 and 1.3 _m operation, and
their electdcai and optical characteristics measured.
Electro-optic coefficient for the switch structure was
measured using a Bragg cell. Rudimentary TIR
switches have been fabricated and currently are
undergoing evaluation.
Potential CommerclalAppllcatlon: The company wants
to offer the TIR switch as an off-the-sheff component
to the fiber optics telecommunications Industry. The
device also has numerous applications for high-
speed data transmission In advanced computer
systems.
t_t*
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87-1-14.01-7111
30 GHz Reflection Mode FET Solid State Power
Amplifier
LNR Communications, Inc.
180 Marcus Boulevard
Hauppauge, NY 11788
Eric Ng (516-273-7111)
LeRC - NAS3-25339
This project Investigated a low-cost, high-perform-
ance alternative to an IMPA'I-r (impact avalanche
transit time) solid-state amplifier for the 30 GHz upllnk
transmitter. This alternative is a Ks-band solid-state
power amplifier (SSPA) employing a cascade of
circulation-coupled, Ku-band or K-band field-effect
transistor (FET) amplifier stages, each operating in the
one-port negative resistance, refiectlon-ampliflcstlon
mode. Use of the refiectlon-mocle FET In lieu of an
IMPATT amplifier In the Ks-band upllnk transmitter
provides the advantages of greater Input/output
Ilnearity and potentially lower large quantity costs.
In the completed Phase I study, the fessibllity of
Implementing 30 GHz reflection-mode FET power
amplifier "building block" stages providing 0.5 W (mln)
RF output power, 7 dB gain, 1 GHz band width, and
16 percent power added afflclency has been demon-
strated by detailed analysisand limited experimenta-
tion. These results were used in the design of a 16-
way, corporate-combinatorial, 8 W, 30 GHz SSPA with
16 percent efficiency and 1 GHz minimum band width.
Potential Commercial Application: The 30 GHz-
reflection mode FET SSPA will provide a low-coat
alternative to other candidate upllnk transmitter amplifi-
ers.
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87-1-14.02-4288A
Evaluation of CDMA System Ca_,aclty
Spread Spectrum Systems, Inc.(S I)
5225 Pooks Hill Road #1629N
Bethesda, MD 20814
Patdck O. Smith
JPL -- NAS7-1027
A specific, Innovative, direct-sequence, pseudo-
noise (DS/PN), code-division, muitiple-eccass (CDMA)
mobile satellite (MSAT) system was proposed. Propo-
nents of CDMA claim that Increased system capacity,
reduced mobile terminal cost, Increased flexibility in
service offerings, Interference suppression, and
Increased MSAT operator profitability are achievable.
Detractors claim that the requlred mobile terminal
sophistication is too costly, that the system cspaclty
Is not Increased relative to frequency-division, multiple-
access (FDMA) systems, and that the existing technol-
ogy base Is Immature. This project evaluated the
capacity of a baseline DS/PN CDMA MSAT system
under some simplified essumptlons.
The Phase I results show that an overall, equivalent
spectral efficiency per fixed spot beam of near unity
is achievable with a BER of 104 and received Eb/No
of 10 dB. This spectral efficiency figure Includes the
resource sharing effect associated with an all-voice
traffic scenario with voice-activated modem operation.
Specific innovations that can further significantly
Increase the spectral and power efficlencles of candi-
date CDMA designs aitemates were outlined for future
developments.
(Note: Spread Spectrum Systems, Inc. has ac-
quired the rights to Phase I data from Techno-Scl-
ences, Inc,, who submitted the original proposal.)
Potential Commercial Application: The firm Intends to
design and manufacture mobile, hub, and NMC equip-
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merit for use In D$/CDMA mobile satellite systems for
domestic and international markets.
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87 - 1-14.03-6642
High-Efficiency, Low-Coef GaAs Monolithic RF
Module for SARSAT Distress Beacons
Microwave Monolithlcs Inc.
465 East Easy Street, Unit F
Slml Valley, CA 93065
Wendell C. Pstersen (805-584-6642)
LeRC -- NAS3-25403
World-wide deployment and widespread use of
the SARSAT rescue system depends critically on the
development and commerclallzstlon of hlgh-perfor.
mance, low-cost beacons. In Phase I, the firm has
Identified that a bl-phase modulator and an ultra-high-
efficiency power amplifier chain are key components
of the emergency beacon which, when Implemented
on galllum-arsenlde, monolithic microwave Integrated
circuits (MMICs), will provide substantial production
cost and technical performance Improvements.
Measurement of existing GaAs power amplifiers
(FETs) during Phase I under not yet optimum condi-
tions yielded performance clearly Indlcstlng the
technical feasibility of these devices for the crltlosl
power amplifier appllcstlon. Small signal measure-
ments, computer simulations, and detailed cost
analysis further demonstrated the feasibility of apply-
ing GaAs integrated circuit technology to the SARSAT
beacon modulator and power amplifier. GaAs MMICs
operating at frequencies well below their performance
limits are expected to result In high-yield production
due to relaxed geomstrlc constraints, thus further
insuring the cost effectiveness of the proposed
approach.
Potential Commercial Application: Each performance
Improvement attained for the SARSAT beacon via
advanced technology opens new segments of the
government, commercial, and eventually even the
private sector to world-wide rescue beacon coverage.
t_t_
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87-1-14.04-8080
Switched Hemispherical Antenna
Technical Research Associates, Inc.
410 Chlpsta Way, Suite 222
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
Stephen Psterson (801-582-8080)
JSC -- NAS9-17951
A switched hemispherical antenna was proposed
for use on space transportation systems, space
stations, and satellites. The antenna, operstlng in the
Ku band, would be able to scan over 2 pl steredlans,
sample signal strength from a beacon, and route data
to the appropriate sector. An on-board computer
would serve as an Interface to an inertial reference
frame to allow a controller to compensate for satellite
spin. Two such antennas would cover 4 pl steradlans;
the gain of an Individual unit antenna would be
approximately 16 dB; and the system would support
circular polarization. Because the antenna would be
under software control, diverse and flexible operation
should be possible.
Phase I evaluated different, low-profile antennas for
use In a switchable array; designed and evaluated two
different, pin-switch configurations; dssigned and built
a 5-unit directional coupler, and designed a micropro-
cessor-driver for the prototype pin switch. Hardware
was produced but was not completely effective. The
general conclusions of this project are that it appears
In,possible to provide the necessary band-width with
a dielectric-loaded, patch-type antenna. The firm
ballevas that two antenna types, the cavity mounted
helix and the fiat, cavity-backed spiral, would meet (or
come close to) the specifications for a 16-unit antenna
array and that either of these two antennas might
work In an 8-unit array ff mated with a diverging
dielectric lens.
Potential Commercial Application: The applications
would be In switched microwave antennas for aircraft,
ships, and vehicles, sspeclally for automobile-to-
satellite communications links.
,mt_
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87-1-14.05-6070
Mlcrostrlp Multiple FuncUon Antenna Feed
Scientific Technology, Inc.
2 Research Place
Rockvllle, MD 20850
Tlng-I Wang (301.948-6070)
JPL -- NAS7-1017
This project involves development of a multi-layer,
micro-strip, circularly polarized, multiple-function, focal-
point feed for MMII deep-space-probe, high-gain
antennas. The feed wlll Illuminate a 1.47-mster diame-
ter reflector for generating a high-gain beam and also
serve as a low-gain antenna. The low-gain beam Is
directed along the axis of the high-gain beam and has
a wide spread pattern. The feed Is capable of being
switched to transmit and receive almuitaneously In
either the high-gain or low-gain mode of operation or
transmit In high gain while reosivlng In low gain.
Phase I feasibility studies Including theoretical
analysis and laboratory experiments Indicated that the
proposed feed assembly using multi-layer, micro-strip
technlquas meets the requirements of the low-gain
antenna as well as the focal point feed of a MMII
deep-space-probe, high-gain antenna. This assembly
Is able to cover a dual-bend (7.1 and 8.4 GHz) In
circular polarization. Its low profile, light weight, and
welt-behaved radiation pattern Is Ideal for deep-apaos
communications.
Potent a  Commercial Application: This antenna feed
technique may apply to many communicstlon systems
In spacecraft, earth stations, and terrestrial links.
_11tt
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15 MATERIALSPROCESSING,
MICROGRAVITY,AND COMMERCIAL
APPLICATIONSIN SPACE
198
87-1-15.01-0156
Effectof GravityonFoamDecay
H& NInstruments,Inc.
POBox955
104E.ShieldsStreet
Newark,OH43055
GaryM.Nishloka(614-927-0156)
MSFC-- NAS8-37625
Foamsareusedtn many Industries, yet the
mechanisms that control foam stability are not well
understood. The decay of foam Is controlled largely
by Ostwald dpenlng of large foam cells at the ex-
pense of small foam cells. The decay mechanism Is
complicated by gravitational effects. A novel method
to measure foam stability was proposed. By measur-
ing head-space pressure over a foam in a closed,
thermostatically controlled chamber, the area decay of
the foam can be computed. The measurement of
foam decay In low gravity, the ultimate objective of
the proposed work, will result in novel information that
will aid theoretical understanding of foam decay and
Ostwald dpenlng mechanisms.
The Phase I research demonstrated the fesslblllty
and usefulness of a space fllg_ experiment to mea-
sure foam stability. The required temperature control,
space, and power for the experimental apparatus are
easily attainable In a flight experiment. A foam genere-
tlon procedure and some model systems were found
that give reproducible foam decay.
Potential Commerc/a/Application: An Instrument and
a low-gravity facility for measuring foam decay may
find use by industries interested in foam.
W_tW
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87-I-15.01-0156A
A New Method for the Measurement of Surface
Tenslon
H & N Instruments, Inc.
PO Box 955
104 E. Shields Street
Newark, OH 43055
Gary M. Nlshloka (614-927-0156)
MSFC -- NAS8-37626
Surface tension is a fundamental property of all
liquids. The surface tension of liquids during process-
Ing affects the propertlas of a variety of high perform-
ance mstedals, i.e.: alloys, ceramics, composites, and
polycrystalline materials. Surface tension Is not rou-
tinely measured for most experimental new materials
because no simple, accurate, yet versatile commercial
instrument exists. Measurement of surface tension for
viscous liquids or liquids at high temperatures or pres-
sures is particularly difficult. This project studied the
bubble-parlod method to determine surface tension.
The technique measures the average period of
bubbles formed under well-defined conditions and has
the potential to be simple, accurate, and versatile.
The Phase I research demonstrated the feasibility
of the bubble counting method to measure surface
tension. Accurate values of surface tension were
obtained for a wide variety of liquids once corrections
for viscous and detachment errors were applied. The
bubble counting method appears to be reasonably
accurate (-+10 percent) for measudng surface tension.
Its chief advantage Is that It may work under condi-
tions where more accurate methods do not. There are
two concerns with this technique. First, viscous effects
can Interfere with the measurement, and, second,
wsttlng effects were found to effect the measurement
critically.
Potential Commercial Application: A versatile and
simple Instrument for measuring surface tension would
find wide a wide range of applications and may lead
to a commercial facility for the measurement of
surface and interfaclal tanslon and wetting characteris-
tics of materials.
2OO
87-1-15.01-0540
Active Magnetic Mlcro-G Isolator for Space
Stetlon
SatCon Technology Corporation
71 Rogers Street
Cambdclge, MA 02142
Bruce G. Johnson (617-661-8942)
MSFC -- NAS8-37639
Systems will be requlracl to Isolate the expedman-
tal payloads from Inherent Space Station vlbrstlons.
The vibration requirements can best be mat by active
Isolation systems that have the capability to adjust to
differing vibration environments, changes in payloads,
and changes In desired Isolator dynarnlce. Magnstlc
suspensions are an extremely promising approach to
Implementing these active Isolation systems. Their
dssirable characteristics Include high band-width,
Ilnearlty, stability, high efficiency, multl-exis capability,
and ease of Integration wtth electronic control sys-
tems.
Phase I of this research program developed typical
vibration Isolation requirements for Space Station. A
magnetic suspension system capable of meatlng
these requirements was then designed. This design
features slx-degree-of4reedom actuation In a single
compact unit.
Potential Commercial Application: Vibration Isolation
systems may be used In commercial applications as
well as In Space Station, e.g., precision pointing ancl
trecklng systems, Inertial Instrument test tables, crystal
growth, and optical benches.
tt_
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87-1-15.01-0760
Miniaturized Fiber-Pulling Apparatus for
Producing Single-Crystal-Core Glass Fibers In
Mlcrogravlty
Crystal Research
1441 Sunnyslds Terrace
San Pedro, CA 90732
Paul J. Shllchta (213-831-0760)
LeRC -- NAS3-25400
Production of crystalline.core fibers will satisfy
unreal needs In low-loss Infrared fibers, supercon-
ductor filaments, and infrared Image converters.
Gravity adversely affects the pulling of glass fibers
because sagging severely restdcts feasible glass
viscosities during pulling. This effect is especially
troublesome for the pulling of single-crystal-core glass
fibers, where the requirement of matching the thermal
expansion of the glass and crystal versus the core
melting point dictates pulling st glass vlscosifiss that
are too low to be feasible at one g. In this project, the
goal of producing crystal-core glass fibers In micro-
gravity for various applications was explored. As a
means toward this goal, a miniaturized prototype fiber-
drawing apparatus was designed during Phase I. This
apparatus embodies several novel design features for
compactness, easy fiber removal and storage, and
automstlon.
Potential Commercial Application: The proposed ap-
paratus could facilitate the drawing of new kinds of
glass fibers during spaceflight missions and thereby
open a new area for space commercialization.
_tt
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87-1-15.01-3855
Temperature Measurement by Noncontact Method
for CzochralskI-Type Crystal Growth
Electro Design Manufacturing, Inc.
PC Box 2569
Highway 31 South
Decatur, AL 35602
Robert D. Young (205-353-3855)
MSFC -- NAS8-37622
In the growth of crystals from melting materials
using the Czochralskl method, a good technique of
accurately controlling the process does not exist.
Thermocouples are largely used at present, but they
do not provide adequate information such as the
thermal gradient across a single large crystal. The use
of charge-coupled devices to measure and control
crystal growth using the Czochralski method is the
innovation being studied In this project. Arrays _,
charge-coupled devices and photovoitaic d_tectors
detect temperature variations of a surface area. These
detectors can be adapted to monitor the temperature
measurements within the crystal growth ovens and
provide fasd-back control to regulate the oven.
During Phase I, the work concentrated on testing
sensor types and researching the various compo-
nents of a control system. It was concluded that
charge-coupled devices were sufficiently uniform to be
used as a thermal sensor above 200 C.
Potential Commercial Application: This product could
be applied In control of steel production and heat
treating, evaluation of electronic circuit boards for out-
of-specification temperature conditions, and in the
medical field for examining inflamed areas of the
human body.
*2O3
87-1-15.01-8371
Digital, Active Materials Proceulng Platform
Effort
Applied Technology Associates, Inc.
1900 Randolph S.E
Albuquerque, NM 87106
John Gnlady (505-247-8371)
LeRC -- NAS3-25362
This project explored active isolation for the
creation of ultra-stable platforms specifically designed
for materials processing in space. Phase I work was
successfully completed. A preliminary assessment of
Isolation requirements was performed, and a concept
for a unique, fully inertial approach to active, platform
isolation was devised.
Potential CommercialAppllcation: The resulting mated-
als-processing platform could be applied to exploit
fully the mlcro-g environment for development and
manufacture of alloys, crystals, polymers, micro-
electronic components, and optical processes.
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87-1-15.03-2620
Computational Methodologies for Convection-
Diffusion Phase Change Problems
CHAM Of North America, Inc.
1525-A Sparkman Drive
Huntsville, AL 35816
C. Prakssh (205-830-2620)
LeRC -- NAS3-25331
The objective of this project was to develop
numerical methodologies for analyzing solid-liquid
phase change problems Involving multi-component
materials such as binary mlxturss and alloys. The
potential NASA Interest for this work stems from
materials science applications in space, e.g. crystal
growth.
The aim of Phase I was to define a framework for
development of a general purpose computer program
by examining both single- and two-phase models, The
single-phase model equations are relatively easy to
solve but require a prescription of the solid phase-
velocity and other sssumptlons for computing the
local mass fractions of the phases, The two-phase
model does not have these shortcomings but needs
data on Interracial exchange coefficients which require
further research. The problem of freezing in a square
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was studied to illustrate the use of the single- and
two-phase models. The conclusion drawn from this
work Is that a general purpose code for binary solid-
liquid phase change problems must Include both
single-and two-phase options.
Potential Commercial Application: Solutions to prob-
lems of convection-diffusion, multi-component, phase
change would reduce the need for experiments and
would supplement space materials proossslng re-
search.
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Appendlx A
DESCRIPTION OF THE SBIR PROGRAM
The Small Business Innovation Research program was instituted In 1982 by Public Law 97-219 and rs-
authorized through Fiscal Year 1993 by the enactment of Public Law 99-443 In 1986. Implementation of the program
follows policy directives Issued by the Small Business Administration (SBA). Eligibility is limited to US-owned com-
panies operating in the US having fewer than 500 employees at the time a contract Is awarded.
Purposes of the Program: The purposes of the Small Business Innovation Research program Include
stimulating US technological Innovation in the private sector, strengthening the role of small businesses In meeting
Federal research and development needs, Increasing the commercial application of Federally supported research
results, and fostering and encouraging participation by minority and disadvantaged persons in technological
innovation. Achievement of these purposes Is accomplished through actions taken by the agency to meet its own
particular R&D needs within the program framework established by the laws and the SBA policy directive guidelines.
SBIR Program Phases: As specified by the enabling legislation, SBIR is a thrae-phese R&D program. For
Phase I, the objectives are to establish the feasibility and merit of an Innovative scientific or technical concept
proposed by a small business responding to a need or opportunity delineated by the agency in an annual program
solicitation. Contracts for Phase I are awarded through a compatltive selection process based upon the evaluation
of Phase I proposals submitted in response to an annual program solicitation.
Phase II of SBIR Is the principal research and development effort, having as Its purpose the further
development of the proposed Ideas to meet the particular program needs. Only Phase I contractors can submit
proposals to continue into Phase II. The selection of Phase II awards considers the scientific and technical merit and
feasibility evidenced by the first phase, the expected value of the research to the agency, and the competence of
the firm to conduct Phase II. In addition, for Phase II proposals considered to have essentially equivalent scien-
tific merit and feasibility, special consideration is given to those for which valid non-federal funding commitments have
been obtained for Phase III activities.
In Phase III, the small business can pursue commercial applications of the results of the SBIR-funded re-
search and research and development (R/R&D). Phase III for commercial purposes Is strongly encouraged by NASA
as a major SBIR objective. Phase III may also take the form of follow-on R/R&D or production contracts with NASA
or other federal agenclas for products and processes Intended for use by the United States Government; however,
such Phase III activities cannot be supported by the SBIR program funding sat.aside.
Phase I and II Funding Levels: NASA funding for SBIR projects is In keeping with guidelines for the SBIR
program Issued by the Small Business Administration. Phase I contracts are generally limited to six months In
duration and $50,000, while contracts for Phase II, the major R&D effort, are normally limited to two years' duration
and funding of not more than $500,000. NASA may make Justifiable exceptions.
Proposa/Eva/ua#on and Award SMec/fon: Evaluations of both Phase I and II proposals follow SBA Policy
guidelines Include technical merit and Innovatlveness, NASA R&D needs and priorities, program balance, and
company capabilities. There are no quotas for specific technical areas. For Phase I, proposed cost within the stated
cost guideline Is not an evaluation or selection criterion and appropriate for the proposed activity. For Phase II, the
Phase I results are a major factor and cost is an important consideration. And as noted above, for Phase II
proposals of essentially equivalent merit, special consideration Is given to those which Include valid non-federal capital
commitments for Phase III activities, particularly for pursuing commercial applications. Evaluators Include NASA
technical staff members at the field centers responsible for the Subtopics and the NASA Headquarters program
officials. NASA at its dlscratlon may also use outside evaluators.
ProgramHistoty:Ths NASA SBIR program began In 1983 with the issuance of the first of its annual program
solicitations. Support for this program Is shown In Table A-l, which displays the annual R&D funding sat-aside
(which progressively Increased to the present 1.25 percent level) for the NASA SBIR program. Table A-2 shows the
number of Phase I proposals received each program year and the number of resulting awards and funding for Phase
I contracts. This table also presents the number of Phase II proposals that were submitted from each group of Phase
I projects and the numbers selected for award and the total value of the Phase II contracts for each program year.
(A program year Includes aU Phase I and Phase II projects resulting from an annual Program Solicitation.) During
the first five complete Program Years (1983 through 1987) and Phase I of the 1988 and 1989 programs, $244 million
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was obligated or committed for 1231 Phase I and 398 Phase II awards. On the average, approximately 16 percent
of NASA's SBIR funds have been used for Phase I projects and 84 percent for Phase II in each program year.
Small businesses have responded vigorously to the opportunltlas presented by the SBIR program. The
number of Phase I proposals grew from 977 In 1983 to 2,141 In 1989. The number of Phase I awards selected has
been limited each year not by the number of acceptable proposals, but by the funds available and the desire that
at least half of the Phase I projects proceed into Phase II. Awards have been made to 650 firms in 42 states, the
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. The numbers of Phase I and Phase II awards made within each state are
shown on Exhibit A-1. Approximately 18 percent of the firms submitting proposals have rscelved Phase I awards,
and about 48 percent of those firms have received Phase II continuations.
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TABLE A-1
NASA SBIR FISCAL YEAR FUNDING
NASA R&D BUDGET - $M
% R&D BUDGET FOR SBIR
NASA SBIR BUDGET - $M
:CUMULATIVE TOTALS- $M
FISCAL FISCAL
YEAR YEAR
1983 1984
2473 2205
0.2 0.6
4.94 13.23
4.94 18.17
FISCAL
YEAR
1985
2425
1.0
24.25
42.42
FISCAL
YEAR
1986
2619
1.25
32.74
75.16
FISCAL
YEAR
1987
3128
1.25
38.92
114.08
FISCAL
YEAR
1988
3270
1.25
40.87
154.95
FISCAL
YEAR
1989
4166
1.25
52.97
207.92
TABLE A-2
NASA £BIR PROGRAM AWARD STATISTICS
PHASE I PHASE II PHASE I & II
TOTAL
PROGRAM PROPOSALS AWARDS TOTAL PROPOSALS AWA RD. TOTAL PROGRAM
SOLICITATION FUNDING FUNDING FUNDING
YEAR SM SM SM
1983 977 102 5.0 92 58 24.0 29.0
1984 919 127 6.3 113 71 32.5 38.8
1985 1164 150 7.4 129 84 39.4 46.8
1986 1628 172 8.5 154 85 39.6 48.0
1987 1826 204 10.0 179 100 47.9 57.9
1988 2379 228 11.2 NA NA NA NA
1989 2142 248 12.3 NA NA NA NA
220.6(1)
TOTALS
TO 11035 1231 60.6 667 398 183.4
DATE 244.0 (2)
NOTE: (1) TOTAL PROGRAM FUNDING SHOWN IS FOR FIRST FIVE PROGRAM SOLICITATION YEARS
(2) TOTAL PROGRAM FUNDING SHOWN IS FOR FIRST FIVE PROGRAM SOLICITATION YEARS,
PLUS 1988 PHASE I AND 1989 PHASE I
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TABLE A-3
NASA SBIR AWARDS
DISTRIBUTION BY NASA FIELD CENTER
FIELD CENTER
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
STENNIS SPACE CENTER
TOTALS
1983
PROGRAM
PHASE PHASE
e I_
17 12
12 10
8 4
12 4
2 1
18 9
19 8
14 10
102 58
1984
PROGRAM
PHASE PHASE
J IJ
18 7
15 10
12 7
18 10
6 2
22 12
19 12
17 11
127 71
1985
PROGRAM
PHASE PHASE
I t*
18 10
19 12
19 10
22 13
8 5
23 12
22 11
19 11
150 84
1985 1987
PROGRAM PROGRAM
PHASE PHASE :PHASE PHASE
i Ii I |1
20 11 24 12
23 11 28 13
20 10 23 11
23 12 28 13
8 4 13 6
26 14 31 15
26 10 30 16
23 12 27 14
3 1 ....
172 85 204 100
1988
PROGRAM
PHASE PHASE
26 NA
33
24
32
I0
32
34
33
4
228 --
1989
PROGRAM
PHASE PHASE
I II
26 NA
37
25
37
11
34
37
36
5
:248 --
EXHIBIT A-1
NASA SBIR AWARD
DISTRIBUTION BY STATES
H,
PR
i iiiiiiii;iiiiiv
87-1 PHASE I & II (304)
RR.1 PHASE I (228)
89-I PHASE I 2_
TOTAL 1629
I MDDC
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Appendix B
1987 TOPICS AND SUBTOPICS
01 Aeronautical Propulsion and Power
01.01 Internal Fluid Mechanics for Aerospace
Propulsion Systems
01.02 Components for Aeroprcpulslon Sys-
tems
01.03 Instrumentation Sensors and Controls
for Aeropropulslon Systems
01.04 Hypersonic Propulsion
01.05 Novel Propulsion Concepts
02 Aerodynamlcs and Acoustics
02.01
02.02
02.03
02.04
02.05
02.06
02.07
02.08
02.09
02.10
02,11
02.12
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Experimental Fluid Dynamics
Viscous Flows
Theoretical Aerodynamics
Turbulence Simulation and Modeling
Hypersonic Aerothermodynamics
Rarefied Gas Dynamics
Vacuum Plume Effects
Conflgurational Aerodynamics Including
Vortices
Rotorcraft Aerodynamics and Dynamics
Prediction Methods for Powered-Lift
Vehicle Aerodynamics
Aircraft Noise
03
O4
Aircraft
tlons
03.01
03.02
03,03
03.04
03.05
03,06
03.07
03,08
Systems, Subsystems, and Opera-
Icing and Ice Protection Systems
Aircraft Flight Environment
Aeronautical Flight Management and
Human Factors
Expert Systems for Aerospace Applica-
tions
Control Concepts for Aircraft
Automatic Guidance for Rotorcraft
Nap-of-the-Earth Flight
Aircraft Flight Testing Techniques and
Instrurnentatlon
Hypersonic Flight Systems Technology
Materials and Structures
04.01 Composite Materials/Structures for
Aerospace Propulsion
04.02 Composite Materials for Non-Propul-
sion Structural Applications
04.03 Structural Mstalllcs for Aerospace Ap-
plications
04.04 Intelligent Automated Structural Design
Optimization
04.05 Space Structures Concepts and Materi-
als
04.06 Specialized Materials For Space Flight
Applications
04.07 Specialized Materials for Launch Site
Facilities
05
06
07
08
04,08
04,09
04.10
04,11
04.12
Welding Technology
Thermal Protection Materials
Structural Designs for Future NASA
Space Missions
Reduced Weight Gondolas For Strato-
spheric Balloons
Lunar Materials Utilization
Teleoperatora and Robotics
05.01 Telerobotlc Technology
05.02 Artificial Intelllgencs for Space Station
Applications
05.03 Servo-Drlve Mechanisms for Robotic
Manipulators
05.04 Telesciencs
05.05 Martian Surface Sample Acquisition
Processing and Earth Return
06.03
06.04
06.05
06.06
06.07
Computer Sciences and Applications
06.01 Engineering Computer Science
06.02 Automated Software Development and
Maintenance
Knowledge Understanding Representa-
tion and Implementation
Knowledge-Base Technology for Soft-
ware Components
Software Systems for Mission Planning
and Flight Control
Integrated CAD/CAE and
Knowledge-Based Systems
Computer Sciences Advances In
Suppport of Computational Phyelos
Information Systems and Data Handling
07.01 Focal-Plane Image Processing
07.02 Spacecraft Operations and Data Man-
agement
07.03 Signal and Information Proceeslng
07.04 Management Information Communica-
tions
07.05 Ground-Based Data Management Sys-
tems
07.06 Heterogeneous Dlstrlbutecl Data Base
Management
07.07 Software/Work Station Development for
Remotely Sensed Data
07.08 Image Analysis Techniques
07.09 Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence
(SET)
Instrumentation and Sensors
08.01 Planetary Earth Sensing and Astro-
physics Instrumentation
08.02 Earth Sensing from Space
08.03 High Resolution Remote Sensing for
Earth Observations
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09
10
11
08.04
08,05
08.06
08.07
08.08
08.09
08,10
08.11
08.12
08.13
08.14
08.15
08.16
08.17
08,18
08.19
08.20
08,21
Global Biology Sensors
Oceanographic Instruments and Soft-
ware
Instruments for Geological Research
Spectroradlomatrlc Standards for Ultra-
violet Remote Sensing
Tunable Solid State Lasers Detectors
and Lldar Subsystems
Sensors for Atmospheric Aerosols
Atmospheric Measurements and Analy-
ses in Manned Space Missions
Behavior and Effects of Contamination
In Space
Infrared Technology for Astronomical
Appllcstlons
Exobiological Analysis of Cosmic Dust
Spacecraft Instruments
Instrument Power Distribution and Con-
trol
Detectors and Detector Arrays
Focal Plane Array Processing for Posi-
tion Dsterminatlons
Submtllimeter Radiometer and Anten-
nas
Optical Components and Systems
Wind Tunnel Instrumentation
Aeroheating Flight Instrumentation
Spacecraft Systems and Subsystems
09.01 Control of Large Space Structures
09.02 Space Construction and Maintenance
Tools and Techniques
09.0 Space Station Crew Workstation Dis-
plays and Controls
09,04 Manned Spacecraft and Planetary Base
Thermal Management Systems
09,05 Thermal Control for Unmanned Space
Applications
09.06 STS Power Control and Distribution
Subsystems
09.07 STS Tracking Systems
09.08 Tether Applications In Space
09.09 GAS ELV and Spartan Systems
Space Power
10.01 Large Scale Space Power Systems
10.02 Spacecraft and Planetary Rover Power-
/Energy Systems
Space Propulsion
11.01 Solid Rocket Motor Technology
11.02 High Performance Long Life Small
Chemical Rockets
11.03 Rocket Engine Combustion Processes
11,04 Liquid Engine Internal Flow Dynamics
11,05 Experimental Fluid Dynamics of Rocket
Engines
12
13
14
15
Human
12.01
12.02
12.03
12.04
12.05
12.06
12.07
Habitability end Biology In Space
Environmental Control and Life Support
Systems
Waste Water Reclamation and Monitor-
ing for Space Station
Medical Sciences for Manned Space
Programs
Human Factors for Space Crews
Intravehlcular Systems for Space
Crews
Animal and Plant Life Support and Pro-
tective Systems
Biological Sciences Operations
Quallty Assurance, Safety, and Check-out for
Ground and Space Operaflons
13.01 Ground Operations Instrumentatlon
13.02 Ground Checkout Communlcatlons
13.03 Launch Processing Quality Assurance
Technology
13.04 Robotic Ground Processing of Space
Systems and Components
13.05 Production and Handling of Aerospace
Fuels and Propellants
13,06 Flow Measurement Device for Ground
Test and Checkout
13.07 Non-destructive Evaluation
13.08 Launch and Landing Site Weather
Sstelllte
tlons
14.01
14.02
14.03
14.04
14.05
14.06
and Space Systems Communlca-
Advanced Communications Satellite
Systems
Satellite-Based Mobile Voice and Data
Communication Services
Monolithic Distress Beacon
Communications for Manned Space
Systems
Multiple Function Antenna Feed
Optical Communications for Deep
Space
Materials Processlng, Mlcrogravlty, and Co-
mmercial Appllcatlons In Space
15.01 Materials Processing in Space
15.02 Solldlflcatlon Processing Concepts
15.03 Mlcrogrsvlty Science Technology and
Engineering Experiments
15.04 Chemical Vapor Deposition Analysis
and Modeling Tools
15.05 Reduced Gravity Process Chemistry
15.06 Life Science Commercial Research and
Applications In Space
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Appendix C
NASA 1986 AND AIR FORCE PHASE I PROJECTS SELECTED FOR PHASE II
While the body of this report focusses on the results of NASA's Phase I SBIR projects for the 1987
program year, two additional Phase I projects were added to those in competition for Phase II follow-on contracts
on the basis of recommendations of NASA technical personnel. One project is a NASA Phase I from the 1986
program year whose circumstances In 1988 prevented its completion and competition with the 86-1 group. The
other is an Air Force Phase I which was recommended by the Air Force and which NASA found to be of great
value to the NASA R&D program. Both of these highly regarded efforts were selected for Phase II awards.
* 205
86-1-01.02-0664
Catalytic Ignition Rotary Combustion Engine
Precision Combustion Inc.
25 Science Park
New Haven, CT 06511
William C. Pfeffede (203-786-5216)
LeRC -- NAS3-25129
Catalytic Ignition technology, Involving an active catalytic surface propagating heat and free radicals to
Ignite gas-phase combustion, offers the potential to improve combustion effectiveness, emissions, and Ignition
system durability In the rotary combustion engine. As a proof-of-concept that catalytic Ignition could be achieved
in a rotary engine and provide useful results, an Investigation was performed to determine whether glow-plug
operating temperature in a Deers diesel-fueled, direct Injection, stretified-charge SCORE rotary engine could be
reduced through the use of a sufficiently active catalytic surface. Four catalytic ignition designs were evaluated
for Phase I work, two designs were selected for prototype construction, and one was successfully constructed.
Tests were performed In the Deers two-rotor rotary engine. Phase I results showed that a prototype catalytic glow
plug in a Deers SCORE engine could operate the engine at plug surface temperatures well below those required
by Identical best-technology, non-catalytic plugs.
Potential Commerc/al App//cat/on: Catalytic glow plugs and catalytic ignition could find useful
applications in gas turbines, reciprocating engines, and high speed combustors as well as In rotary engines.
* 206
87-1-03.06-8228
A Gravity-Induced Loss of Consciousness Detection and Recovery System
EIdetlcs International, Inc.
3415 Lomita Bivd.
Torrance, CA 90505
Robert W. Parker (213-326-8228)
LsRC -- USAF Phase I
Incidents of grevlty-induced, loss-of-consciousness (G-LOC) with accompanying loss of aircraft end lives
have occurred with increasing frequency in today's high-performance tactical fighters. In addition, the number of
G-LOC-related mishaps now occurring in peace-time may be considerably less than that which might be
expected in combat or with more advanced fighters now being developed. The ability of the human body to
withstand high G and high G-onset rates that fighters are now capable of achieving will continue to be a
challenge. Previous crew member support system developments have concentrated on preventative measures
and should be continued. Phase I demonstrated that is possible to exploit the on-board computers, data buses,
and programmable digital flight controls of today's fighters to provide a G-LOC detection, warning, and recovery
system in the event that prevention fails. For the recovery system, special effort Is required to develop an
appropriate combat recovery profile due to the inherent vulnerability of the pilot during the LOC period
Potential Commercial Appficat/on: A successful G-LOC system could lead to full-scale development of
production systems for retrofit and incorporation Into future fighter aircraft
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/Appendix D
INDEX OF PROJECTS BY STATE
ALABAMA
Applied Research, Inc.: 151"
CFD Research Corporation: 161,163"
CHAM of North America, Inc.: 204
Electro Design Manufacturing, Inc.: 202
REMTECH, Inc.: 021", 024*, 164
ARIZONA
Photomatrics Ltd.: 133
CALIFORNIA
Advanced Decision Systems: 079, 080*
Aerometrlcs, Inc.: 631", 162
Akar Industries, Inc.: 047
Altex Technologies Corporation: 004
Amerasla Technology, Inc.: 111"
ANCO Engineers, Inc.: 152
Applied & Theoretical Mechanics, Inc.: 016
Aquanautlcs Corp.: 169
C. T. K. Enterprises: 127
CCE - Robotlca: 175
Center for NeuroDlagnoatlc Study, Inc.: 034*
Charles Evans & Associates: 126"
Chronos Research : 057
Complain, Inc.: 018, 139"
Crystal Research: 261
Crystallume: 126
David Hall Consulting: 035
Deacon Research: 006, 017
Down to Earth: 177
DWA Composite Specialties, Inc.: 054*
Dynamic Analysis & Testing Assoc.: 005
E-Tek Dynamics, Inc.: 185
Earth Space Research, Inc.: 114
Eldstics International, Inc.: 026
Engineering Mechanics Assoc., Inc.: 061"
Ergo-Tech Systems Inc.: 022
Exotech, Inc.: 138
Femtomstrica: 163
Fibre Optics Development Systems, Inc.: 131
InTA (International Technical Assoc.: 060*
Irvlne Sensors Corporation: 108", 122"
JAI Aesoclates, Inc.: 012
L.eserGenlca Corporation: 181
Membrane Technology and Research, Inc.: 147
MstdWave, Inc.: 134"
Microwave Monollthlca, Inc.: 135, 195"
Mosaic Industries, Inc.: 123
MSNW, Inc.: 052
Multlpolnt Communications Corporation: 101
Nielsan Englnearlng & Research, Inc.: 008*
Odatlcs, Inc.: 065*, 066
Opcoa, Inc.: 140"
PDA Engineering: 056, 063
Perceptronlcs: 089*
San Diego Semiconductors, Inc.: 132
Silicon Engines, Inc.: 106
Space Computer Corporstlon: 037*
Structural Analysis Technologies, Inc.: 063*
Systems Technology, Inc.: 038, 042
The Radlomstrics Corporation: 109
TINI Alloy Company: 095*
Ultramet: 003, 043, 050*
COLORADO
Begej Corporation: 074
Colorado Research Development Corporation: 085
OPHIR Corporation: 110, 187
Turbulence Prediction Systems: 032*
VEXCEL Corporation: 104"
CONNECTICUT
NDT Technologies, Inc.: 149
Scientific Research Associates, Inc.: 067*
Sprlngborn Materials Science, Inc.: 058*
FLORIDA
Autonomous Technologies Corporation: 150"
Datawlse, Inc.: 087
ENSCO: 190*
McMahan Electro-Optics, Inc.: 188"
GEORGIA
Consultant's Choice, Inc.: 105
ILLINOIS
Global Information Systems Technology: 090*
Growth Systems, Inc.: 178
Kuck and Associates, Inc.: 011
MASSACHUSETTS
Advanced Energy Dynamics: 064*
Aerodyne Research, Inc: 113
Barr Associates, Inc.: 107"
Bauer Associates, Inc.: 135"
Cambridge Research & Instrumentation, Inc.: 117"
Charles River Analytlcs Inc.: 041"
Covalent Associates, Inc.: 159
EIC Laboratories, Inc.: 137, 170"
Foster-Miller, Inc.: 048*, 055, 082, 144", 145
Geo-Centars, Inc.: 045*
Neurogen Inc.: 068
Ontologlc Inc.: 091
Optra, Inc.: 179
Physical Sciences Inc.: 007, 013", 020*, 141,158"
Proteon, Inc.: 101"
Radiation Monitoring Devlcas,lnc.: 084
SatCon Technology Corporation: 142", 200*
Spectral Sciences, Inc.: 182
Spire Corporstlon: 044, 157"
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Symbiotics, Inc.: 088*
UFA, Inc.: 081"
MARYLAN D
Advanced Communications Technology, Inc.: 103"
Applied Research Corporation: 100
Atom Sciences, Inc.: 172"
LN.K. Corp.: 102
Omitron, Inc.: 098*
Scientific Technology, Inc.: 197
Spread Spectrum Systems, Inc. ($31): 194
TS Infosystems, Inc.: 112
MICHIGAN
Daedalus Enterprises Inc.: 075, 116"
KMS Fusion, Inc.: 077*
MINNESOTA
APA Optics, Inc.: 168", 192
Ross-Hlme Designs, Inc.: 076*
MISSOUI:II
Incubator Technologies, Inc.: 046
MONTANA
Scientific Materials Corp.: 118"
NORTH CAROLINA
Tdangle Research & Development Corp.: 069*, 187
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Creare Incorporated: 001", 146", 148"
NEW JERSEY
AeroChem Research Laboratories, Inc.:
Continuum Dynamics, Inc.: 027*, 030
Epitaxx, Inc.: 130"
M. L. Energla, Inc.: 019"
02_*
NEW MEXICO
Applied Technology Associates, Inc.: 203*
NEVADA
Rose Engineering & Research, Inc.: 002*
NEW YORK
Applied Logic Systems, Inc.: 086
Coherent Research, Inc.: 092*
GM.A.F., Inc.: 015
LNR Communications, Inc.: 193"
Niagara Scientific, Inc.: 038
Prospective Computer Analysts, Inc.: 093*
OHIO
H & N Instruments, Inc.: 198, 198"
Photonlcs Technology, Inc.: 143"
Robotics Research Corporation: 078
Transmlselon Research Inc.: 083*
Universal Energy Systems, Inc.: 051
OKLAHOMA
S. R. Taylor & Associates: 165"
OREGON
Umpqua Research Company: 171", 176
PENNSYLVANIA
APD Cryogenics, Inc.: 125"
Mlcrotronlcs Aesoclates: 096*, 129
Power Silicon & Monolithic Technologies:
Textile Technologies, Inc.: 040
166
TENNESSEE
Advanced Control Technologies, Inc.:
Mid-South Engineering, Inc.: 059
QCI, Inc.: 180"
SEES, Inc.: 186
TeleRobotlcs International, Inc.: 097*
O82
TEXAS
Apelron: 184"
Austin Biological Laboratories, Inc.: 173
MRIRND, Inc.: 094
North Amedcan Aerospace Corp.: 040*
O.I. Corporation: 166
PhytoResource Research, Inc.: 180"
Solar Kinetics, Inc.: 154-
Systems & Processes Engineering Corp.: 099*
The Computational Mechanics Company, Inc.:
The Navtrol Company, Inc.: 070*
UTAH
Novatech, Inc.: 115
Technical Research Associates, Inc.: 196
VIRGINIA
Decision Science Consortium, Inc.: 033*
Defense Systems Inc.: 163"
Digital Signal Corporation: 072*, 073
Engineering Development Laboratory: 039
GT-Devlces, Inc.: 023
Meridian Corporation: 071"
Science and Technology Corporation: 120"
SKW Corp.: 124"
Spectrex, Inc.: 014
Vlgyan Research Associates, Inc.: 025*
Viking Instruments Corporation: 121"
WASHINGTON
Amtec Engineering, Inc.: 028
Flow Research, Inc.: 009
Solldlite Corporation: 110
Stldlng Technology CO.: 186"
WISCONSIN
Phoenix Engineering & Computlng, Inc.: 174
010"
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Appendix E
INDEX OF PARTICIPATING COMPANIES
Advanced Comunlc4tlom Technclogy, Inc.,
Silver Spring, MD L:)OG04
* 103 Vlewcache: An Incremental Database Ac-
cess Method for Dletflbuted Library Systems
Advanced Control Technclogtes, Inc,,
Nashville, TN 37228
082 New Solution Method for Robot Kinematic
Equations
Advanced Dectston System,
Mountain View, CA 94043
079 Adjustable Autonomy for Hazardous Robotic
Operations
* 080 Architectures for Semi-Autonomous Plan-
ning in Unrestricted Environments
Advanced Energy D,lnmtcs,
Natick, MA 01760
* 064 Electrostetlc FractlonatJon of Natural and
Processed Lunar Solids In Space
Aero_m Resem'ch Laboratories, Inc..
Princeton, NJ 08542
* 029 Direct Computation of Turbulence Noise
Aemdyne ReseawJh Inc.
Billerlca, MA 01821
113 Ruby Crystal Chlorophyll Fluorometer for
Measurements of Photosynthesis Rates
Aerometrtcs, Inc.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
* 031 Advanced Instrumentation for Aircraft Icing
Research
182 Advanced Diagnostics for Rocket Engine
Spray Characterizations
/_er Industries, Inc.,
Oakland, CA 94608
047 Controlled Dens_ Composite Carbide
Structural Ceramics
Altex Technologies Corporation,
Santa Clara, CA 95054
004 Pules Combustor Driven Recuperated or
Regenerated Gas Turbine
Aml"asta Technology, Inc.,
Westlake Village, CA 91361
* 111 Monolithic GaAs Digitizer for Space-Based
Laser Altimeter Pulse-Spreading Effect
A_ec Engineering, Inc.,
Bellevue, WA 98004
028 Zonal Method for Modeling Powered-Lift
Aircraft Flow Fields
NiCO Engtnem's, Inc.,
Culver City, CA 90232
152 Damage Inspection and Verification of
Tethers
APA Opttcs, Inc.,
Blaine, MN 55432
* 168 Extravehicular Mobility Unit Helmet-Mounted
Display
192 High Speed Optoelectronlc Switch
APO Cry0gentcl, Inc.,
Allentown, PA 18103
* 125 Three-Stage Linear Spllt-Stirllng Cryocooler
with 1 to 2K Magnetic Cold State
&_e|ron,
Dallas, TX 75240
* 184 Wireless Headset
/_11ed & Theoretical Necl_ntc=. Inc.,
Oakland, CA 94605
016 Computations of Separated Flows with Two-
Equation Models
Applled Logtc System. Inc.,
Syracuse, NY 13210
086 Structured Analysis and Generation of
Requirements
/q_11ed Research O_poPatton,
Landover, MD 20785
100 Rapid Readout System for Solar Pointing
Sensors
Al_11ed Research, Inc.,
Huntsville, AL 35814
* 151 Laser Orientation Transceiver System
A@11ed Technology Assoctatu, Inc.,
Albuquerque, NM 87106
* 203 Digital, Active Materials Processing Platform
Effort
Aquanaut t¢= Corp.,
Alameda, CA 94501
169 Oxygen Extraction from Mars for Advanced
Life Support and Power
Atom Sctencu, Inc.,
College Park, MD 20742
* 172 Red Blood Cell Measurements Using Reso-
nance Ionization Spectroscopy
Austtn Biological Laboratories, Inc.,
Austin, TX 78723
173 Medical Microbiology Test Station for Micro-
gravity
Autonomous Technologies Coq_ratton,
Orlando, FL 32807
* 150 Hierarchical 3-D and Doppler-Imaging CO 2
Ladar with Programmable Fovea and
Peripheral Vision
Ba_ Assoclates, Inc.,
Westford, MA 01886
* 107 Image-Quality Ultraviolet Interference Filters
Bauer Associates, Inc.,
Wellesley, MA 02181
* 136 Self-Referencing, Full-Aperture Metrology for
Large Aspheric Mirrors
BegeJ Corporation,
Littleton, CO 80127
074 Tactile Telepreeence System for Dexterous
Telerobotlcs
C.T.K. Entml_|=u,
Anaheim, CA 92817
127 A Magnetically-Controlled Power
Distribution and Control System
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ceabrtdge Research and Imtrmmtatton, Inc,,
Cambridge, MA 02139
* 117 Stabilized Lasers as Spectro-Radlometde
Standards for Ultraviolet Electro-Optic
Detectors
CCE - Robotics,
Berkeley, CA 94709
175 High-Resolution ElectronicPhotography
Center for NeuroOt_gnosttc Study, Inc..
Sen Jose, CA 95119
* 034 Eleotroencephalographic Monitoring of
Complex Mental Tasks
CR) Research Corporation,
Huntsville, AL 35805
161 Modeling of Turbulent Spray Combustion In
Liquid Rocket Engine Component_
* 163 A Computer Modal for Liquid Jet
Atomization in Rocket Thrust Chambers
of _ kmrtca, Inc.,
Huntsville, AL 35816
204 Computational Methodologies for
Convectlon-Diffuolon Phase Change
Problems
Charles Evans & Assoctatos,
Redwood City, CA 94063
* 126 Mteroanalytlcal Charectarlzetlon of Blogenio
Components of Interplanetary Dust
Charles Rtver Analyt.lcs Inc.,
Cambridge, MA 02138
* 041 Expert Systems for Real-Time Monitoring
and Fault Diagncels
Chronos Research Laboratories, Inc.,
San Diego, CA 92121
057 Polymer with Blaxlal Strength for
Pyroelectrl¢ Applloatlone
Coherent Resurch, Inc.,
Syracuse, NY 13210
* 092 A Knowledge-Based Expert System to
Coordinate CADICAE with Intogretlon and
Teat
Colorado Research Oevelol_ent Corporatlon,
Denver, CO 80293
085 Asynchronous, Multi-level, Adaptive
Methods for Partial Differential Equation on
Navler-Stokes Computer
Cmplere, Inc.,
Palo Alto, CA 94302
018 A Laser Based Transition Detector
* 139 An Optical Angle of Attack Sensor
Consultont's Cho|ce, Inc.,
Atlanta, GA 30350
105 Symbolic Imagery Management System
Conttnuu. oynamcs. Inc.,
Princeton, NJ 08543
* 027 Performance Optimization for Rotors In
Hover and Axial Flight
030 Analysis of Main-Rotor-Wake/Tall-Rotor
Interaction Noise
CovalentAssoctatos, Inc.,
Woburn, MA 01801
159 High Cycle Life, Rechargeable Aluminum
Batteries
Crmre lncoqxntod,
Hanover, NH 03755
* 001 Multlgdd Solution of Internal Flows Using
Generalized Solution Adaptive Meshes
* 146 Compa_ High-Performance Heat Exchang-
ers for Space Station Thermal Control
* 146 Three-Phase Inverter for Ultra High Speed
Motor Drive
Crystal Research,
San Pedro, CA 90732
201 Miniaturized FlberoPulling Apparatus for
Producing Slngle-Cry_l-Core Glmm Fibers
Cryst411,--,
Menlo Park, CA 94025
126 PE-CVD Diamond Thin Film for UV
Detectors
Dandalus Enters'tin Inc.,
Ann Arbor, MI 46108
075 3-D Laser Imager
* 116 Portable Multtspectral Thermal Infrared
Camera
Oat_tse. Inc.,
Orlando, FL 32803
087 An Automated Database Design
Methodology
David Hall Consulting,
Sunnyvale, CA 94080
035 Integrated Design System for High-Altltude
Long-Endurance Aircraft for Micro-
Computers
Deacon Research,
Palo Alto, CA 94304
006 Simultaneous Temperature, Density, and
Flow Dlagno_Ice for Aaropropulelon
Systems
017 Stimulated Brlllouln Dlagnostlcs of
Hyperaonlc Flows
Dectston Science Consortlml, Inc.,
Reston, VA 22091
* 033 Aeronautical Human Factors Research
Defense S3ostem Inc.,
McLean, VA 22102
* 153 Standard GAS Satellite
Otgttal Stgnal Corporation,
Springfield, VA 22151
* 072 Improvement of Range of Coherent Laser
Radar 3-D Imaging System
073 Integrated Fiber Optic Coupled Proximity
Sensor for Robotic End Effectora and Tools
Downto Earth,
Berkeley, CA 94704
177 Modular Environmental Control Life Support
System for a Mid-Deck Animal Habitat
DWACoN)ostto Specialties, Inc.,
Chateworth, CA 91311
* 054 Low CTE, Particulate-Reinforced Metal
Matrix Composite Metsdal
I)ynamtc Amlysts & Testlng Assoctatos,
Carlsbad, CA 92008
005 Propeller-Wake-Induced Structure-Borne
Interior Noise
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E-Tek Dynamics, Inc.,
Melbourne, FL 32904
185 Microwave Fiber Optic Link for Satellite
Communications and Antenna Remctlng
Earth Space Research, Inc.,
San Diego, CA 92109
114 Software Package to Compute the Incoming
& Net Solar Irradlance at the Surface from
QOES-VISSR Data
EIC Laboratories, Inc.,
Norwood, MA 02062
137 Photoelectrochemlcal Fabrication of
Spectroscopic Diffraction Grating In Silicon
Carbide
* 170 A Variable Transmittance Electrochromlc
Space Suit Visor
EJdettce International, Inc.,
Torrance, CA 90505
026 Wing-Rock Dynamtes end Control
Electro Oestgn I1anufactuHng, Inc.,
Decatur, AL 35602
202 Temperature Measurement by Noncontact
Method for C'zochralski Type Crystal
Growth
Eng|neartng gevelopmnt Laboratow,
Newport News, VA 23606
039 Smart Angle-of-Attack and Angle-of-Sideslip
Sensor
Engtnear|ng I1nchantcs Anoctatea, Inc.,
Torrance, CA 90503
* 061 Methods for Evaluating the Predl_lve Accu-
racy of Structural Dynamic Models
ENSCO, Inc.,
Springfield, VA 22151
* 190 Kennedy Space Center Atmospheric
Boundary Layer Experiment
EpJtaxx, Inc.,
Princeton, NJ 08540
* 130 High Performance In-Ga-As Detector Arrays
for the 1.0-to-1.7 Micron Spectrum
Ergo-Tech Systems Inc.,
Tujunge CA 91042
022 Direct Simulation Monte Carlo of Vacuum
Plumes
Exotech, Inc.,
Fremont, CA 94538
138 High-Temperature and High-Response Skin
Friction Sensor
Femtomtr 1ca,
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
183 Continuous Detection of Toxic Vapors Using
a Field Domain Ion Mobility Spectrometer
Ftbre Opttcs gevelolment Systems, Inc.,
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
131 Scintillating Optical Fiber Trajectory
Detectors
Flou Research, Inc.,
Kent, WA 98032
009 Shock Waves for Enhanced Mixing In
ScramJat Combustors
Foster-411111¢, Inc.,
Waltham, MA 02254
* 048 Controlled CTE Hlgh-Performance Fllms for
Space Structures
055 Ultra-High Stlffne_ Nat-Shape Tubular
Space Structures
062 Reduced Weight Qondolas for Stratoapherlo
Balloons
* 144 Non-Azectroplc Heat Pump for Crew
Hygiene Water Heating
145 Hybrld Measurement of Two-Phase Flows
G.N.A.F., Inc.,
Freeport, NY 11520
015 Three-Dimensional Euler Solver
Geo-_nters, Inc.,
Newton Centre, MA 02159
* 045 Embedded Fiber Optic Sensors for Polymer
Matrix Composite Process Monitoring
Global Informtton S._tem Technology,
Savoy, IL 61874
* 090 Intelligent Evaluation System for Simulator
Training
_'owth Sy=tms, Inc.,
Olenvlew, IL 60025
178 Accelerating Seed Germination & Plant
Growth thru Manipulation of Atmospheric
Pressure
;r-Devtcea, Inc.,
Alexandria, VA 22312
023 Numerical Modeling of Fully Viscous Rocket
Plume Flows
It & N Inst_'=mnts. Inc.,
Newark. OH 43055
198 Effect of Gravity on Foam Decay
* 199 A New Method for the Measurement of
Surface Tension
IncubatorTechnologies, Inc.,
Rolls, MO 65401
046 Micro-Mechanical Model for Prediction of
Failure Modes in Ceramic-Matrix
Composites
International Technical Associates (InTA),
Santa Clara, CA 95054
* 080 Adaptive Weld Control Through Expert
System Interpratation
I_lne Sensor= Cot3xwatton,
Coats Mesa, CA 92626
* 108 HYMOSS TM Signal Processing for Push-
broom Spectral Imaging
* 122 On-Focal-Plane Processing for Atmospheric
Measurements
I_ rJ_poratton,
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
* 089 Fault-Tolerant Distributed Knowledge Bases
JAI Auoctates, Inc.,
Mountain View, CA 94086
012 Computational Fluld Dynamlcs of Store
Separation
lOB Fuston. Inc.,
Ann Arbor, MI 45108
* 077 High-Performance, View-Generated
Database for World Model Definition end
Update
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Kuck and Assoc|ates, Inc.,
Champaign, IL 61820
011 Software Package for Solving Large
Systems of Nonlinear Equations
L.N.K. Corp.,
Riverdale, MD 20737
102 Intelligent Data Abstraction and Analysis
LesePGentce Corporation,
San Jose, CA 95161
181 Fiber Sensors for High Temperatures end
Pressures
LNR Comuntcattons, Inc.,
Hauppauge, NY 11788
* 193 30 GHZ Reflection Mode FET Solid State
Power Amplifier
N. L. Enm'gta, Inc.,
Princeton, NJ 08542
* 019 Photochemical Ignition and Enhancement of
Supersonic Combustion
Nathemttcal Research, Inc.,
Houston, TX 77058
094 System to Create Models of Fluid Flow
Phenomena
RcNahan Electro-Optics, Inc.,
Winter Park, FL 32789
* 188 Double-Pulsed, Phase-Sampled, Leser-
Speckle Interferomstrlc Metrology for Non-
Destructive Testlng
Nmbrane Technology and Research, Inc.,
Menlo Park, CA 94025
147 Novel Heat Pipe Systems
Nertdtan Corporation,
Alexandria, VA 22302
* 071 Force Reflecting Joysticks for Manipulator
Control
Netrflfave, Inc..
Pasadena, CA 91101
* 134 Microwave Network Analyzer for
Superconductor-insulator-Superconductor
Mixer Research
tttcro'b'ont_ Aesoctal:_, Inc.,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
* 096 Hardware for Parallel Asynchronous Focal
Plane Image Processing
129 Infrared Detector Systems for High Dynamic
Range Radiometry and Imaging
Ntcroeave RonoHthJce l_ted,
Slmi Valley, CA 93065
135 High-Temperature Superconductors in
Monolithic Microwave and Millimeter-Wave
Integrated Circuits
* 195 High-Efficiency, Low-Coat Ga/_ Monolithic
RF Module for SARSAT Distress Beacons
Rid-South Engtnem-lng, Inc.,
Nashville, TN 37207
059 Robotic Weld Path Programming
Roestc Industrteso Inc.,
Mountain View, CA 94043
123 Automated Atmospheric Analysis for
Manned Space Missions
NSW0 Inc.,
San Maroos, CA 92069
052 Chemical Vapor Deposition of TI-AI Foils
Nulttpotnt Caamntcettons Corporation,
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
191 Programmable Rate Digital Modem Utilizing
Digital Signal Processing Techniques
NDT TechnolngJes, Inc.,
South Windsor, CT 06074
149 DC-to-400 HZ Inverter
NeurogenXnc,,
Brookllne, MA 02146
068 Neural Network Controller for Adaptive
Movement In Robots
NtNiara Scientific, Inc.,
Syracuse, NY 13206
038 Miniature Airborne Dew Point Sensor
Ntelsen Engineering & Research, Inc.,
Mountain View, CA 94043
* 008 Supersonic Turbulent Reacting Flow
Modeling and Calculation
North Amrtcen AerospaceCorp.,
Austin, TX 78716
* 040 Aircraft Flight Testing Techniques and
Instrumentation
Novatech, Inc.,
Logan, UT 84321
115 Imaging Altimeter Using imaging Doppler
Ihterferomatry
O.I. Corporation,
College Station, TX 77841
166 Water Quality Monitor
Odetlce, Inc.,
Anaheim, CA 92802
* 065 Control Algorithm for Redundant Degree-of-
Freedom Manipulators
066 Teleprasence Sensor and Control Helmut
Onttron, Inc.,
Greenbelt, MD 20770
* 098 Concept-Oriented Distributed Expert System
for Spacecraft Control
Ontologtc Inc.,
Blllerica, MA 01821
091 CLIPS--Vbase Feasibility Study
Opcoa°II1(:,,
Garden Grove, CA 92641
* 140 Fiber Optic Pressure Sensor for Wind
Tunnel Applications
Ophtr r_rix_at 1on,
Lakewood, CO 80235
110 Low-Cost Doppler Micro-Radar Rain Gauge
187 Laser Doppler Veloclmeter for Flow Rate
Measurement In Thermal Control Fluid
Systems
Optra, Inc.,
Beverly, MA 01915
179 Cell Culture In Mlcrogravlty: An Instrument
to Monitor Growth and Cell Markem
PDA Engtnesrtng,
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
056 Filament Winding Process for Thermoplastic
Matrix Composites
063 Lightweight Advanced Composite Gondola
for Stratospheric Balloons
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Phoentx Engineering & Collmtlng. Inc.,
Madison, Wl 53713
174 Kinematic Data Gathering System for
Determining Human Motion In Zero Gravity
Photomtrtcs Ltatted,
Tucson, AZ 85745
133 A High-Resolution MuitI-CCD, Time-
Delayed-Integration Camera System
Photontcs Technology, Inc.,
Northwood, OH 43619
* 143 Full-Color, AC-Plaema, Flat-Panel Display
for Space Station Applications
Ph.yslcal Sclencu Inc.,
Andover, MA 01810
007 High Temperature LDV Seed Particle
Development
* 013 Propulsion Simulation for Magnetically
Suspended Wind Tunnel Models
* 020 Aerothermodynamic Radiation Studies
141 Remote Characterization of Wind-Tunnel
Turbulence
* 158 Arcing on Space Structures in Low Earth
Orbit
PhytoResotn'ce ReleaPch, Inc.,
Collage Station, TX 77840
* 180 A Space-Rated Nutrient Delivery Root-
Support System
Povmr Stllcon & Honollthlc Technologies Corp..
East Pittsburgh, PA 15112
155 Ultra High Temperature 20 KHZ Induction
Generator for VSCF Operating Mode
Prospective Colputer Analysts, Inc.,
Roslyn, NY 11576
* 093 CAD\CAE Knowledge-Base Development
Tool
I_oteon. Inc.,
Wastborough, MA 01581
* 101 High Speed Packet Switching
OCl, Inc.,
Oak Ridge, TN 37831
* 189 Thermoelectric Assessment of Precipitation-
Hardening Stainless Steels
Red|at|on I1onttortng Oevtces,lnc..
Watertown, MA 02172
084 High-Resolution. Avalanche Diode X-Ray
Spectrometer for Planetary Exploration
Rmtech, Inc.,
Huntsville, AL 35805
* 021 Rarefied Gas Aerodynamic Bridging
Procedures
* 024 Vacuum Plume impingement Evaluator
164 Improvement to Viscous Flow Field
Calculations in Regeneratively Cooled
Nozzles
Robottcs Research Corporation,
Milford. OH 45150
078 Telerobot Collision end Obstacle Avoidance
Based on Real-Time Proximity Sensors
Rose Engineering & Research, Inc.,
Incline Village, NV 89450
* 002 Boundary Layer Control Methods In High
Speed Inlet Systems
Ross-Htm Destgns, Inc.,
Minneapolis, MN 55414
* 076 Development of Telerobot Hand Joint
S. R. Taylor & Associates.
Bartlesvllle, OK 74003
* 165 Zero Gravity Phase Separation Via Ultra-
eonlc Coalescence
San 01ego Smtconductors, Inc,,
San Diego, CA 92121
132 Position Sensitive CdTe Detector Using
Improved Crystal Growth Method
SatCon Technology Corl_oratton,
Cambridge, MA 02142
* 142 Superconducting Magnetic Beadnge In an
Advanced Momentum-Exchange Effector
* 200 Active Magnetic Micro-G isolator for Space
Station
Sctence and Technology Corporation,
Hampton, VA 23666
* 120 Automatic Scanning Lldar System to Map
Upper Tropospheric Aerosols and Cloud
Scientific Natertals Corporation,
Bozeman, MT 59716
* 118 A Method to Provide Lower Cost Crystal
Properties Study Samples
Scientific Research Assoclates, Inc.,
Glestonbury, CT 06033
* 067 Spatial Planning for Mobile Artlculatad
Vehicles and Dendritic Robotic Systems
Scientific Technology, Inc.,
Rockville, MD 20850
197 Microetrlp Multiple Function Antenna Feed
SEES, Inc..
Knoxville, TN 37931
165 Human Envelope Manipulator
5tllcon Engtnes, Inc.,
Mountain View, CA 94304
106 Continuous-Wave Signal Detector for SETI
SKWCo_,,
Arlington, VA 22209
* 124 Free-Space Particulate Contamination Sizing
and Counting System for Space
Applications
Solar Kinetics, Inc.,
Dallas, "IX 75220
* 154 Improved Mirror Facet for Space
Applications
Solldllte Corporation.
Redmond, WA 98052
119 New Four Level All-Solid-State Laser Source
Within the 1.5 to 4 Micron Range
SpaceComuter Corporatlon,
Santa Monica, CA 90404
* 037 Passive Electro-Optical Sensor Processing
for Helicopter Obstacle Avoidance
Sparta, Inc,
Torrance, CA 90503
* 160 Thrust Vector Control
Slxctral Sciences, Inc.,
Burlington, MA 01803
182 Surface Organic Contamination Sensor
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Sl_Ictrex. Inc.,
Gloucester, VA 23061
014 Modelling of Maeslvely Separated Flows:
Renormallzstlon Group Formulation
Sptre Corporation,
Bedford, MA 01730
044 Oxidation Resistant TI/6AI/4V.SIC Compoalte
Materials by Ion Implant_ion
* 157 Indium-Phosphide Solar Cells on Silicon
Substratso
Smad S_:trm S_tm. Xnc.(Sh),
Betheeda, MD 20814
194 Evaluation of CDMA System Capacity
Sprlng_orn htertals Sc|ence, Inc.,
Enfleld, CT 06082
* 058 Development of Specialized Floor
Coverings for Launch Site Facilities
St|r] 1nO Technolow Co..
Rlchland, WA 99352
* 158 Advanced Stlrllng Engine Heater Head
Structural Analysts Technology, Inc.,
Cupertino, CA 95014
* 053 An Expert System for Integrated Structural
Analysis & Design Optimization
Sylbtottcs, Inc.,
Cambridge, MA 02139
* 088 Distributed Artificial Intelligence
Represent_lon Language Language
System & Processes Engtmertng Corp.,
Austin, "IX 78721
* 099 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) Algorithms
for Bit Serial QaAs Processor Architectures
Systems Technology, Inc..
Hawthorne, CA 90250
036 Practical Application of Multivarlable
Robustness Methods to Advanced Flight
Control
042 Real-Time Mondlflcstlon of Structural Modes
Technical Research Associates, Inc.,
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
196 Switched Hemispherical Antenna
TeleRobottcs lntm_ttonol, Inc.,
Knoxville, TN 37931
* 097 Optimizing the Camera and Positioning
System for Telerobotic Work Station
Viewing
Texttle Technologies, Inc.,
Harboro, PA 19040
049 Development of Composite Structures with
Enhanced Damage Tolerance
The Coaputattonal I1echantcs Cunpeny, Inc.,
Austin, "IX 78705
* 010 Adaptive Schemes for Complex Subsonic
3D-Flow Problems In Arbitrary Domains
The Navtrol Company,Inc.,
Dallas, "IX 75243
* 070 Telerobotlc Digital Controller System
The Radtomtrtcs Corporation,
Altadena, CA 91001
109 High Sensitivity Active Cavity Radiometer
TtNt Alloy Company,
Oakland, CA 94608
* 095 Digital Storage Device Using Thin-Film
Shape-Memory Alloy
Tranmlsston Research, Inc.(Otv. of HASTEC, Inc.),
Cleveland, OH 44108
* 083 Roller-Gear Drive for Robotic Manipulators
Trtangle Research and I)evelolment Corp.,
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
* 069 Telerobotlc Rendezvous and Docking Vlslon
System Archltecture
187 Space Suit Thermal Control Using Non-
Toxlc Mlcroencapsulated Two-Phese PCM
Fluid
13 Infmystam, Inc.,
Lanham, MD 20708
112 High Resolution Remote Sensing for Earth
Observation
Turbulence Prediction System.
Boulder, CO 80301
* 032 Airborne Advance Warning of Air
Turbulence
UFA, Inc.,
Newton, MA 02159
* 081 Toward Intelligent Control of Robotic= for
Space Station Maintenance
Ultlrmet,
Pacolma, CA 91331
003 Advanced Thermal Protection Materials
043 High Performance, High Temperature Heat
Pipes
* 050 High Temperature Turbine Blades
usp_a Remrch Cospany,
Myrtle Creek, OR 97457
* 171 Removal of Contaminants from Experiment
Waste Water Using Immobilized Enzymes
178 Space Laundry Cleansing Agent and Fliter
Development
Untvm'sal Enm'W Systems, Inc.,
Dayton, OH 45432
051 Response of Rapidly.solidified TI Alloys to
Thermoohemlcal Treatment
Vexcel Corporation,
Boulder, CO 80301
* 104 EOS Workstation
Vtgysn Research Associates, Inc.,
Hampton, VA 23668
* 025 Low-Speed Vlsuallzatlon Studles of Vortex
Systems on Chlne-Forebody/Deita Wlng
Conflguratlons
Vtktng Instrmmts Corporation,
Sterling, VA 22170
* 121 Miniaturized Tandem Mess Spectrometer for
Manned Space Missions
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Appendix F
INDEX OF PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS
Adamson, H. Patrlck: Turbulence Prediction Systems,
032 *
k:ller-Eolden, Steven N.: Spectral Sciences, Inc,, 182
Ashy, 1an: Gee-Centers, Inc., 04.¢, •
A11red, Ronald: PDA Engineering, 056
Andersen, KrJstJnn: Mid-South Engineering, Inc., 059
ANderson, HJ111ul ,].: Transmission Research, Inc,,
Division of NASTEC, Inc., 083 *
Mdre_, R. L.: SEES, Inc., 186
hchalo. Ht111m D.: Aeromatrlcs, Inc., 031 e, 162
Baker, RJdlard W.: Membrane Technology and Re
search, Inc., 147
kluubramnlan. R.: Spactrex. Inc., 014
Ban, VladJB1r S.: Epltaxx, Inc., 130 *
Barrel, Scott 0.: SKW Corp., 124 •
BUS, ,]on M.: The Computational Mechenlcs Company,
Inc., 010 *
Bags;J, Stefan: Begej Corporation, 074
Bellde_, Robert L.: Rerntech, Inc., 024 •
Banson, Glendon M.: Aker Industries, Inc., 047
BerlRn, Chlrles H=: AeroChem Research Laboratories,
Inc., 029 *
Bernard, Bernte B.: O,I. Corporation, 156
Bh=tt4chat3_, Babt S.: Universal Energy Systems,
Inc., 051
B|lan|n, Alem 0.: Continuum Dynamics, Inc., 030
B|rd, Larry: North Amedcan Aerospace Corp., 0410 •
Bown, Kenneth A.: Applied Logic Systems, Inc., 086
Bay(e, Jose,: Foster-Miller, Inc., 052
Browtl, Richard J.: The Navtrol Company, Inc., 070 •
Bl_ogle, Balk D.: Meridian Corporation, 071 ,
Bu|rtavJcJul, RJlMttIs: Phoenix Engineering & Com-
puting, inc., 174
Burton, Rodne¥ L.: QT-Devlcea, Inc., 023
Cag]ayan, A1per K.: Charles River Analytics Inc., 041 *
Caledon|a, George E.: Physical Sciences, Inc.,
020 *
C_11, Richard E. : Englneerlng Development Labo-
ratory, 039
Carrabba,, M|Cllae| M.: EIC Laboratories, Inc., 137
Che|, L|: Incubator Technologies, Inc., 046
Chulpne,y, Joel]e M.: Applied & Theoratlcal Mechanlos,
Inc., 016
(::hen, Alexander Y. K.: Scientific Research Associates,
Inc,, 067 •
Chert, ThollRS T.: Global Informatlon Systems Technol-
ogy. 090"
Ch|r|ve1|8, ,]role E.: Ergo-Tech Systems Inc., 022
ChPtstertsen, _ K.: Apalron, 184 *
Chuart, R_l_nd L.: Femtomatrtos, 183
Clifford, Paul K.: Mosaic Industries, Inc., 123
Cogan, Stuart F.: EIC Laboratories, Inc., 170 *
Cohlm, Stevert H.: Odetios, Inc.. 565 •
Cohen, BalPVtrt $.: Decision Science Consortium,
Inc., 033 *
Colmbo, Gerald V.: Umpqua Research Company,
171 *, 176
Calvin, Oav|d P.: Triangle Research end Development
Corp., 167
Coon, DaPPyl D.: Mlcrotronlcs Associates, Inc., 096 **
12g
Cott_rt, Bru(e H.: Symblotlos, Inc., 088 •
Cl"ery, Bell(e: Optra, Inc., 179
Derby, Roger W.: QCI, Inc., 189 *
Deshazer, LIPPy G.: Solldlite Corporation, 119
Dt Brozolo, Ftllppo Radtcatt: Charles Evans & Asso-
elates, 126 *
DoMler, JalBS R.: SatCon Technology Corporation,
142 *
Drew, Rusull C.: Viking Inatrumant8 Corporation, 121 •
Duluk. 0er01m F.: Silicon Engines, Inc., 106
End81, _ S.: Applied Research Corporation, 100
Ent|11e. Gerald: Radiation Monitoring Devices,Inc., 084
Fahrenkrug, Carl F.: Niagara Sclantlflc, In¢., 0_B
Farschl, Rohaled: Nielsen Englneerlng & Reosamh.
Inc., 008 *
Flrt.Zero Gregow ,.1.: Ophir Corporation, 187
F1eetar, R|cherd: Defanse Systems Inc., 1,5._ •
Foukal, Peter V.: Cambridge Research and Instrumen-
tation, Inc., 117 *
Fouse0 Scott: ISX Corporation, 089 •
FPey W.: Autonomous Technologies Corporation, 156 *
Frledmn, Peter S.: Photonics Technology, Inc.. 1143 •
Frlsh, R|chul B.: Physical Sciences Inc., 007
Gll1|(e, 0fflib P.: Sprlngborn Materials Science, Inc.,
058 *
_'stenfeld, /_-thur: UFA, Inc., 081 •
G1ertn, Paul: Bauer Associates, Inc., 136 •
Gn|ady, 001111:Applied Technology Aesocletes, Inc.,
203 *
Eoodwtrt, Frallk: Digital Signal Corporation,
072 *
_evely, Ban,Jmln T. :Triangle Research and Develop-
ment Carp., 069 *
Eutd_rd0 Donald C.: PDA Engineering, 063
_J|Ir41do, Rig|: Center for NeuroDlagnostlc Study, Inc.,
034 *
11811, Davld H.: David Hall Coneultlng, 0_,
Bardtn¢, ,)0h11T,: Ultramet, 050 •
I_Blell111, T|BotI1Ly K.: Engineering Mechanic8 Aesoci.
atss, Inc., 081 *
He_l-11, Doneld E.: Advanced Energy Dynamics, 064 *
H|]le Hl,yne $.: Foater-MIIler. Inc., 145
H|rvonen, _ K.: Spire Corporation, 044
Ikw|S, _lt'1"ert A.: TS Infosyatems, Inc.. 112
Ik_llrd, George E.: ANCO Engineers, Inc., 152
Hudson, 01 In: DWA Composite Specialties, Inc., 0._4 *
I_tcheson, L3nm D.: APA Optics, Inc., 192
Hutchuon, Ralph L.: Crysonlcs, Inc., 118 *
Jmm11, Wayne F.: Systems Technology, Inc., 042
00111111011,A. 0av|d: TINI Alloy Company, 09§ *
,|ohneort, Bt'u(e K.: SatCon Technology Corporation,
200 •
JIOSh|, Pt'llkalh B.: Physical Sciences Inc., 013 •
Kall| 1, IkIHIl: Structural Analysis Technology, Inc., 053 *
1(81tg, I_11dlu1: Advanced Communications Technology,
Inc., 103 •
Kap1art, Rtchard e.: Ultrame_ 003
Kebebten, Paul: Aerodyne Research, Inc, 113
Ke||y. ,]ohrt T.: Altex Technologies Corporation, 004
Kendall, H| 11tml B.: Space Computer Corporation,
037*
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Kent, Geoffrey S.: Science and Technology Corpora-
tion, 120 *
KJnsley, Kathwn C.: Datawise, Inc., 087
KJlL_hneP, Ted E.: Foster.Miller, Inc,, 055
Kle|ner, Charles T.: C.T.K. Enterprises, 127
Knox, E. C.: Remtech, Inc., 021 t
Koch, Victor R.: Covalent Associates, Inc., 159
Kuperstetn, 1itches1: Neurogen Inc., 088
Kuznetsov, Stephen: Power Silicon & Monolithic Techno-
logies Corp., 155
Labh'd, Barbara A.: L.N.K, Corp., 102
LalllpCU, Paul D.w Jl".: Consultant's Choice, Inc., 105
LeO, Btnney Y.: Ameraala Technology, Inc., 111 *
Larson, Ttmthy R.: Odetlcs, Inc., 068
LavJd, I1osho: M. L. Energia, Inc., 019 *
Lebm'l, FPanz: Vexcel Corporation, 104 •
Longsl_'th, Ralph C.: APD Cryogenics, Inc., 125 •
Lovo], Paul: InTA (International Technical Associates),
060 *
Ludwig, DAvid E.: Irvlne Sensors Corporation,
108 *, 122 •
Lustgnea, RtchaPd t_.: Foster-Miller, Inc., 048 •
NilJden, JAnJce R.: Textile Technologies, Inc.,
049
Ha]ns, RJchaPd C.: Down to Earth, 177
Ralachowskt, II. J.: CCE - Robotics, 175
11cCurnJn, T. el.: Photomstrics Limited, 133
Hctlahan, Robert K.: McMahan Electro-Optics, Inc.,
188 *
ledeJ111afl, Gary B.: Systems & Processes Englneering
Corp., 099 •
llenon, Su1"elh: Flow Research, Inc., 009
Nertz, FrederJdc C.: Earth Space Research, Inc., 114
11coney, ThoIIBS A.: Barr Associates, Inc., 107 •
11oo¢e,Larry O.: Atom Sciences, Inc., 172 *
llocettJ, 6111o: G.M.A.F., Inc., 015
1101_|s, 0o[111:Applied Research, Inc., 151 •
Noyle, Ian N.: Exotech, Inc., 138
Nelson, Loren D.: Ophir Corporation, 110
fig, Eric: LNR Communications, Inc., 193 _
fig, T. Te_y: Eidatics International, Inc., 026
lltshJoka, Gary N.: H & N Instruments, Inc., 108, 1_ *
0'Keefe, Anthony: Deacon Research, 006, 017
011r_n, Reeds11 B.: Chronos Research Laboratories, Inc.,
057
Osofsky, Irving B.: Sparta, Inc, 160 •
0stm_Jsch, FPede/'|ck G.: Daedalus Enterprises, Inc.,
116 *
0tmn, F. K.: Complere, Inc., 018, 130 *
Pin, J. 0.: E-Tek Dynamics, Inc., 185
Petersefl, Stephen C.: Technical Research Associates,
Inc., 196
Petm'sen, We_le11 C.: Microwave Monolithtcs Incor-
porated, 195 •
PetePson, Bruce R.: Novatech. Inc., 11S
PJnner, J. 111chu1: Crystallume, 128
Ptper, Lmlce G.: Physical Sclencss, Inc,, 141
PrehAraJ, SePat C.: Remtaoh, Inc., 104
PPIkL_h, C.: CHAM of North America, inc., 204
PPzekt_s, Anch'zeJ 0.: CFD Research Corporation,
163 *
(}tackenbush, Todd R.: Continuum Dynamics, Inc., 027 *
(_l|ck, Will|el H.: Opooa, Inc.. 140 •
qu|nlan, Dante1 ,1.: Colorado Research Development
Corporation, 085
Ratsktn, E.: San Diego Semiconductors, Inc., 132
PAO, OhoIwId$ 11.: Vigyan Research Associates, Inc.,
025 •
Rlkl/flolds, George H.: MSNW, Inc., 052
R|ggle0 Peter: Stlrllng Technology Co., 155 *
RObe/_sB Oon$1d W.: Amtec Engineering, Inc., 028
Rose, Ht111m C.: Rose Engineering & Research, Inc.,
002*
RosheJu, Hark E.: Ross-Hime Designs, inc,, 076 *
_lv/ofl, Nation K.: Proteon, Inc., 101 •
SAttm'loo, PIu1 E.: TeleRobotlcs International, Inc.,
097 •
SAVO11, C. ThoBaI: Dynamic Analysis & Testing Associ-
ates, 005
Scheld, It. W.: PhytoResource Research, Inc., 180 *
Schlecht, RJchord G.: I.aserGenics Corporation, 181
SCIlllo|der_ Denn|s Ray: Austin Biological Laboratories,
Inc., 173
SdIclppe1_, HAIPOSI:Advanced Decision Systems, 070
Sl_nks, Smuel P.: JAI Aseoclates, Inc., 012
Shaplro, l_nle1: Advanced Decision Systems, 080 •
Shoek, J. G1"ildy:Ultramat, 043
Shl|chta, Paul J.: Crystal Research, 201
S|lm, Dav|d E.: Omitron, Inc., 098 •
Stnghal, Ashok K.: CFD Research Corporation, 161
Slu, Daniel P.: Microwave Monollthlcs Incorporated, 155
SIotwJnsky, AnthoW R.: Digital Signal Corporation, 073
SllJth, Patrtck 0.: Spread Spectrum Systems, Inc.(S31),
104
So|th, Wa_: Creare Incorporated, 001 •
Sto]tzllfl, DAv|d E.: APA Optics, Inc., 168 •
StorlB0n, ChAIPles 0.: Coherent Research, Inc., 0_ *
Strodtalln, Scott L.: Daedalus Enterprless Inc., 075
Tlylo1", _ E.: ENSCO, Inc., 190 *
Taylor, Scott R.: S. R, Taylor & Assoclstss, 165 •
Thosl]sofl, 011ok !I. : Robotics Research Corporation, 078
ThoBI_n, Peter II.: Systems Technology, Inc., 036
Tul'ne¥, Jerry L.: KMS Fusion, Inc., 077 •
Velenzuell, JAy|m" A.: Creare Incorporated,
146 t 148 *
Vernon, Stlflle¥ I(.: Spire Corporation. 157 *
Vtlot, 111choe1 3.: Ontologic Inc., 091
tMmlerlor_ I_lry S.: Advanced Control Technologies, Inc.,
O82
Wl]ker_ DAv|d H.: Foster-Miller, Inc., 144 •
Wl]laco_ Robert: Multlpolnt Communications Corpora-
tion, 191
Wlflg, T|llg-]: Scientific Technology, Inc., lg7
Wire, R. LOU|$: Growth Systems, Inc., 178
_tt_, IMrr¥ L.: Fibre Optics Development Systems,
Inc., 131
k_J$chodel, Herbert R.: NDT Technologies, Inc., 149
Wells, Dlntel R.: Kuck and Associates, Inc., 011
Weyl, Guy: Physical Solencss, Inc., 1S8 •
|fit|re, l)l¥|d L.: Solar Kinetics, Inc., 154 •
lilglnton, C. Lmr: Mathematical Research, Inc., 004
W11111Lm, _ L.: MetrNVm,'e, Inc., 134 •
W111son, R1r.Mrd C.: The Rediomatdca Corporation, 100
1_'Ight, R. [;lenn: Prospective Computer Analysts, Inc.,
093 *
Young, Robert D.: Electro Design Manufacturing, Inc.,
202
Zeflne1'_ Bruce 0.: Aquanautics Corp., 169
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Appendix G
INDEX OF PROJECTS MANAGED BY EACH NASA CENTER
AMES RESEARCHCENTER
012 02.01-5145
016 02.05-1427
016 02,03-5630
019" 02.06-7970
O26* O2.09-0794A
026 02.09..9316
027* 02,10-9282
028 O2,11-8060
033* 03.03-0660
O35 03°O4-9024
037* 03.06-8740
040* 03.07-0979
041 * 03,07-3464
042 03.07-4674
089* 03.03-8265
094 06.07-2555
095* 06.07-4109
106 07.09"214O
112 08.03-4080
113 08.04-9500
125" 08.12-6708A
126" 08.13-4567
139" 08.20-5630
177 12.06-1262
SPACER..I6m"
057 04.06.-8200B
063 04.11-8900
069* 05.01-2878
070* 05.01-3319
075 05.01-5649
098* 07.02-1700
099* 07.03-0081
1O0 07.03-8442
101* 07.04-2800
102 07.05-3223
103" 07.06-3759
105 07.08-8430
109 08.02-0071
110 08.02-1512
111 * 08.02-9388
117* 08.07-2627
124" 08.11-0888A
127 08.15-2960
128 08.16..0660
129 08.16-0888
130" 08.16-1188
131 08.16-2589
132 08.16-4645
136" 08.19-8775
137 08.19-9450
147 09.06-2228
148* 09.05-3800
153" 09.09-1000
,_ pROPULSION LABORATORY
031 * 04.10-2551
062 04.11"3200
065* 05.01-0300A
O66 05.01-0300C
067* 05.01-0333
071" 05.01-3600
073 05.01-4910A
074 05.01"5042B
077* 05.01-8500
084 05.05-1167
092* 03.06-0929
104* 07.07-0094
107" 08.01-7513
108" 08.01-8211
114 08.05-5049
115 08.06-2035
116" 08.08-5049
133 08.17-8961
134" 08.18-0669
135 08.18-6642
159 10.O2-1140
194 14.02-4288A
197 14.05-6070
_HNSON SP_
017 02.06-1520
020* O2.06-9030
054* 04.05-1504
055 04.05-3200A
064* 04.12-8112
079 05.02-3912
080* 05.02-3912A
090* 06.06-1165
091 03.05-2383
143* 08.03-0762
145 09.04-3200A
146* 09.04-3800
149 09.06-7958
150" 09.07-1262
151 * 09.07-8600
165" 12.01-0264
166 12.01-1711
167 12.01-2878
168" 12.01-4995
169 12.01-8553
170" 12.01-9450
172" 12.03-1113
173 12.03-1304
174 12.04-1987
175 12.05-0298B
176 12.05-5201
181 13.01-0161
198 14.04-8080
KENNEDYSPACE OENTER
058* 04.07-8371
086 03.02-3900
088* 03.03-3635
093* 03.06.-4610
178 12.06"-3053
179 12.07-7670
180* 12.07-8606
182 13.01-4770
183 13.01-8239
184* 13.02-2423A
165 13.02-3228
165 13.04-2060
190" 13.08-4122
L_LEY _S_C. 0Em_
013* 02.02-9030
014 02.03-9778
015 02.04-8450
029* 02.12-7070
030 02.12-9282
032* 03.02-21 50
034* 03.03-2975
036 03.05-2261
038 03.07-0821
039 03.07-0905
043 03.08..0236
048* 04.O2-3200
049 04.O2-5325
051 04.03-6900B
052 04.03-7648
068 05.01-2215
072* 05.01-4910
078 05.01-9570
O85 06.01-8633
087 03.02-7701
096* 07.01-0888
097* 07.01-5600
118* 08.06-0438A
119 08.08-7528
120" 03.09-1894
138 08.20-2870
140* 08.20"7377
141 08.20--9030
142* 09.01-0540A
188" 13.07-0463
189* 13.07-6498
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LEWIS RESE/IRCE CEIITB
001" 01.01-3800
002* 01.01-5094
003 01.02-0236
004 01.02-7300
005 01.02-9511
006 01.03-1520
007 01.03-9030
008* 01.04-9457
009 01.05-8500
023 02.08-8150
031 * 03.01-8887
044 04.01-6000
045* 04.01-7070
046 04.01-7747
047 04.01-9785
050* 04.03-0236A
053* 04.04-1319
083* 05.03-1391A
154" 10.01-2376
155 10.01-2520
156" 10.01-4000
157" 10.01-6000A
156" 10.01.9030
191 14.01-3900A
192 14.01-4995B
193* 14.01-7111
195* 14.03-6642
201 15.01-0750
203* 15.01-8371
2O4 15.03-2620
llNCSiL4LL SPACE FLIGHT CEm'B
010" 02.01-0618
011 02.01-3600
021 * 02.07-8581
022 02.08-1759
024* 02.08-8581A
056 04.05-8900
059 04.08-0960
060* 04.08-9955
076* 05.01-5860
051 * 05.02-5172A
082 05.02-5272
121" 08.10-2214A
122" 05.10-8211
123 05.10-9054
144* 09.04-3200
152 09.08-5050A
160* 11.01 -3350
161 11.03-6576
162 11.03-8887
163* 11.04-6576
164 11.04-8581
171" 12.02-5202B
187 13.06"1512
198 15.01-0156
199" 15.01-0156A
200* 15.01-0540
2O2 15.01-3855
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Appendlx H
INDEX OF PROJECTS BY NASA CONTRACT NUMBER
lz LM.___ _Sr_R_
NAS1.1 86O6 085
NAS1-18607 030
NASI-18610 014
NAS1-18611 138
NAS1-18615 052
NAS1-18616 013*
NAS1-18617 141
NAS1-18618 015
NAS1-18619 119
NAS1-18620 051
NAS1-18621 087
NAS1-18622 029*
NAS1-18623 038
NAS1-18625 034*
NAS1-18626 140*
NAS1-18627 097*
NAS1-18628 049
NAS1-18629 078
NAS1-18631 120*
NAS1-18634 036
NAS1-18636 048*
NASI-18637 032*
NAS1-18639 068
NAS1-18639 118*
NAS1-18640 072*
NAS1-18641 189"
NAS1-18643 138"
NAS1-18644 043
NAS1-18645 096*
NAS1-18662 039
NASI-18682 142"
CEIITER
08.01-4131
02.12-9282
02.03-9778
08,20-2870
04.03-7648
02.02-9030
08.2O-9030
02.04-8450
08.08-7528
04.03-6900B
08.02-7701
02.12-7070
03.07-0821
03.03-2975
08.20-7377
07.01-5600
04.02-5325
05.01-9570
08.09-1894
03.05-2281
04.02-3200
03.02-2150
05.01-2215
08.08-0438A
05.01 4910
13.07-6498
13.O7-0463
03.08-0238
07.01-0888
03.07-0905
09.01-0540A
2: N4ESRESEMCHCEIflTR
NAS2-12643 125*
NAS2-12725 041 *
NAS2-12726 042
NAS2-12741 040*
NAS2-12773 035
NAS2-12774 037*
NAS2-12776 113
NAS2-12777 089*
NAS2-12778 016
NAS2-12779 012
NAS2-12750 025*
NAS2-12781 018
NAS2-12752 019*
NAS2-12787 026
NAS2-12789 027*
NAS2-12795 033*
NAS2-12796 094
NAS2-12797 095*
NAS2-12801 028
NAS2-12808 108
NAS2-12815 112
NAS2-12818 126"
NAS2-12820 177
NAS2-12854 139*
08.12-3708A
03.07-3474
03.07-4674
03.07-0979
03.04-9324
03.06-8740
08,04-9500
08.03-8265
02.05-1427
02.01-3922
02.09-0794A
02.03-5830
02.06-7970
02,09-9316
02.1 0-0252
03.03-0660
06.07-2555
08.07-4109
02.11-8060
07,09-2140
08.03-4080
08,13,-4567
12.06-1262
05.20-5630
$: LEWIS RIESEARCI!(:T:NTE]t
NAS3-25282 083* 05.03-1391A
NAS3-25283 157* 10.01-6000A
NAS3-25284 007 01.03-9030
NAS3-25285 008* 01.04-9457
NAS3-25326 044 04.01-6000
NAS3-25327 053* 04.04"1319
NAS3-25331 204 15,03-2620
NAS3-25332 00g 01.05-8500
NAS3-25333 046 04.01-7747
NAS3-25334 158" 10.01-4000
NA83-25338 154" 10,01-2376
NAS3-25338 191 14.01-3900A
NAS3-25337 045* 04.01-7070
NAS3-25338 005 01,02-9511
NAS3-25339 193* 14.01-7111
NAS3-25348 031 * 03,01-8887
NAS3-25349 050* 04.03-0236A
NAS3-25350 155 10.01-2520
NAS3-25362 203* 15,01-8371
NAS3-25400 201 15.01-0760
NAS3-25401 006 01.03-1 520
NAS3-25402 158* 10,01-9030
NAS3-25403 195* 14,03-.6642
NAS3-25404 004 01.02-7300
NAS3-25405 001 * 01.01-3800
NAS3-25406 047 04.01-9765
NAS3-25407 023 02.08-81 50
NAS3-25408 002* 01.01-5094
NAS3-25411 003 01.02-0238
NAS3-25424 192 14.01-4995B
5: _ SPACE FLIGHT CEIflE]I
NAS5-30265 103"
NAS5-30266 111 *
NAS5-30267 100
NAS5-30268 138*
NAS5-30269 117*
NAS5-30270 057
NAS5-30271 105
NAS5-30272 148*
NAS5-30273 128
NAS5-30274 127
NAS5-30275 075
NAS5-30276 153"
NAS5-30277 137
NAS5-30278 130*
NAS5-30279 131
NAS5-30280 102
NAS5-30281 147
NAS5-30282 129
NAS5-30283 070*
NAS5-30284 098*
NAS5-30285 110
NAS5-30286 063
NAS5-30287 101 *
NAS5-30288 1O9
NAS5-30289 132
07.05-3759
08.02-9388
07.03-8442
08.19-8775
08.07-2627
04,06-8200B
07.08-8430
09.05-3800
08.16-0660
08.15-2960
05.01-5649
09.09-1000
08.19-9450
08.15-1188
08.16-2589
07.05-3223
09.05.2228
08.16-0888
05.01-3319
07.02-1700
08.02-1512
04.11-8900
O7.O428OO
08.02-0071
08.16-4645
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NA_,._5-30290 124*
NAS5-30291 099*
NAS5-30292 069*
08.11-3898A
07.030081
05.01-2878
.7: JET PROPULSION _TORY
NAS7-1004 073 05.01 ..4910A
NAS7-1005 114 08.05-5049
NAS7-1006 065* 05,01-0300A
NAS7-1007 062 04.11-3200
NAS7-1008 100* 00.01-8211
NAS7-1009 077* 05.01-6500
NAS7-1010 118" 00.06-5649
NAS7-1011 135 00.186642
NAS7-1012 007* 05.01-0333
NAS7-1014 092* 00.06-0929
NAS7-1015 074 05.01-5042B
NAS7-1016 115 08.06-2035
NAS7-1017 197 14.05-6070
NAS7-1018 004 05,05-1167
NAS7-1019 066 05,01-0300C
NAS7-1020 061 * 04.10-2551
NAS7-1021 107* 00,01-7513
NAS7-1022 133 08.17-8961
NAS7-1023 159 10.02-1140
NAS7-1024 071 * 05.01-3600
NAS7-1025 134* 08.18-0669
NAS7-1026 104* 07.07-0094
NAS7-1027 194 14.02-4288A
8: NARSIIALL SPACE FLIGItT CENTER
NAS8-37616 002 05.02-5272
NAS8-3776617 162 11.03-8887
NAS8-37618 152 09,08-5050A
NAS8-37619 161 11.03-6576
NAS8-37623 022 02.08-1759
NAS8-37620 163* 11,04--6576
NAS8-37621 010* 02.01-0618
NAS8-37622 202 15.01-3855
NAS8-37624 144* 00,04-3200
NAS8-37625 198 15.01-0156
NAS8-37626 199* 15.01-01 56A
NAS8-37627 060* 04.00-9955
NAS8-37628 122" 00.10-8211
NAS8-37629 059 04.08-0960
NAS8-37630 123 00.10-9054
NAS8-37631 187 13.06-1512
NAS8-37632 056 04.05-8900
NAS8-37633 011 02.01-3600
NAS8-37635 021 * 02.07-8581
NAS8-37636 024* 02.00-8581A
NAS8-37637 164 11.04-6581
NAS8-37638 076* 05.01-5560
NAS8-37639 200* 15,01-0540
NAS8-37640 160* 11.01 -3350
NAS8-37641 081 * 05.02-5172A
NAS8-37642 171 * 12,02-5202B
NAS8-37643 121 * 08.10-2214A
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9; JOHNSONSPACE FLIGiIT
NAS9-17926 079 00.92-3912
NAS9-17927 080* 05.02-3912A
NASg-17928 064* 04.12-8112
NAS9-17929 168* 12.01-4995
NAS9-17930 151 * 09.07-8600
NAS9-17931 169 12.01-8553
NAS9-17932 172" 12.03"1113
NAS9-17933 173 12.03-1304
NAS9-17934 150* 09.07-1262
NAS,9-17935 175 12.05-0298B
NAS9-17936 146* 09.04-3800
NAS9-17937 017 02,06-1520
NAS9-17938 054* 04.05-1 504
NAS9-17939 170* 12.01-9450
NAS9-17940 055 04.05-3200A
NAS,9-17941 145 09.04-3200A
NAS9-17942 090* 06.05-1165
NAS9-17943 181 13.01-0161
NAS9-17944 149 09.06-7958
NAS9-17945 166 12.01-1711
NAS9-17946 091 06.05-2383
NAS9-17947 174 12.04-1 987
NAS9-17948 143* 00.03-0762
NAS9-17949 020* 02.06-9030
NAS9-17950 165" 12.01-0264
NAS9-17951 196 14,04-8080
NAS,9-17952 167 12.01-2878
NAS9-17953 176 12.05-5201
.10: KENNEDYSPACE FLIBff CENI_
NAS10-11455 056* 04.07-8371
NAS10-11456 183 13.01-6239
NAS1 0-11467 179 12.07-7670
NAS10-11458 093* 06.06.4610
NAS10-11459 182 13.01-4770
NAS10-11460 185 13.02-3226
NAS10-11461 180" 12.07-8606
NAS10-11462 184" 13.02-2423A
NAS10-11463 186 13.04-2060
NA810-11464 088* 00.98-3635
NAS10-11465 086 00.02-3900
NAS1 0-11456 190* 13.00-4122
NAS10-11467 178 12.06-3053
* Project selected for Phase II
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